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FOREWORD 

 

This publication is a first attempt to compile papers on Black Sea Cross 

Border challenges authored by young people from the Black Sea region who 

participated in a Summer School on “Cross Border Cooperation in Black Sea 

Region”. The School activities were held at Batumi Shota Rustaveli State 

University from June 10-14, 2012 and brought together youth involved in civil 

society and engaged in peace and governance initiatives for the purpose of 

exploring European values, enhancing cross border understanding. Professors 

came from the Region as well as European Union countries.  

The overall objective of the project was to bring young people together from 

countries in the region (Armenia, Georgia, Azerbaijan) as well as Turkey and 

Russian Federation for a five-day summer school in order to achieve greater 

mutual cultural understanding and to strengthen understanding of European 

democratic values. The program also aimed to improve the quality of policy 

analyses on cross-border development issues and encourage academic discourse 

within the Black Sea Region, creating a cooperative network among young 

professionals from academia and civil society. 

The Summer school was organized with the support of the Robert Bosch 

Foundation and the Black Sea Trust for Regional Cooperation of the German 

Marshall Fund (BST),   in co-operation with Batumi Shota Rustaveli State 

University, the Georgian Institute of Politics, the Austrian Federal Ministry for 

European and International Affairs, the City of Vienna, the Institute for 

Parliamentarism and Democracy Questions, Vienna, the Go-Governance Initiative 

Vienna, Sustainable Future Campaign Vienna and the ARA, Batumi. 

We trust that this publication will be of interest to many institutions and 

organizations, government officials, regional analysts and to all those who are 

involved in researching problems related to Wider Black Sea area and its political 

development. This publication provides an excellent, highly readable and 

comprehensive overview of the diverse issues of relevance to the wider Black Sea 
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region and beyond. Given the growing importance of the region for the European 

Union, it is a useful reference document, not just for the region itself, but also 

more widely for policy- and decision-makers. 

 

Dr. Kornely Kakachia 

Director, Georgian Institute of Politics; Associate Professor, Department of 

Political Science Iv. Javakishvili  Tbilisi State University 

 

Professor Dr. Melanie Sully 

Vice-President, Institute for Parliamentarism and Democracy Questions, 

Vienna, Austria and head of the Go-Governance initiative based in Vienna. 
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winasityvaoba 

 

es gamocema aris pirveli mcdeloba Tavi mouyaros Savi zRvis regi-

onis axalgazrdebis naSromebs Savi zRvis regionTan dakavSirebul sa-

kiTxebze. saerTaSoriso sazafxulo skola “sazRvrispira TanamSromlo-

ba Savi zRvis regionSi,” robert boSis fondisa da germanuli marSalis 

fondis proeqtis Savi zRvis fondi regionuli TanamSromlobisTvis 

mxardaWeriT 2012 wlis 10-14 ivniss baTumis SoTa rusTavelis saxelmwi-

fo universitetSi gaimarTa. P  

skolam Tavi mouyara axalgazrdebs, romlebic Cabmulni arian samo-

qalaqo sazogadoebis, samSvidobo da efeqturi mmarTvelobis iniciati-

vebSi. programa miznad isaxavda evropuli Rirebulebebis wina planze 

wamowevas da sazRvrispira urTierTobebisa da regionaluri TanamSrom-

lobis gaRrmavebas. proeqtis ZiriTadi mizans aseve warmodgenda regio-

nis qveynebis axalgazrdebis (somxeTi, saqarTvelo, azerbaijani), aseve 

TurqeTis, ukrainisa da ruseTis federaciis warmomadgenlebis gaerTia-

neba xuT dRian sazafxulo skolaSi, romelic Tavis mxriv, miznad isaxav-

da kulturuli urTierTgagebis miRwevasa da evropuli demokratiuli 

Rirebulebebis gaziarebas. 

programa aseve miznad isaxavda sazRvrispira TanamSromlobis sa-

kiTxebze politikuri analizis xarisxis gaumjobesebasa da Savi zRvis 

regionSi akademiuri diskusiis waxalisebas, aseve akademiuri da samoqa-

laqo sazogadoebis axalgazrda profesionalebs Soris TanamSromlobis 

qselis Seqmnas. 

skolis muSaobaSi mowveulni iyvnen profesorebi, rogorc regionis 

qveynebidan aseve evrokavSiris wevri saxelmwifoebidanac. proeqti gana-

xorciela  saqarTvelos politikis institutma, da misi partniorebi  iy-

vnen baTumis SoTa rusTavelis saxelmwifo universiteti, avstriis ev-

ropul da saerTaSoriso sakiTxTa federaluri saministro, venis meria, 

venis parlamentarizmisa da demokratiis instituti, venis “Go-

Governance”, AaWaris ganaTlebis saministro. 

es publikacia gvTavazobs Savi zRvis regionTan dakavSirebuli sa-

kiTxebis saucxoo, advilad sakiTxav da yovlismomcvel mimoxilvas. re-

gionisadmi evrokavSiris mzardi interesis gamo es mniSvnelovani da sa-

Wiro gamocemaa da ara mxolod regionisTvis. vimedovnebT, rom es krebu-

li saintereso iqneba arasamTavrobo institutebisa Tu organizaciebis-

Tvis, samTavrobo wreebis warmomadgenlebisa Tu regionaluri analiti-
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kosebisTvis, aseve maTTvis, vinc ikvlevs Savi zRvis regions da mis poli-

tikur ganviTarebasTan dakavSirebul problemebs. 

 

korneli kakaCia  
 
direqtori, saqarTvelos politikis instituti; ivane javaxiSvilis 

saxelobis saxelmwifo universitetis politikuri mecnierebis de-

partamentis asocirebuli profesori 

 

 

profesori melani sali 
 
vice-prezidenti, venis parlamentarizmisa da demokratiis insti-

tuti, vena, avstria. venaSi dafuZnebuli “Go- governance” iniciati-

vebis xelmZRvaneli 
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AUSTRIA AND THE BLACK SEA, A SHORT HISTORICAL OVERVIEW 

By Jakub Forst-Battaglia 

The Republic of Austria is considering the Black Sea Region as one of her focal 
points for international cooperation, recognizing the political and economic 
importance of the countries involved. Due to her geographic position, Austria is 
quite naturally interested in a peaceful, stable and prosperous environment, the 
rule of law in truly democratic societies, including the Danube Basin, the Balkans 
and the Black Sea areas. There is a long tradition in Austria of human and cultural 
ties towards the South-East. That is why our particular attention goes to 
developing cultural and scientific relations with Ukraine, Georgia, Armenia, 
Azerbaijan, Turkey, Romania, Bulgaria, Moldova and the Southern parts of 
Russia, with their incredible heterogenic richness and diversity at the crossroads 
of Europe and Asia, West and East, Antique and Byzantine, Christian and Islamic 
roots. 

Nowadays, those efforts go in line with the aims of an active European Union’s 
Eastern Partnership and Neighborhood Policy. Dialogue, openness, increasing 
mutual knowledge is beneficial to everybody. Youth exchange is an element quite 
promising for a common future. In preparing this future we should look back at 
the past in order to understand better the complexity of the Black Sea in its 
geopolitical position. 

Until late in the 18th century, the Ottoman Empire used to be the dominating 
power in the Black Sea after the fall of Constantinople (1453).The Crimean Tatars, 
the Polish-Lithuanian Realm, the Cossacks and the Danube Principalities- 
ancestors of Romania- and Georgia at the Eastern shore, used to be further 
important factors. With the expansion of Russia in the 18th century, the partitions 
of Poland, the weakening of Turkey and the increase of Habsburg power in the 
Danube basin, the balance of power changed. Russia could use the Lower Danube 
and build up a fleet in the Black Sea, becoming a protector to the Balkan Christians 
(Treaty of Kücük-Kainarci, 1774), conquered Crimea(1783) and created Odessa 
(1794).In 1812, the Czarist Empire got control of Bessarabia.In 1815, the Danube 
became an international river (Congress of Vienna). The Peace Treaty of 
Andrinople (1829) and the Treaty of Hünkar Iskelesi(1833) extended the privileges 
of Russia in the Black Sea and through the Straits, whereas the London 
Treaty(1841) gave the Straits an international status, limiting the exclusive rights 
of Russia. This tendency was strengthened after the Crimean War (Treaty of Paris 
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1856) in demilitarizing the Black Sea. Russia obtained in 1871 the amendment of 
this clause (London Treaty). 

Again, Russia was obliged in 1878 (Berlin Congress) to accept more European 
balance despite her victory over Turkey in Bulgaria (1877). Austria, then Austria-
Hungary since 1867, was interested in freedom of traffic and trade on the Lower 
Danube and the Black Sea. Within the antirevolutionary Holy Alliance (1815) with 
Russia, Prussia and France, she tried to maintain a balance of conservative order in 
Europe, an attitude shared by Russia. But Vienna and St.Petersburg became more 
and more rivals in the Balkans, with impacts on the Black Sea policy. Austria was 
neutral in the Crimean War between France, Britain and Turkey against Russia, 
and occupied the Romanian Principalities for a short period. In 1878, she occupied 
Bosnia for good and annexed it in 1908. 

Russian Panslavism, the attempt to dominate the Balkans by means of Christian 
Orthodox populations and to extend Russia’s influence over a heavily weakened 
Ottoman Empire represented a threat to the multinational Austro-Hungarian 
Empire of the Habsburgs. Although during the whole 19th century, Habsburgs and 
Romanovs tried to coexist nevertheless peacefully and even concluded a treaty of 
alliance inspired by the German Hohenzollern Empire under Bismarck(1881), they 
were unable to do so longer then by 1914, when the assassination of Archduke 
Francis Ferdinand led to a war around Serbia, the Great War that put an end to 
Austria-Hungary, to the Czars in Russia and to the Ottoman Empire. That is how 
nationalism, imperialist expansion dictated by economic interest and ideology or 
by an ultimate and desperate defense of status quo despite new developments 
asking for audacious reform measures is able to bring about catastrophy and 
destruction. For quite long, British interests of free trade and a balance of powers 
on the Continent served the purposes of Austria in limiting a further expansion of 
Russia to the South, but finally, the alliance of Central Powers, Germany and 
Austria, supported by Turkey, Berlin trying to compete with London and Paris, 
ended in a conflict deriving from the Balkans.  

Before, during long decades, trade and even early tourism flourished in the late 
19th century. The Austrian Lloyd as leading shipping company in the Eastern 
Mediterranean and the Black Sea, had regular courses from Trieste to several 
harbors in the Black Sea, including Batumi. A rich network of Austrian consulates 
in all majors places along the Russian and Turkish Black Sea coast showed the 
importance of Austrian involvement. 
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After World War I, the map of the Black Sea changed completely, its northern shore 
becoming a theater of heavy fightings in World War II, before it represented a 
partition line of superpowers during the Cold War. Now, its strategic importance still 
cannot be underestimated for multiple reasons, but the conditions for a fruitful 
international cooperation and peaceful exchange seem to be very good. 

We should make use of this promising opportunity under all possible aspects. 

 
avstria da Savi zRvis regioni, istoriuli mimoxilva 
 

jakub forst-batalia  

 

avstrias samxreT-aRmosavleTTan urTierTobis xangrZlivi isto-

ria gaaCnia. isfriad dainteresebulia kulturuli da samecnierou rTi-

erTobebi ganaviTaros ukrainasTan, saqarTvelosTan, somxeTTan, azer-

baijanTan, TurqeTTan, rumineTTan, bulgareTTan, moldaveTTan da ru-

seTissamxreTnawilTan, radganesqveynebievropisa da aziis, dasavleTisa 

da aRmosavleTis, antikuri da bizantiuri, qristianuli da islamuri 

kulturebis gasayarze mdebareoben da saocariTaviseburebebiTa da gan-

sxvavebuli msoflmxedvelobebiT xasiaTdebian. 

gamomdinare misi geografiuli mdebareobidan avstria bunebrivia 

dainteresebulia dunaisauzis, balkaneTisa da Savi zRvis regonismSvi-

dobiani da stabiluriganviTarebiT, raTa es qveynebi namdvil demokra-

tiul saxelmwifoebad Camoyalibdnen, sadac kanoni suzenaesoba da de-

mokratiuliprincipebigadamwyvetimniSvnelobisaa. 

SavizRvisregioniavstriisrespublikisaTvissakvanZowertilswar-

moadgens, radgan regionis qveynebi politikurad Tu ekonomikurad mniS-

vnelovan rols TamaSoben avstriis saerTaSoriso urTierTobebSi. 

SavzRvasTanmimarTebaSiaucilebladundagaviTvaliswinoTistori-

ulifaqtori, radgan regioni istoriulad hegemoni Zalebis dapirispi-

rebisas parezs warmoadgenda. I msoflio omis Semdeg misi politikuri 

ruka mniSvnelovnad Seicvala, II msoflio omis dros regionis Crdieloe-

Ti sanapiro namdvil sabrZolo arenad gadaiqca, civi omis periodSi ki es 

teritoria didi Zalebis gamyof xazs warmoadgenda. Savi zRis regions 

dResac didi mniSvneloba eniWeba. 

dRes dReisobiT avstriis midgoma regionis qveynebisadmi evrokav-

Siris aRmosavleTis partniorobasa da samezoblo politikasTan Tan-

xvedraSia. axalgazrduli gacvliTi programebis aerTomomavlis mSeneb-

lobisTvis gadadgmuli mniSvnelovan inabijia radgan dialogi da azrTa 

gacvla xels uwyobs TanamSromlobis perspeqtivebs, rac yvela mxari-

saTvis sasargebloa.  
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THE IMPORTANCE OF CULTURE IN CROSS-BORDER 
UNDERSTANDING 

 
By Oscar Wawra 
 
Culture can be considered as a set of both spiritual and material distinctive values 
which characterize a society or a social group. It includes literature, arts as well as 
ways of life, tradition, beliefs and value systems of a society or group. Culture 
shows the diversity and distinctiveness of peoples, nations or regions and at the 
same time unites them under common values. And especially Europe in its 
diversity shows a common cultural heritage, which is the result of many centuries 
of exchange, migration, integration and creativity. The importance and role of 
culture can also be seen in a greater context: One of the answers to the great global 
challenges of today, to keep peace and security not only in a regional, but also in a 
global perspective, can be an active dialogue of cultures and civilizations. People 
who live in fear of other cultures, who have no understanding for each other will 
tend more readily to hatred, violence or even destruction. 
 
The City of Vienna is actively taking up this dialogue of culture and civilization. 
Vienna is not only the seat of many important international Organizations like 
UN, IAEA, UNIDO or OSCE, it is also a centre for the dialogue of cultures: An 
international centre for interreligious and intercultural dialogue has recently been 
established in Vienna, concentrating on the dialogue between cultures, religions 
and civilizations. Focusing on the Europe of today, cultural exchanges are as lively 
as ever. Cross border exchanges and dialogue in Europe go far beyond the 
European Union and include South and Eastern Europe as well as the Caucasus. 
The cultural sector is also a very dynamic trigger for economic activities, 
stimulating growth and creating jobs. In this way it can help to promote the 
development of society, reduce poverty and social exclusion. 
 
Black Sea Region Cooperation 
 
On the crossroads between Europe and Asia, Russia and the Middle East, the 
black sea region is not only an area of geo-strategic and geo-political importance, it 
combines many different nations, cultures and ethnical groups. The diversity of 
the people living in the black sea region can be seen as a great potential, from 
which especially young people can profit. There is possibility to cooperate with 
each other as well as with the EU and its member countries. There are many ways 
for students to engage themselves actively – just a few examples: The European 
neighbourhood policy has created several programs for the black sea region. The 
eastern partnership program for Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia; Moldavia and the 
Ukraine finances programs not only for the public but also for the private sector, 
for NGO´s and the civil society. Students can get involved in programs in the 
cultural sector including cinema, audio visual arts or cultural heritage programs. 
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Another program under the European Neighbourhood is the black sea basin joint 
operation program, with the main objective to promote local people to people 
cooperation. Priority is given to support cultural and educational networks to 
establish common cultural environment. Another institution is the organization of 
the Black Sea Economic Cooperation. One of the priorities is to promote the 
academic, educational and scientific cooperation in the region. Another network, 
the Black Sea University Network can be used for students to take part in 
meetings, workshops, youth and art festivals, sports activities and other events.  
 
It was the Persian spiritual leader Rumi, who lived in the middle ages, who once 
said: “Outside beyond the ideas of left or right is a field – let us meet there.” In this 
sense we can say today regarding the black sea region and the great potential 
especially for students to get involved: “Let us all meet together on the wide 
common field of culture.” 
 

 

 
kulturis roli sazRvrispiraTanamSromlobis sferoSi 
 

oskar vavra, avstria  

 

kultura warmoadgens sazogadoebis, an socialuri jgufisaTvis damaxa-

siaTebeli sulieri da materialuri Rirebulebebis erTobliobas — li-

teraturis, cxovrebis wesis, tradiciebisa da Sexdulebebis CaTvliT. 

swored kultura ganasxvavebs erebs erTmaneTisagn, amavdroulad kul-

turas aqvs saocari unari erebis daaxloebisa. amis kargi magaliTia ev-

ropaSi arsebuli mravali eri, romlebic amJamad erTiani evropuli kul-

turis nawils warmoadgenen da saerTo evropuli memkvidreobis mflobe-

lebi arian. es saerTo evropuli Rirebulebebi warmoadgens mravalsau-

kunovani migraciis, azrTa gacvla-gamocvlis, integraciisa da Semoqme-

debiTobis nayofs.  

 

kulturis mniSvneloba da roli dRevandel msoflioSi izrdeba: mas ara-

marto erebis gaerTianebis, aramed aqtiuri TanamSromlobis winapiroba-

dac moazreben, rogorc regionaluri, ise msoflio masStabebiT. saerTo 

kulturas SeuZlia dadebiTi roli iTamaSos mSvidobisa da usafrTxoe-

bis uzrunvelyofis saqmeSi. xeli Seuwyos kulturebisa da civilizacie-

bis aqtiur dialogs. udavoa, rom garemoSi, sadac adamianebi ar icnoben 

an mtrulad arian erTmaneTis kulturebis mimarT gawyobili, konfliq-

tis warmoSobis albaToba bevrad didia, vidre iq, sadac mezobeli erebi 

saerTo kulturul memkvidreobas floben, an ukidures SemTxvevaSi pa-

tivs scemen erTimeoris kulturas.  

 

qalaqi vena aqtiuradaa CarTuli am kulturaTSoris da civilizaciaTa-

Soris dialogSi. venaSi mdebareobs aramarto iseTi organizaciebis 

Stab-binebi, rogorebicaa gaero, saerTaSoriso atomuri energiis saa-
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gento, UNIDO  da euTo, aramed es qalaqi aseve warmoadgens kulturaTa-

Sorisi dialogis keras: aq cota xnis win gaixsna religiaTSorisi da kul-

turaTSorisi dialogis saerTaSoriso centri, romelic sxvadasxva 

kulturebis, religiebisa da civilizaciebis dialogis sakiTxebze muSa-

obs.  

 

kulturuli gacvla-gamocva evropaSi dRes iseTi aqtiuria, rogorc 

arasdros. Evropis dialogma kargaxania datova evrokavSiris farglebi 

da gadawvda iseT regionebs rogorebicaa samxreTi da aRmosavleTi ev-

ropa da kavkasia. kulturuli seqtori ekonomikuri ganviTarebis mniS-

vnelovani xelSemwyobi faqtoria. kulturas SeuZlia dadebiTi gavlena 

iqonios sazogadoebis ganviTarebaze, siRaribis daZlevasa da socialu-

ri CarTulobis amaRlebaze.  
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DYNAMICS OF TRANSFORMATION AND SECURITY BUILDING 

 IN THE BLACK SEA REGION 

 

By Ayfer Erdogan 

 
The Black Sea Region, which is situated at the crossroads between Europe and 
Asia, is becoming increasingly important on the international agenda. The region’s 
geostrategic location, proximity to the Eurasian energy corridor, as well as the 
transformation process to democracy and good governance, are some of the 
factors which make the region a priority for international actors. As the relevant 
actors understand that cooperation is vital in dealing with the common problems, 
a regional approach is regarded as vital. However, longstanding animosities 
between regional states, nationalist forces within these countries, and instability in 
economic and political development get in the way of cooperative efforts. To 
achieve cross border cooperation, regional actors such as the European Union, 
Russia and Turkey need to develop sound policies which promote dialogue and 
cooperation in order to settle conflicts peacefully. In doing this, it is equally 
important to provide stability in the political and economic spheres in the region 
in order to curb the impact of the nationalist forces on these countries’ political 
and economic development. Without the frozen conflicts and disputes being 
settled peacefully, and stability being provided, there is almost no chance of 
achieving cross border cooperation in the region.  
 
There is a vested interest in building security and providing stability for both the 
regional and international actors in the Black Sea Region. This region is strategic 
both for being a buffer zone between Europe and Asia, Russia and the Middle 
East, and for being a transit route to the Eurasian energy resources. During the 
Cold War era, the region was a site of confrontation and the East–West strategic 
competition. Yet, the end of the bi-polar world structure and the demise of the 
Soviet Union brought an end to the forced stability and set the sources of old 
grievances and tension free, bringing new challenges to the regional security in the 
Black Sea Region. With the ideological vacuum of the Post-Cold War era, the Black 
Sea regional states have been exposed to internal and bilateral problems such as 
nationalistic movements, territorial claims and ethnic upheavals. Rivalry and 
mistrust continue to dominate bilateral relations among regional states.  
 
The heterogeneity of the ethnic makeup in the region has also been a source of 
internal and bilateral conflict. In the Post-Cold War era, the Yugoslav conflict, as a 
real test case for the heterogeneity of the ethnic complex and territorial disputes, 
has shown us how fragile and destructive ethnic and territorial disputes can be. 
The Yugoslav conflict was also a test case for the international actors and 
peacekeeping instruments such as the UN, NATO and OSCE and it indicated that 
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these actors were not totally successful in conflict resolution and providing 
stability. Given that the states of the Black Sea Region are in their transformation 
process and faced with serious challenges of ethnic and territorial conflicts, as with 
the former Yugoslavia, any spark could bring a destructive war in the region. 
Indeed, with the demise of the Soviet Union, the territorial disputes in Nagorno–
Karabakh, which ignited war in 1992, the ongoing territorial conflicts in Ossetia 
and Abkhazia and Transnistria are clear examples of the volatility and instability 
of this region.  
 
Instability and security problems in the region are closely related to the internal 
dynamics of the Black Sea states in their transition to democracy in the Post-Cold 
War era. These states share several commonalities with regard to their cultural 
background and communist heritage. There are diverse political systems ranging 
from developing democracies to authoritarian regimes. With the fall of the Soviet 
Union, just like in Eastern Europe, the countries of the Black Sea Region were 
faced with several challenges, among which state-building and the transformation 
to democracy and a market economy prevailed. After becoming independent, 
these countries had to tackle both the question of how to transform into 
democracies and market economies, and how to fulfill state-building and nation 
building processes. Yet, in contrast to Eastern Europe, where the democratization 
process was fast and smooth, in the Black Sea Region, this process has been rather 
slow and remittent which is partly due to the influence of the legacies of the past, 
regional conflicts, and animosities among the states of the region.  
 
In countries surrounding the Black Sea, the lack of democratic tradition and well-
functioning democratic institutions is endemic, though the post-communist states 
of the Black Sea Region have displayed some differences in their pace and 
efficiency in the transformation process. While some states perform much better in 
the transformation to democratic systems and a market economy, some states 
regress and present as an ‘authoritarian democracy’ or a ‘steered 
democracy’(Altmann et al, 2010:8). The transformation process to democracy is 
crucial to these states, especially since their problems in the Post-Cold War era 
(such as manipulated elections, the lack of transparency, corruption, clientelism, 
nepotism, a weak judiciary system, the lack of free media, and a low turnout in 
grassroots movements and civil society initiatives) are closely linked to the 
absence of democratic systems. Nation building and the search for a state identity 
also play a crucial role in the transformation processes of the states in the Black 
Sea Region.  
 
In addition to the challenge of transformation into well functioning democracies, 
the states of the Black Sea Region are faced with a setback in their political and 
economic development because of territorial conflicts either internally or with 
neighboring states. The four conflict-ridden states of the Black Sea Region, namely 
Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, and Moldova encountered territorial conflicts in 
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the 1990s. These conflicts are generally called frozen as there hasn’t been any 
resolution in the last two decades. In particular, unresolved conflict in Transnistria 
and Nagorno–Karabakh, the 2008 war in Georgia and the secession of Abkhazia 
and South Ossetia have strengthened the aggressive discourses of nationalist 
parties and hinder policy makers from taking steps further in their political 
reforms.  
 
Conflicts by their nature interfere with the development of democracy since they 
require the use of military force or authoritarian tactics in order to keep the 
situation under control. In addition, they pave the way for the consolidation of 
populist discourses and nationalist parties in the internal political atmosphere. 
Above all, these unresolved conflicts have not only hugely affected the political 
atmosphere in internal politics and neighborhood relationships, but also 
jeopardize long term stability in the region. For instance, the Nagorno–Karabakh 
conflict poses a significant security threat to both Armenia and Azerbaijan and it 
has led to a severe deterioration in neighborhood relations. Likewise, separatist 
conflicts in Abkhazia and South Ossetia resulted in the Georgian–Russian war in 
2008. Both regions were brought under Russian forces’ control, thus undermining 
Georgia’s territorial integrity and sovereignty. The unresolved conflict in 
Transnistria poses a serious challenge to the Moldovan state’s security and 
transition to democracy. Consequently, these conflicts absorb much of the 
development potential of those societies and weaken support for pro-Western and 
liberal political groups within the society.  
 
The political uncertainty, which has derived from the frozen conflicts in the Black 
Sea Region, is not only against these states’ political and economic interests but 
also against the key actors’ interests in the region. Given that the Black Sea Region 
today borders the European Union and the region is an energy corridor to the 
natural gas and oil resources in Central Asia, European interests are vital in the 
region. The existence of mostly Western-based multinational companies in the 
Caspian Basin indicates the increased Western interest in gaining access to 
Caspian oil and gas through the Black Sea (Aydın, 2004:7). Gaining access to the 
oil and gas resources would enable European countries to gain control over the 
pipelines and transit routes, which would ultimately serve the European interest 
in securing its oil and gas demand and diversify away from Russia—currently the 
main gas supplier to Europe. Securing the major share of the oil pipeline transit in 
this region means gaining enhanced political leverage not only over the Black Sea 
and Caspian regions but also over a global political scale (ibid). Besides, this 
region is also important for Russian security and economic interests as the 
countries in the region act as buffer zones and transit states for Russian energy 
sources.  
 
Russia sees the Black Sea and the Caspian Regions as its own backyard within its 
self proclaimed Russian sphere of influence and has sought to justify its involvement 
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in the region by pointing to the territorial disputes in this post-Soviet space. 
Russian criticism of the attempts to promote Western democracy and the 
integration of economies and political systems of the Black Sea states into the EU 
clearly indicates the existing disparity between the global actors in their policies 
towards the region. Finally, as these countries are neighboring Turkey, any 
instability in one of them could lead to a flow of refugees, and migration to the 
neighboring countries (among which Turkey has the potential to receive the most 
refugees).  
 
Given that any political turmoil and conflict in one state might have a spillover 
effect since the ethnicity complex is great, stability in the Black Sea Region is a 
high priority for Turkish security interests. Besides, the economic investments and 
trade in the Black Sea countries, particularly for Georgia and Azerbaijan entails 
Turkey developing sound policies promoting peace and stability in the region. 
Moreover, in a wider perspective, problems emerging from the Black Sea Region, 
ranging from environmental disasters, smuggling of drugs and guns, ethnic 
conflicts, border problems and demographic challenges, have the potential to 
influence the whole region including the EU, Russia and Turkey. Therefore, 
stability has to be ensured in the Black Sea Region and one has to keep in mind 
that without the peaceful settlement of conflicts, there can be neither successful 
democratic transition nor any stability in the region.  
 
It is widely argued that regionalization is an agent of integration into market 
economies and transformation from totalitarian regimes to democratic 
institutionalization (Özer,1997:78). Regional cooperation schemes are believed to 
make up for the inherent weaknesses of the international collective security 
arrangements. Furthermore, by engaging in non-military security issues in the 
political, economic and environmental fields, regional organizations build a sense of 
common interest, and, to a certain extent, a shared identity (ibid:79). Their existence 
serves as a catalyst for promoting security by reducing tendency to resort to 
coercive means in the pursuit of national interests. Regional cooperation schemes 
also provide forum for the state, sub-state and non-state actors to engage in 
dialogue and mutual understanding on a wide range of issues. In terms of economic 
cooperation, regional organizations stimulate economic growth by fostering mutual 
benefits and interdependence and the higher the economic interdependence 
between states, the less likely they are to resort to non-peaceful means.  
 
Since economic benefits lie at the heart of regional cooperation, regional 
organizations could engage in dialogue to eliminate potential tensions and 
situations of conflict, and try to enhance good-neighborly relations. They can also 
contribute to global security by developing common positions on security issues 
within wider organizations like the UN and OSCE. Thus, a wide range of political, 
economic and security benefits makes regional cooperation appealing for regional 
actors.  
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The Black Sea Economic Cooperation (BSEC) is a positive manifestation of a 
regional cooperation scheme. It promotes interaction on various issues and 
contributes to stability indirectly. The BSEC wasn’t initiated as a forum for 
political dialogue, yet the economic benefits it has brought act as a catalyst for 
security. Though the BSEC created a favorable atmosphere for harmonious 
coexistence and stability, regional cooperation is far from being adequate. There is 
a lack of coordination and common understanding among the countries of the 
region as to what the BSEC means to each of them. While for some states such as 
Romania and Turkey, it is considered to be a means of achieving European 
integration, for some states such as Russia (which is in the quest for hegemony in 
the region), that is not acceptable (Aral, 2002). 
 

The current landscape of the Black Sea Region, particularly the South Caucasus, with 
the ongoing territorial conflicts and nationalistic movements, clearly indicates the lack 
of mutual understanding and cross border cooperation. Open dialogue and sound 
policies aimed at cross border understanding and cooperation are vital in order to 
tackle unresolved conflicts in the Black Sea Region. Given that the European Union, 
Russia and Turkey are key regional actors, they need to play a constructive role in the 
resolution of conflicts by promoting dialogue and creating sound policies to achieve 
cross border understanding. This constructive role is only possible if these actors are 
convinced of their common interests in the region. The level of interdependence in 
trade, energy, transportation and environment issues will determine the success of 
any regionalization process. Once these key players see common interests in 
cooperation and security building, they will begin to develop sound policies towards 
security and stability in the region. Realization of stability and security requires 
parallel progress in all spheres of development; namely, complete democratic and 
transparent institutions, a well structured market economy, and a well functioning 
legal system. 
 
The EU’s transformative power is a necessary tool for a smooth transition process 
and the EU could promote reforms and progress in political and economic fields 
in the region. In dealing with the Black Sea states, the EU needs a coherent 
regional approach rather than individually tailored policies (Aydın, 2004:29). The 
main problem lies in that the EU prioritizes energy security over transformation in 
its policies towards the Black Sea states and it is interested in some superficial 
developments rather than true democratic transition and peaceful settlement of 
unresolved conflicts (Altmann et al, 2010:6).Yet, its main priority should be how to 
achieve stability in the region, which is also directly linked to its energy security. 
Without a stable South Caucasus, the EU will be successful neither in its efforts 
towards diversification of energy supplies nor in its efforts to securitize its Eastern 
borders. Moreover, Russia is a very important key actor with which the EU needs 
to find a way to cooperate.  
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If Russia could be convinced of the benefits of open dialogue and cooperation in 
the region and acted towards this goal, energy security could be provided and 
cross border cooperation could lead to economic prosperity and political 
development throughout the region. Finally, Turkey could play an important role 
as a mediator in the Nagorno–Karabakh conflict so that true rapprochement 
between Armenia and Turkey to be achieved. 
 

Instead of top down mediation, proactive and grassroots processes need to be 
promoted as a way to settle conflicts peacefully. An open dialogue and cross 
border cooperation can only be achieved with the involvement of NGOs and free 
mass-media in these societies. This is where the European involvement for the 
consolidation of the civil society sector is vital. The EU could initiate new 
programs to train NGO workers and peace activists and cooperate with local 
governments towards the sustainability of the civil society sector. Further, they 
could develop initiatives aimed at addressing the problems associated with 
uncontrolled media. 
 

Cooperation with the EU both in the political sphere within the framework of the 
Eastern Partnership and in economic sphere is important for stability in the region. 
Therefore, the EU can use its transformative power and cooperate with other 
regional actors, namely Russia and Turkey, to settle frozen conflicts peacefully. 
The peaceful settlement of these conflicts will not only pave the way for cross-
border cooperation and the political and economic development of these 
countries, but also will stabilize the region for a secure flow of energy supplies, in 
which the EU is particularly interested.  
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usafrTxoebis struqturebis ganmtkiceba Savi zRvis 

regionSi da maTi transformaciis dinamika  
 

aifer erdogani, TurqeTi 
 

Savi zRvis regioni, romelic evropisa da aziis sazRvarze mdebareobs da 

buferul zonas warmoadgens ruseTsa da Sua aRmosavleTs Soris, sul 

ufro mniSvnelovani xdeba saerTaSoriso arenaze. regionis geostrate-

giuli mdebareoba, evraziis energo derefanTan siaxlove, demokratiu-

li transformaciis procesi, iseve rogorc urTierTTanamSromlobiT 

miRebuli politikuri Tu ekonomikuri sargebeli zogierTi im faqtor-

Tagania, rac am regions prioritetuls xdis ara mxolod regionaluri, 

aramed saerTaSoriso aqtorebisTvisac. saerTaSoriso aqtorebisTvis 

aseve friad mniSvnelovania usafrTxoebisa da stabilurobis garantiebi 

Savi zRvis regionSi. 
 

amasTanave, sabWoTa kavSiris daSlis Semdgom periodSi regionis qveynebs 

Soris warmoqmnili xangrZlivi dapirispirebebi, erovnuri Zalebis kon-

solidacia, arastabiluri ekonomikuri da politikuri ganviTareba, ise-

ve rogorc Sida teritoriuli konfliqtebi da eTnikuri dapirispirebe-

bi, ramac warmoSva “gayinuli” konfliqtebi somxeTSi, azerbaijanSi, sa-

qarTvelosa da moldaveTSi, xels uSlian regionaluri TanamSromlobis 

perspeqtivebs. am konfliqtebis fonze arsebuli politikuri arastabi-

luroba ki aferxebs ara mxolod regionis qyveynebis politikur da eko-

nomikur ganviTarebas,  aramed ewinaaRmdegeba am regionSi saerTaSoriso 

aqtorebis interesebsac.  
 

regionalur da saerTaSoriso aqtorebs esmiT, rom saerTo problemebis 

gadasaWrelad aucilebelia TanamSromloba, regionaluri midgoma ki am 

kuTxiT yvelaze mniSvnelovania. Eefeqturi sazRvrispira TanamSromlo-

bis misaRwevad mTavarma regionalurma aqtorebma, rogoricaa evrokav-

Siri, ruseTi da TurqeTi unda ganaviTaron efeqturi kursi, romelic 

xels Seuwyobs konfliqtebis mSvidobianad gadawyvetas dialogisa da 

TanamSromlobis gziT.  
 

aseve uaRresad mniSvnelovania regionSi ekonomikuri da politikuri 

stabilurobis SenarCuneba, saxelmwifoebriobis mSenebloba, demokra-

tiuli da gamWvirvale institutebi, kargad dagegmarebuli sabazro eko-

nomika, gamarTulad funqcionirebadi samarTlebrivi  sistema, iseT sa-

erTaSoriso organizaciebTan TanamSromloba, rogorebicaa gaero da 

euTo. stabilurobis misaRwevad aseve mniSvnelovania arasamTavrobo 

organizaciebisa da Tavisufali mediis roli.  
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THE COMPETING SECURITY AGENDAS AND SECURITY IDENTITIES IN 
THE BLACK SEA REGION 
 
By Marina Vorotnyuk   
 
It has become an academic and political truism that the wider Black Sea Region is 
not a unitary structure of analysis in a sense of a single security community with a 
shared understanding of its single identity, but rather a flexible construction with 
shifting borders and divergent visions of national interests. From a social 
constructivist perspective, the Black Sea Region has the explicit characteristics of a 
‘security region’1—in the constructivist sense, an undesirable disposition. 
Extensive securitization by the intraregional powers has led to a security mindset 
becoming ingrained in the fragmented states of the Black Sea Region. 
  
A very relevant definition of this situation (originally referred to as the Turkish 
position) is that these are states ‘surrounded by reality’2. Applying this notion to 
the Black Sea countries, one can state that this geographical maxim has not only 
shaped the historical context of their state-building, but continues to influence 
social processes in at least certain parts of the Black Sea Region, reproducing and 
reconstructing the culture of insecurity in the area. 
 
Presently, the Black Sea Region is a battleground between two competitive 
security visions, traditionally labeled as modernist and post-modernist. As 
Makarychev notes, ‘the BSR may be seen as an area unable to become a security 
bridge between two competing spatial orders, Euro-Atlantic and Russian.’3 This 
leads to, what he calls, ‘symmetric securitization’ when Russia is considered as 
‘the other’ by its neighbors and in turn, Russia securitizes their ‘difference’.4 
 
These modernist and post-modernist visions acknowledge themselves in actors’ 
security identities which contribute to a further exclusion of ‘the other’ rather than 
to mutual inclusion in cooperative mechanisms within the region. While Russia is 
considered as a ‘modern’ state, the EU, which has been present in the region since 
Bulgaria and Romania became its members, is a post-modern one. Taking into 
consideration its experience of being a part of the Western and European 
civilization, Turkey might be viewed as a country on the verge of both, being 
traditionally labeled in academic discourse as an insulator. Ukraine, Moldova and 

                                                 
1 A.S. Makarychev, Securitization and Identity. The Black Sea Region as a “Conflict Formation”, 
PONARS Eurasia Policy Memo 43 (2008), available at  
http://www.gwu.edu/~ieresgwu/assets/docs/pepm_043.pdf. 
2 F. Tayfur, Turkish Foreign Policy towards the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership and the Black Sea Economic 
Cooperation: A Comparative Analysis, Foreign policy (A Quarterly of the Foreign Policy Institute), 1-2-3-4,  
(1999), P. 48. 
3 A.S. Makarychev, Op. cit. 
4 A.S. Makarychev, Op.cit. 
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South Caucasian states are a borderland between both spaces trying to define 
themselves in independent, rather than auxiliary terms.     
 
The existence of a gap between the modern and post-modern spaces in the Black 
Sea Region reconstructs the insecurity culture and impedes the prospects of its 
eventual homogenization as a single security community. This has led to a 
situation where the ‘perspectives for a post-modern European security order in 
the East Europe could be limited by the modern part of international system 
persisting in the area.’51  
 
The discourse employed by the Black Sea states is not supportive of the 
construction of a common identity, and in certain cases contributes to the further 
fragmentation of the region. Discourse analysis is crucial for understanding the 
dynamics of security developments within the Black Sea Region. Noteworthily, 
‘…whether states agree or disagree on common policies does depend on their 
respective discourses, on whether the discourses happen to allow agreement on a 
particular policy.’62  
 
Below, the features of the security identities of such Black Sea states as Russia, 
Ukraine and Turkey, and their vision for the Black Sea Region, are examined.  
Modernization, not democratization, seems to be the key term for understanding 
contemporary Russia. As the current Russian authorities see it, ‘[t]he meaning of 
current transformation of Russia is to fit into the modernization break-through, 
common for European and world development.’73 Russia regards itself as a 
‘development supplier on the global scale.’84 Symptomatically, Russian political 
circles perceive the activities of other actors as a direct threat to Russian positions 
and modernization. In the aftermath of 2008 Russian–Georgian war Georgian 
actions were regarded as a direct challenge to Russia’s modernization project. 
Georgia was accused of the intent to curtail Russia’s modernization and of starting 
the militarization processes.95  
 
Quite notably, the Russian side is actively using normative arguments describing 
its stance on security issues: ‘Regrettably, many our western partners have been 
unable to appreciate the essentially postmodernist and ideology-free tendencies in 

                                                 
51 D. Vainalavicius, Perspective of a Post-Modern European Security Order in Baltic-Black Sea Intermarum 
and Beyond,  Crosroads Digest, 6 (2011), P.153. 
62 H. Larsen, Op.cit., P. 24. 
73 Stat’ya Ministra inostrannyh del Rossii S.V. Lavrova “Vneshniaya politika Rossii – vklad v ukreplenie 
mejdunarodnoi bezopasnosti i stabil’nosti” (The article of the Minister of Foreign Affairs of Russia 
S.V.Lavrov “Foreign policy of Russia – the contribution to the promotion of the international security and 
stability”) for Diplomatic Yearbook 2010, available at www.mfa.mid.ru. 
84 Ibid. 
95 Stat’ya Ministra inostrannyh del Rossii S.V. Lavrova “Litsom k litsu s Amerikoi: mejdy nekonfrontaciey i 
konvergenciey” (The article of the Minister of Foreign Affairs of Russia S.V.Lavrov “Face to face with 
America: from non-confrontation to convergence), published in “Profile”, No 38, 2008, available at 
www.mfa.mid.ru. 
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the CIS space, predicated on a striving to use common values, the combined 
potential and heritage in the interests of our peoples’, claims Lavrov, Russian 
Minister of foreign affairs. According to Lavrov, relations inside the Russian 
sponsored Eurasian Economic Community (EurAsEC), Collective Security Treaty 
Organization (CSTO) ‘have their own civilizational specificities—here we do not 
oppress one another, do not twist arms, which far from all in the West can 
understand.’  Moreover, the Kremlin clearly sees that ‘the line on tearing away its 
neighbors from Russia on the rails of creating national states of the 19th century 
type promises all of Europe not postmodernist perspectives, but a return to the 
past with its destructive nationalism.’101 
 
Pragmatism, in Russian political discourse, is a symbol of the Russian attitude to 
its neighbors. ‘Mutually privileged relations’, an invention of Russian diplomatic 
machine, has substituted the ill-perceived ‘sphere of influence’. However, Russia 
is not ready to ‘agree when attempts are being made to pass off the historically 
conditioned mutually privileged relations between the states in the former Soviet 
expanse as a ‘sphere of influence.’112 Moreover, in a confrontational way, Russia 
declared that mutually privileged relations have ‘no geographical limits—useful 
to know for those who would like to enclose Russia in a “shell” of post-Soviet 
space, while artificially imposing a viscous confrontation upon us here.’123  
 
The relationships within the region have been always marred by the declared 
intentions of Ukraine and Georgia to become NATO members. Russia stresses ‘the 
unacceptability…of the plans to move forward the military infrastructure of the 
alliance to its borders and the attempts to transmit global functions to it…’134 
Besides, Russia protests against the creation of any alternative projects in its 
neighborhood. From the outset it claims them to be artificial and ‘stillborn’. For 
example, the Eastern Partnership initiative is considered to be non-transparent.145       
 
As for Ukraine, its southern vector of foreign policy activity has long been a blind 
spot on the map of Ukrainian foreign presence. Only in the last decade has the 
process of rediscovering the South become not an episodic, but rather a traditional 
phenomenon for Ukraine. Though the West–East dichotomy is still relevant for the 
description of the Ukrainian foreign policy choices, the Black Sea Region Ras been 
gradually acknowledged as a noteworthy priority.    

                                                 
101 Russian Minister of Foreign Affairs Sergey Lavrov’s Article ‘Russian Foreign Policy and a New Quality of 
the Geopolitical Situation’ for Diplomatic Yearbook 2008, available at www.mfa.mid.ru. 
112 Ibid. 
123 Ibid. 
134 Strategiya natsionalnoi bezopasnosti Rossiyskoi Federatsii  (Russian Federation Security Strategy), 2009, 
available at http://www.scrf.gov.ru/documents/99.html. 
145 Stat’ya Ministra inostrannyh del Rossii S.V. Lavrova “Vneshniaya politika Rossii – vklad v ukreplenie 
mejdunarodnoi bezopasnosti i stabil’nosti” (The article of the Minister of Foreign Affairs of Russia 
S.V.Lavrov “Foreign policy of Russia – the contribution to the promotion of the international security and 
stability”) for Diplomatic Yearbook 2010, available at www.mfa.mid.ru. 
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Still, from the very beginning, this direction was, to a certain extent, externally 
determined and not relevant per se. For example, Ukraine cooperation with 
Turkey in 1990s was regarded as a measure to balance Russian ambitions. Clearly, 
the Ukrainian–Turkish alliance was partly dictated by the realities of confrontation 
with Russia. In the event of pressure from Russia, the possibility of creating a 
‘strategic axis of southern orientation’ was considered.151  
 
Indeed, the Russian factor was a defining stimulus for the bilateral engagements 
in the region. Turkish Foreign Minister Davutoglu acknowledges the influence of 
the Russian factor on Turkey's relations with the post-Soviet states: ‘Tensions that 
new actors had with a pivotal power in the north of the Black Sea–Russia, 
accelerated Turkish–Ukrainian and Turkish–Georgian relations…’162 This feeling 
of defensiveness was an integral feature of all types of cooperation between 
Ukraine and Turkey, and was the defining feature of their security identities. The 
security culture was institutionalized through this interaction. Quite 
symptomatically, in certain cases Ukraine still preserves the inertia of such 
thinking, although the environment of Ukrainian–Turkish cooperation has 
fundamentally changed. 
 
Currently, with the new authorities in power in Kyiv, Ukrainian strategic interests 
have been redefined with the declaration of its non-aligned status and 
reconsideration of it relations with NATO. Russia has made a manoeuvre directed 
at strategic rapprochement with Ukraine. Having signed the agreement with 
Ukraine in April 2010, it secured the presence of its Black Sea fleet in Crimea till at 
least 2042. According to Ukrainian President Yanukovich, the issue of the Black 
Sea fleet ‘is being treated in the context of the formation of the European security 
system’ whereas the Fleet itself is regarded as ‘a security guarantee for the states 
of the Black Sea basin.’ This is in sharp contrast to the former rhetoric of Ukrainian 
side. In Russia’s view, the presence of its fleet in Crimea ‘creates a necessary 
balance of interests’ for all Black Sea actors.173 In a joint announcement by the 
Presidents of Ukraine and Russia on the security issues in the Black Sea Region 
from May 2010, the states agreed: to conduct consultations on security issues; to 
promote cooperation between the Russian Black Sea Fleet and the Ukrainian 
maritime forces; and to develop confidence-building measures. Among the 
instruments meant to provide regional security the BLACKSEAFOR and Black Sea 

                                                 
151 V. Sandru, Interdependence of Economic Co-operation, Stability and Good Neighbourliness in the Black 
Sea Area, Romanian Journal of International Affairs, 1 (1997), P. 124. 
162 A. Davutoğlu, Stratejik derinlik: Türkiye’nin uluslararası konumu, Küre yayınları, İstanbul, 2009, S. 160. 
173Interv’yu ukraunskim SMI (Interview to Ukrainian mass-media), 16 May 2010, available at 
http://news.kremlin.ru/news/7771. 
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Harmony were mentioned.181 Still, in bilateral Russian–Ukrainian relations there 
remains extensive potential for mutual accusations and securitizations. 
 
In the Black Sea Region Turkey holds the distinct position of being in-between the 
different security orders, inheriting some features of a modern one, but itself 
claiming to be a part of a post-modern security community. In the post-bipolar 
era, Turkey started to actively develop relations with neighboring regions. These 
policies reflect Ankara’s desire to get rid of the inheritance of the Cold War, when 
Turkey conducted reactive or even passive strategies. ‘Even if Turkey’s initial 
vision towards wider Eurasia proved somewhat unrealistic, the effects it 
generated did set the tone for Turkish policy for the rest of the 1990s and early 
2000s’, argues Aydin.192 This activism skyrocketed with a new Justice and 
Development Party administration in 2002.  
 
A new philosophy of reasoning and the evolution of the Turkish identity can seen 
through a changing public discourse. Recognizing the existence of static factors 
such as history and geography, Ankara is trying to ‘reinterpret and rediscover’ its 
identity in a constructivist logic.203.This interpretation of the past may indicate, in 
our opinion, a departure from the realpolitik—the traditional approach of Turkish 
foreign policy and its filling with normative content. That has to a certain extent 
changed the regional setting:  
 
In this context, an interesting characteristic of the transformation of Turkish 
security identity is the assertion that there was a shift in its self-image and 
worldview from Hobbesian to Kantian paradigms. Named after the founders of 
the realist and liberal traditions respectively, these approaches reflect different 
visions of foreign policy: self-defense and conflict vis-à-vis cooperativity.214 
Indeed, at the present stage Turkey is an example of state whose foreign policy is a 
combination of realism and idealism. Realism is associated primarily with the 
historical past of the country and its geographical location. The political idealism 
in the course of modern administration is manifested through a messianic nature 
of foreign policy rhetoric—the belief that Turkey is a cornerstone of regional and 
global security. This allows parallels to be drawn with the US’ messianic concept 
of ‘manifest destiny’.225 
 

                                                 
181Sovmestnoe zayavlenie Presidentov Rossiyskoi Federatsii i Ukrainy po voprosam bezopasnosti v 
Chernomorskom regione (Joint communication of the Presidents of Russian Federation and Ukraine on the 
security issues in the Black Sea region), 17 May, 2010.    
192 M. Aydin, Contending Agendas for the Black Sea Region: A Turkish Alternative, Sarem Journal of 
Strategic Studies, 14 (2010), Р. 11-33. 
203 Interview with Turkey's Foreign Minister Ahmet Davutoğlu “Turkey Creates Balance in the Middle East”, 
17.03.2010, available at http://www.qantara.de/webcom/show_ article.php/_c-476/_nr-1305/i.html.   
214 K. Kirişçi, Turkey’s Foreign Policy in Turbulent Times, Chaillot Papers, 92 (2006), P. 99-103. 
225 S. Kardas, Turkey: Redrawing the Middle East Map or Building Sandcastles?, Middle East Policy, 1 (2010), 
P. 115-136. 
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Turkish security identity is being shaped by different self-images used in political 
discourses. Having  rid itself of the Cold war image as a ‘buffer state’ or NATO’s 
‘wing country’, Turkey has recently tried to utilize the image of a ‘bridge’ between 
civilizations. Since 2002, through the introduction of  a new diplomatic lexicon, 
Turkey tried to avoid the sense of passivity inherent in the role of bridge 
actualizing a new identity marker—that of a ‘central’, and ‘pivotal’ state.231 
Presently, Turkey advocates a new identity describing itself as a ‘model’ to the 
Middle Eastern societies. ‘Although Turkey maintains a powerful military due to 
its insecure neighborhood, we do not make threats. Instead, Turkish diplomats 
and politicians have adopted a new language in regional and international politics 
that prioritizes Turkey's civil-economic power’, stresses the Turkish Foreign 
Minister.242 
 
One of the symbolic desecuritizing moves initiated by the Turkish administration 
was the idea of  creating a ‘Caucasus Stability and Cooperation Platform’. This 
was reiterated by Turkish diplomacy after the Russian–Georgian war. The idea 
was grounded on the ambitious plans of Ankara to establish itself as the 
helmsman of regional and extraregional processes. From the Turkish vantage 
point, the Stability Platform has to become a conceptual basis of the future security 
architecture of the region, similar to the Black Sea Synergy and Eastern 
Partnership of the EU and Wider Middle East of the U.S. At the same time,  this 
concept (as noble an idea as it is),  is not perceived by Turkey itself as a panacea to 
solve all regional problems. According to Davutoglu, ‘Conflicts [in the Black Sea 
Region] serve as a precondition for the emergence of such a structure, as well as a 
main obstacle for the implementation of this idea.’253 Indeed, the existing conflicts 
between regional actors quickly proved the bankruptcy of Turkish initiative for 
the South Caucasus subregion, and the Turkish desecuritizing move was 
apparently rejected by the relevant audience. 
 
Russian–Turkish relations have been undergoing profound desecuritizing 
processes. At the present stage Turkey defines Russia is an important partner—‘an 
integral part of Ankara’s multidimensional foreign policy.’264 For Ankara and its 
JDP administration, foreign policy activism and, in particular, the ‘new’ relations 
with Russia, are a tool for reconstructing the Turkish national identity and security 
with a focus on its ‘non-Western’ components to legitimize it. 
 

                                                 
231Davutoğlu A. Türkiye merkez ülke olmalı, Radikal, 26.02.2004, available at  
http://www.radikal.com.tr/haber.php?haberno=107581. 
242 Article by H.E. Ahmet Davutoğlu published in Foreign Policy magazine (USA) on 20 May 2010, available at 
http://www.mfa.gov.tr/article-by-h_e_-ahmet-davutoglu-published-in-foreign-policy-magazine-_usa_-on-20-
may-2010.en.mfa.   
253 A. Davutoglu. Vneshniaya politika Turtsii i Rossiya (Turkish foreign policy and Russia), Rossiya v 
globalnoi politike (Russia in global politics), 1 (2010), P. 69.   
264 Ibid. 
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Quite notably, in the first half of the 1990s, Russian–Turkish relations were 
dominated by tense contradictions, verging on hostility. The polarization of 
interests led to a different geo-strategic vision of the role of the region and 
actualized the conflictual perception of actions of the opposite side in the area vital 
for the national interests of both countries. Among the urgent problems of bilateral 
relations were the following controversies: the Turkish disapproval of the alleged 
Russian support to PKK and Kurdish separatism, and Russian counter-accusations 
concerning the alleged Turkish help to Chechen separatists; Russia's disagreement 
with Turkish policies dealing with the regulation of the Black Sea straits; support 
to different conflicting parties in the South Caucasus; energy competition and the 
lobbying for different transportation routes for hydrocarbons; Russian protest 
against the presence of Turkish troops in Cyprus etc. NATO’s increased activities 
in the Black Sea Region and traditionally strategic Turkish–American relations 
have intensified these problems. 
 
At the present stage due to the reconstructions of Russian and Turkish security 
identities Russian–Turkish relations have improved dramatically. The relationship 
has evolved towards ‘managed competition’, as coined by Sezer, which implies 
the parties’ active interaction on a number of issues where their positions do not 
collide.271In this regard, an interesting view is that ‘... the distribution of spheres of 
influence [between the Russian and the Ottoman Empire]—in the later period also 
between Turkey and the USSR—survived until 1991 and up to date influences the 
thinking of Turks on the Black Sea and cooperation in the region.’282It can be 
summed up, that ‘managed competition’ rests on a division of spheres of influence 
that constrains the securitization of non-vital issues.  
 
The important common denominator of Russian and Turkish strategic visions for 
the region has been an approach focusing on the status-quo. Turkey with its desire 
to limit the projection of the influence of the extraregional actors within the region 
has been traditionally labeled as a status quo power. The desire to maintain the 
status quo manifested itself throughout the existence of  the Turkish Republic 
from the 1936 Montreux Convention, which transferred control over shipping in 
Black Sea straits to Turkey, to Turkish resistance against the expansion of NATO 
Active Endeavour operation from the Mediterranean to the Black Sea. The status 
quo stance was a part of generally introverted, defensive and reactive Turkish 
foreign policy. But events of recent years showed a shift by Turkey from the status 
quo stance in certain areas. With the new ‘zero problem policy with neighbors’, 
Turkey attempts to use its ‘strategic depth’ and become a global player—Turkey 
has started to challenge the status quo. This new security discourse of Turkey 
might be conventionally labeled as ‘transformational’. Within this discourse, 
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transformation in the societal sphere (such as the processes of democratization, the 
limitation of the power of the army, and the increase of foreign policy activism), is 
taking place.   
 
Still, in the Turkish case there remains a dichotomy of  simultaneous policy tracks: 
active disruption of the status quo on certain foreign policy directions and, at the 
same time, the maintenance of  the status quo in other areas that do not lie in the 
area of its first-priority preferences. Therefore, Turkish security identity remains a 
hybrid version of modern and post-modern trends. It appears that the matter of 
the status quo versus activism is a dialectical essence of modern Turkey. 
 
Notwithstanding the common points between Russia and Turkey, according to 
Markedonov, the extent and duration of the thaw between Russia and Turkey 
should not be overestimated, mainly because Turkey is not delighted with the 
unilateralism of Russian foreign policy ambitions.291 The decision to deploy the 
radar of a NATO anti-missile defense system in Turkey is obviously a factor that 
will not lessen the tensions between the parties. Thus, apparently, ‘managed 
competition’ also has its natural limits, which can lead to resecuritization over 
certain issues. 
 
The chances to create common grounds in the trilateral format between Russia, 
Turkey and Ukraine seem to be obscure. Turan  believes that Ukraine and Turkey 
have a common interest in assisting Russia to adapt to its new role in the post-
bipolar world and to take a new vision. In his view, they should resist the Russian 
imperial attempts to put pressure on them. The researcher offered the following 
dimensions of this policy: the strengthening of solidarity between Ukraine and 
Turkey, the development of all dimensions of cooperation (ranging from economic 
to cultural etc.), cooperation on the basis of such international fora as the BSEC, 
the Partnership for Peace, Council of Europe, etc., cooperation in their European 
integration et al.302 Clearly, assistance to Russia in adapting to new realities is a 
welcome ‘recipe’, which is, unfortunately, not feasible due to the current 
developments in the region. So far, the security identities of parties are founded on 
mutually exclusive premises and provide for only a situational cooperation.  
 
It is quite unlikely, that the gap between the different security orders might be 
bridged in the near future. One cannot but notice the different security practices 
on the opposite sides of the sea. On one side there is European Union with ‘its 
hegemonic practices of peace – i.e. the extension of its pattern of order to the rest 
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of the continent.’311 On the other there is Russia with its reliance on a militaristic 
understanding of security. Turkey is in a provisional position—its security 
identity in some ways reflects the desire of the country not only ‘to consume’ the 
security, but also to produce (and project) it while spreading its ‘pattern of order’, 
by analogy with the EU. Moreover, Turkish identity has been profoundly shaped 
by the Europeanization process it is undergoing. Finally, Ukraine, Moldova, 
Armenia, Azerbaijan and Georgia hold a distinct position striving to reassure their 
positions as actors in contrast to being considered as a buffer zone.  
 
 

 

urTierTdapirispirebuli usafrTxoebis parametrebi da 

gansxvavebuli identobebi Savi zRvis regionSi 

marina vorotniuki, ukraina 

 

akademiur Tu politikur wreebSi sayovelTaod aRiarebulia, rom Savi 

zRvis regioni ar warmoadgens erTian sistemas, romelsac saerTo usaf-

rTxoebis koncefcia gaaCnia, aramed es aris “moqnili konstruqcia” mud-

mivad cvalebadi sazRvrebiT, gansxvavebuli xedvebiTa da interesebiT.  

 

am situaciis yvelaze Sesaferisi gansazRvra Turqul poziciad wodebu-

li terminiT SeiZleba — Savi zRvis saxelmwifoebi “realobiT arian gar-

Semortymulni.” Tuki am midgomas gamoviyenebT SeiZleba davaskvnaT, rom 

mocemulma geografiulma principma ara mxolod regionis  qveynebis sa-

xelmwifoebriobis mSeneblobis istoriuli konteqsti Camoayaliba, ara-

med dRemde gavlenas axdens Savi zRvis regionis zogierTi qveynis socia-

lur ganviTarebaze. 

 

amJamad Savi zRvis regioni or urTierTdapirispirebul modernistul 

da post-modernistul usafrTxoebis xedvebs Soris brZolis velia, rac 

Tavis mxriv, xels uwyobs regionis dayofas. maSin roca ruseTi “moder-

nistul” saxlmwifod miiCneva, evrokavSiris midgoma post-modernistul 

xasiaTs atarebs. rac Seexeba TurqeTs, misi usafrTxoebis midgomebi mo-

dernistuli da post-modernistuli mimdinareobebis hibridul vari-

ants warmoadgens. ukraina, moldaveTi da samxreT kavkasiis qveynebi am 

ori cnebis gasayarze mdebareoben da cdiloben Tavi ara daqvemdebare-

bul, aramed damoukidebel saxelmwifoebad warmoaCinon. Savi zRvis re-

gionSi modernistul da post-modernistul sivrceebs Soris arsebuli 

ufskruli anawevrebs regions da xels uSlis usafrTxoebis saboloo 

homogenizacias erTian struqturad.  
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dResdReisobiT regonSi saerTo usafrTxoebis struqturis Seqmna nak-

lebad savaraudoa. mniSvnelovania regionis qveynebs  Soris solidaro-

bis grZnobis gaRviveba da yovelmxrivi TanamSromloba, Tumca miuxeda-

vad amisa, Zalian mcirea imisi albaToba, rom gansxvavebuli usafrTxoe-

bis xedvebis mqone qveynebs Soris TanamSromlobis xidi uaxloes moma-

valSi gaideba. 
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CROSS BORDER COOPERATION IN THE BLACK SEA: THE NEED FOR A 
NEW REGIONAL FRAMEWORK 
 
By Mehmet Zeki Günay 
 
The lack of a cooperative security mindset in the Black Sea is the biggest problem 
hindering cross border understanding and cooperation in the region. Lack of 
‘security’ in the Black Sea Region strengthens and encourages dividing lines and 
borders, and feeds mistrust and fear in and across the region. This, in turn, 
complicates the prospects for cross border interaction, dialogue, understanding 
and, accordingly, cooperation in the Black Sea.  
 
This paper discusses: the importance of creating a cooperative security framework 
in the Black Sea Region for preventing and containing regional conflicts; major 
obstacles against this process; and the significance of a new regional framework 
for achieving and enhancing regional cooperation. The paper argues that the Black 
Sea Region needs a cooperative security framework, which rejects zero-sum 
approaches to regional security that are based on power rivalries and competing 
mechanisms. 
 
Current Security Setting in the Black Sea  
 
The Black Sea Region has failed to develop a comprehensive cooperative security 
system in which all regional actors are the key players and guarantors of regional 
stability. The Russian–Georgian war of 2008 showed the fact that the various 
attempts at cooperation in the Black Sea have not produced a regional cooperative 
security system that is capable of preventing or containing internal or interstate 
regional conflicts. Zero-sum approaches to regional security still dominate the 
Black Sea Region.1 
  
The current Black Sea security system is based on a multilayered approach with 
overlapping groupings, national actors and institutions coexisting in parallel, 
leading to further competition rather than cooperation.2 Most of the regional 
cooperation structures have failed to enhance cooperation and resolve conflicts, 
mainly because they excluded some of the region’s stakeholders, whether they be 
local or external. International organizations such as the United Nations (UN) and 
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Wider Black Sea Area: International Politics and the New and Emerging Democracies, ed. Peter M.E. Volten 
and Blagovest Tashev (Amsterdam: IOS Press, 2007), 21. 
2 For an analysis of institutional overlap and its impact on cooperation see Stéphanie C. Hofmann, ‘Why 
Institutional Overlap Matters: CSDP in the European Security Architecture,’ Journal of Common Market 
Studies 49, No.1, (2011): 101-120. 
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its agencies, the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), the Council of Europe and local 
initiatives like the Organization of the Black Sea Economic Cooperation (BSEC) 
and GUAM (Georgia, Ukraine, Azerbaijan, Moldova), have offered cooperation 
strategies for the region.31 The presence of various and competing mechanisms, 
which bring together like-minded actors and help individual states realize their 
strategic ambitions rather than regional interests, induces divisions and inhibits 
cooperation in the region.42Competition among third parties over influence results 
in contradictory promises. The Minsk Group, for example, suffered from the 
contradictory policies of the three co-chairs, namely, Russia, the US and France.53 
Moreover, the presence of various institutions has led to the false illusion that 
security issues in the Black Sea are being addressed.  
 
In the post-Cold War era, the Black Sea Region has become one of the playgrounds 
for power rivalries.64 The interest of the bigger powers, namely the US, Russia and 
the EU, in the region does not necessarily yield positive results.75 Conflicts of the 
region are easily utilized for strategic ambitions and the exertion of influence in 
the region. Initiatives and measures to increase regional cooperation only for the 
sake of the bigger powers or some regional states result in additional problems. 
Regional conflicts are hard to handle when regional security is connected only to 
the initiatives and policies of external powers, rather than regionally-based 
comprehensive, cooperative efforts. In such cases, priorities and policies of the 
regional actors are shaped by developments outside the region. In turn, regional 
rivalries shaped by global rivalries result in diverging expectations and conflicting 
interests, rather than encouraging efficient regional mechanisms for cooperation.86 
Power rivalries feed protracted conflicts and insecurity, and therefore, fear and 
mistrust in the Black Sea Region. Further, they impede the creation of a 
cooperative security system.  
 
Protracted conflicts in the Black Sea Region (e.g. Nagorno–Karabakh, Abkhazia, 
South Ossetia and Transnistria) create serious problems for the peace and security 

                                                 
31 For the role of institutions and their achievements in regional cooperation in the South Caucasus see 
Panagiota Manoli, ‘The Role of Intergovernmental Institutions in Regional Cooperation,’ in Non-Traditional 
Security Threats and Regional Cooperation in the Southern Caucasus, ed. Mustafa Aydın (Amsterdam: IOS 
Press, 2011), 90-106. 
42 Oksana Antonenko, ‘Towards a Regional Security Framework in the Black Sea Region after the Russia–
Georgia War,’ Southeast European and Black Sea Studies 9, No. 3, (September 2009): 263-268. 
53 Nina Caspersen, ‘Third Party Conflict Resolution in the Caucasus,’ in Non-Traditional Security Threats and 
Regional Cooperation in the Southern Caucasus, ed. Mustafa Aydın (Amsterdam: IOS Press, 2011), 82. 
64 For more discussion on the subject see Sergii Glebov, ‘Black Sea Security as a Regional Concern for the 
Black Sea States and the Global Powers,’ Southeast European and Black Sea Studies 9, No. 3, (September 
2009): 351-365. 
75 Mustafa Aydın, ‘Geographical Blessing Versus Geopolitical Curse: Great Power Security Agendas for the 
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86 Mitat Çelikpala, ‘Escalating Rivalries and Diverging Interests: Prospects for Stability and Security in the 
Black Sea Region,’ Southeast European and Black Sea Studies 10, No. 3, (September 2010): 290. 
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in the region, strengthen lines of division and significantly hinder the formation of 
a cooperative security mindset. The Russian–Georgian war of 2008 made it very 
clear that security was closely linked with the protracted regional conflicts. None 
of these conflicts are being resolved primarily through regional mechanisms.91 
Although there have been attempts by regional countries, especially by Turkey, to 
enhance cooperation through regional organizations such as the BSEC102 and 
initiatives like Caucasus Stability and Cooperation Platform,113 no effective 
regional cooperation has emerged mainly due to the diverging security 
perceptions and clashing interests of the relevant actors.124 Black Sea Regional 
cooperation has played only a minor role in conflict resolution.135 Attempts by 
third parties to manage and resolve conflicts have resulted in failure. This 
situation necessitates the establishment of an efficient regional cooperative 
security approach.146  
 
A New Framework for the Black Sea  
 
In order to avoid the creation of new dividing lines, it is particularly important to 
remove obstacles to effective cross border cooperation in the Black Sea Region. 
The strengthening of cross border cooperation and removal of obstacles to this 
process in the Black Sea Region depends on the creation of a cooperative security 
system. Only with such a system can ‘security’ in the region be maintained and 
managed. Accordingly, fear and mistrust among the parties can be reduced and 
borders and lines of division can be ‘crossed’. The Black Sea Region needs 
cooperative action, guidance and greater engagement by all relevant actors.157  
 
Resolving and preventing conflicts and securing the Black Sea Region require a 
fundamental change of perceptions and policies on the part of all players in the 
region. This change can be achieved by establishing a cooperative security 
mindset, which rejects zero-sum approaches to regional security that are based on 

                                                 
91 Antonenko, 261.  
102 For the achievements and limitations of the BSEC see Sergiu Celac, Tedo Japaridze, David Kereselidze, 
Zefi Dimadama and Ilias Roubanis, ‘Building a Sustainable Future for the Black Sea area: New Perspectives & 
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Caucasus Stability and Cooperation Platform: An Attempt to Foster Regional Accountability,’ ICBSS Policy 
Brief 13 (April 2009): 1-8. 
124 For more discussion on the failure of the Platform see Kornely K. Kakachia, ‘The Post-conflict South 
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Cooperation: A policy discussion,’ Policy Report III of the Commission on the Black Sea (2010): 1-40. 
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power rivalries and competing mechanisms.1 The Black Sea Region suffers from 
numerous protracted conflicts. The situation in the Black Sea Region, particularly 
in the Caucasus, requires the involvement of all the parties in the peace-making 
processes. Collective negotiation and compromise are necessary to overcome these 
conflicts. To this end, a region-wide cooperative security framework should be 
established.  
 
This framework should be inclusive in terms of its zone of coverage, and should 
be regionally owned and supported. The new initiative should be based on an all-
embracing organizing concept for managing security in the region that might be 
agreeable to all Black Sea states. Competing security arrangements that encourage 
divisions in the region should be replaced. The comprehensive cooperative 
security framework should aim to replace the traditional zero-sum approaches to 
regional security. With the new security approach, cooperation on environmental, 
human, economic and social security in the Black Sea Region should be taken into 
account.172Most importantly, the most suitable institutional model should be 
chosen for establishing the new framework.  
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sazRvrispira TanamSromloba Savi zRvis regionSi: axali 

regionaluri sistemis Seqmnis aucilebloba 

 

mehmet zeki gunei, TurqeTi 

 

civi omis dasrulebisTanave Savi zRvis regioni ZalauflebisTvis meb-

rZoli mxareebis dapirispirebis arenad gadaiqca. didi Zalebis, rogori-

caa amerika, ruseTi da evrokavSiri, dainteresebas am regioniT yovel-

Tvis dadebiTi Sedegi ar moaqvs. maTi interesi xSir SemTxvevaSi bevri 

problemis saTavecaa, radgan regionSi arsebul  konfliqtebs es Zalebi 

maTi strategiuli ambiciebis dasakmayofileblad  da regionSi Zalauf-

lebis mosapoveblad iyeneben. regionuli TanamSromlobis wamaxalisebe-

li iniciativebi, romlebic mxolod am aqtorebis an regionis zogierTi 

qveynis sakeTildReodaa SemuSavebuli, damatebiTi riskebis matarebe-

lia. konfliqtebis mogvareba ki rTulia, roca regionis usafrTxoeba 

ara misi Sida Zalebis saerTo Zalisxmevas, aramed gare Zalebis iniciati-

vebs efuZneba. aseT SemTxvevebSi, regionuli aqtorebis prioritetebs 

gare faqtorebi gansazRvraven. ZalTa dapirispireba ki amZafrebs isedac 

gaWianurebul konfliqtebs da Savi zRvis regionSi saerTo usafrTxoe-

bis sistemis Seqmnas aferxebs. 

 

axali gamyofi xazebis gaCenis safrTxis Tavidan asacileblad  aucile-

belia Savi zRvis regionSi  efeqturi sazRvrispira TanamSromlobis gan-

viTareba. saerTo usafrTxoebis sitemis Seqmna ki swored am iniciati-

vebs waaxalisebs. mxolod am sistemas ZaluZs regionSi usafrTxoebis Se-

narCuneba da regionis qveynebs Soris ndobis aRdgena.  Savi zRvis regio-

ni saWiroebs urTierTSeTanxmebul qmedebebs, Zlier xelisuflebas da 

yvela mniSvnelovani aqtoris ufro met CarTulobas. 

 

konfliqtebis mogvarebisa da Savi zRvis regionis usafrTxoebisaTvis 

aucilebelia arsebuli politikuri kursisa da midgomebis fundamentu-

ri cvlileba regionis yvela qveyanaSi. am cvlilebebis miRweva ki saerTo 

usafrTxoebis struqturis SeqmniTaa SesaZlebeli. koleqtiuri molapa-

rakeba da kompromisi aseve aucilebelia konfliqtebis gadasawyvetad.   

 

saerTo  usafrTxoebis struqturam unda Caanacvlos regionuli usaf-

rTxoebisadmi tradiciuli “nulovanjamiani” midgomebi, romlebic jer 

isev dominanturia regionSi. axal midgomaSi ki gasaTvaliswinebelia ise-

Ti sakiTxebi, rogoricaa TanamSromloba garemos dacvis, adamianis 

usafrTxoebis, ekonomikur da socialur sferoSi. aseve umniSvnelovane-

sia Sesaferisi institucionaluri modelis SerCeva, romelic xels Seuw-

yobs Savi zRvis regionSi axali struqturis Camoyalibebas. 
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PROSPECTS OF CROSS-BORDER COOPERATION IN THE BLACK SEA 
REGION 
 

By  Maxim Stepanov 
 

Introduction 
 

This paper is concerned with cross-border cooperation in the Black Sea region, its 
limits and future prospects. The origins of the growing European engagement in 
the region are briefly touched upon. Primarily, this paper seeks to identify main 
obstacles which hamper the integration process in the Black Sea region and 
examines strategies on how to foster better cross-border understanding. 
 
The European Union’s interest in the stability of the Black Sea region and in close 
cooperation between the countries of the region can be accounted for by the EU’s 
interest in resources that the region is rich in, as well as by logistical 
considerations. Some of the region’s countries have valued resources and others 
are strategically important transit countries. For example, the BTC pipeline (Baku-
Tbilisi-Ceyhan) can be considered one of the primary factors contributing to the 
stability of the region. This particular case illustrates that political and economical 
engagement are closely interconnected. Greater stability in the region and deeper 
cooperation with its close neighbours are the European Union’s ultimate goals.  
 
The above-mentioned strategic interests hold a huge potential for societies in the 
target countries, not least of which is the possibility of a smoother democratic 
transition within the complex post-Soviet countries. The European interest cannot 
arguably be applied without certain limitations but European support, both in the 
fostering of civil society and media institutions for example, is absolutely 
necessary. However, its influence is not limited only towards the support of civil 
society. Global expansion of businesses, exploration of new markets and 
diversification of energy supplies are further motives behind the European 
engagement within the Black Sea region. Human security concerns are also an 
important point of consideration. Nevertheless, the European Union showed little 
interest in playing an active role in the region until the end of the 1990s. It was 
only after eastward enlargement of the EU became a near-future perspective that 
the EU launched a number of regional initiatives aimed at strengthening the 
regionalism, such as the Black Sea Forum (2006), Black Sea Synergy (2008), the 
Black Sea Environmental Partnership (2010), and others.  
 
Even though it seems to have become a matter of course that regionalism is the 
most appropriate approach for developing the countries which share the Black Sea 
basin, competitive strategies prevail over the collaborative ones.11 Throughout its 

                                                 
11 cf. “A 2020 Vision fort he Black Sea Region. A Report by the Commission on the Black Sea”. Page 22., 
retrieved in June 2012 at  
http://www.blackseacom.eu/fileadmin/user_upload/Paper/A%202020%20Vision%20for%20the%20Black%20Sea.pdf.  
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history, the Black Sea region has typically remained an area of competitive 
interests for global powers. While in the 19th century the Ottoman and the Russian 
Empires struggled over the control of the Black Sea, these days America, Russia 
and increasingly the EU compete for influence in the region. In recent years, a 
hardening of the confrontation can be observed, as the following chain of incidents 
illustrates. These incidents can furthermore be considered to have had direct 
consequences upon one another: 
 
• Early in 2008, Georgia and the Ukraine became candidates for MAP 
(Membership Action Plan) of NATO  
• In August of 2008, Russia and Georgia fought a war followed by the 
recognition of the Abkhazian and South Ossetian regions by Russia 
• In 2009 the EU initiated the Eastern Partnership, which was sceptically 
received by Russia.21 
 
These incidents exerted new risks on relations in the region. Instead of addressing 
older regional conflicts, new division lines appeared across the region. The gas 
conflicts between Russia and the Ukraine served as an example of how the shifting 
geopolitical landscape affected bilateral relations negatively: although apparent as 
early as 2005, the gas conflicts experienced a new, more intense round of tensions 
in 2008-2009. Political fragmentation of policies in the Black Sea region is the main 
chronic disease behind these tensions, which can be delineated into several 
specific problems: 
 
1. Overlapping, competitive and partly dysfunctional international structures 
in the region 
 
The Black Sea Economic Cooperation (BSEC) remains the only organization where 
all the countries of the region are associated within one forum. With this in mind, 
it is all the more condemning for BSEC that it failed to achieve most of its goals in 
this respect.32 Apart from the BSEC, there are no regional organisations which can 
pursue the same goals in as broad a manner, although the list of political 
organisations and alliances that encompass the region is long enough – CIS, 
GUAM, Eastern Partnership, and the Collective Security Treaty Organisation, to 
list just a few. Unofficially there is even the so-called CIS-2, which includes the 
four unrecognized states of the region, underscoring the disintegration processes 
in the region with a certain irony. The unwillingness to integrate is characteristic, 
however, of a political minority in power for whom unresolved conflicts are a 

                                                 
21 See “Eastern Partnership from the Russian Perspective”  by Andrei Zagorski, retrieved in June 2012 at 
http://library.fes.de/pdf-files/ipg/2011-3/05_zagorski.pdf 
32 As stated in the World Bank report “Regional Cooperation of the CIS7: Past Experience and Options for the 
Future”. Page 18., retrieved in June 2012 at  
http://www.wds.worldbank.org/external/default/WDSContentServer/WDSP/IB/2006/03/14/000160016_20060
314122633/Rendered/PDF/353690MMaliszewska01public1.pdf 
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source of revenue and a tool for maintaining its political power. By contrast, 
integration is precisely what lies in the region’s own best interests. 
 
2. Protracted conflicts 
 
There are four protracted conflicts in the region and each of them comes with their 
own list of historical complications, violent episodes, and state institution failures. 
International diplomacy has proven its inability to reach resolutions within these 
deadlocked conflicts. Sadly, these unresolved conflicts become the status quo in 
the affected countries. At the line-of-contact in the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict, 
sharpshooters have been claiming several victims every month since 1994.41 This 
reputation for being a “pot of conflicts” cannot be underestimated in how the 
political consciousness is shaped among its residents, as it is similarly formed 
within the minds of any potential foreign investors.  
 
3. Ideology and dealing with history 
 
The population in the countries of the Black Sea region live in a highly ideological 
political environment. Political debates often concentrate around a few central 
themes and every decision or action is subordinated to these particular issues – 
regardless if whether it directly concerns them or not. For Russia it may be the fear 
of NATO expansion; for the Ukraine, it is the East-West division; for Armenia, it is 
recognition of the genocide and of the Nagorno-Karabakh Republic. The 
analogous conceptual model for the latter in particular is that of the ‘fortress-
under-siege’ mentality, that of being encircled by one’s enemies. In Armenia, it is 
especially evident how this theme serves as a source of internal stability, 
consolidates its current administration, and weakens the opposition because critics 
of the regime are automatically accused of betrayal of the national interests. The 
re-telling of the history of ethnic conflicts in the region, as represented in the 
educational system, becomes a kind of indoctrination and veers away from being 
a disinterested social science. 
 
4. The “Leninist legacy” 
 
This term is applicable to the entire post-Soviet space, but past enforcement of the 
Soviet administration has had much more severe effects in regions where little-to-
no modern state structures existed prior to its implementation. To a certain extent 
it refers to the South Caucasus where, for example, Soviet “National Policy” led to 
the creation of ethnic enclaves such as Nagorno-Karabakh within the ex-Soviet 
Republic of Azerbaijan. Furthermore, Max Weber’s formulation of patrimonialism, 
when applied to modern societies in transition, points out a number of 

                                                 
41 According to the report of the CSIS – Center for Strategic and International Studies “Targeting Peace: 
Snipers Threaten Compromise over Nagorno-Karabakh”, retrieved in June 2012 at  
http://csis.org/blog/targeting-peace-snipers-threaten-compromise-over-nagorno-karabakh 
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problematic aspects in the relationship between a state and a nation in the post-
Soviet countries. This can be referred to as neo-patrimonialism.51 The main 
characteristic of patrimonial societies is their combination of traditional legitimacy 
and new formal (bureaucratic) institutions. Economic and political power is 
merged, as well as both the public and the private spheres. As a result, people rely 
more on informal and corrupt practices than on the rule of law. The state 
institutions are not granted trust because the control mechanisms such as an 
independent judiciary, the media and the strong civil society are not established. 
These patrimonial features affect cross-border cooperation negatively because the 
political class in power have no interest in either a free flow of information or in 
open societies. Granting implicit accordance to either would undermine its own 
power.  
 
Addressing these challenges… 
 
It is the opinion of this paper that the following strategies be applied. They are 
outlined in brief:  
 
• The free movement of persons and ideas across open borders should be 
encouraged. Abolishment of existing visa regimes is necessary, and frequent 
contacts, exchange and cooperation on different levels should be encouraged. 
Platforms for dialogue should be created, in particular a forum that emphasizes 
common history. It would be provide a countering balance to the current 
malignant historical arguments used to support certain political agendas. Leaving 
aside the question of missing evidence in some of these so-called arguments, the 
discipline of history should not be exploited for political purposes on principal. 
 
• “Positive examples” of cooperation should be emphasized as empowerment 
for future progress. For example, the resolution of the Transnistrian conflict 
should become the highest priority over the next few years, partially in order to 
foster a successful template in conflict resolution for the region. Although the 
Transnistrian conflict differs significantly from other protracted conflicts, the 
stakeholders and mediators involved are mostly the same. Besides, the 
Transnistrian conflict is arguably the most promising in terms of a feasible 
resolution, given that the stakeholders can agree on the terms of Moldovan 
reunification. Contacts between Moldovans and Transnistrians across the easily 
penetrable demarcation line should also be a positive example for other territorial 
conflicts. 
 
• The involvement of big regional players like Russia, Turkey and the EU should 
not as portrayed as competitors but as partners. To make regional cooperation 

                                                 
51 The Max Weber concept was applied by Shmuel N.Eisenstadt to modern societies. See Eisenstadt, Shmuel 
N. Traditional Patrimonialism and Modern Neopatrimonialism. Beverly Hills: Sage Publications. 1973. 
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programs work, rapprochements between Russia-EU and Russia-NATO are 
needed.  
 
• As an important pre-condition, national legislations in all Black Sea countries 
have to be improved in order to ensure equal access to civil and political rights. 
Furthermore, existing laws are often inefficiently enforced. Corruption and other 
practices, which undermine democratic principles, should be transparently 
fought.  
 
• Democratic legislation and functioning executive authorities are indeed 
essentials but no less important are those initiatives from below which would 
ensure better protection of human rights. And if democratic grass-root movements 
don’t find support in their home countries, then support should come from the 
Western countries. 
 
• In accordance with the “Leninist legacies” those in power use their political 
office as a protective shield for their businesses. Highly centralized governing 
structures and strong hierarchy are tools to keep their opponents out of power. 
However, the state-directed economy proved their inefficiency, and therefore 
decentralization of economy and administration would not only enhance 
economies but also provide more self-determination. Yet it would be naïve to 
expect these kind of democratic reforms from the current regimes without 
pressure from below and from outside. 
 
• Regionalism as a political project needs support at the level of public 
awareness. A new identity for the region needs to be shaped in the political 
rhetoric and in the media. At first sight, very few commonalities between the 
countries may be obvious, but at the same time diversity doesn’t necessarily 
hinder a political or an economic association as the example of the EU illustrates. 
A commitment to the same democratic values, pragmatic considerations and, in 
the negative sense, even common threats could serve as the uniting factor for such 
a regional political project as the Black Sea region is. 
 
Conclusion 
 
When looking at the Black Sea region, it is far easier to identify obstacles and 
burdens which hinder the successful cross-border cooperation in the region than 
opportunities. It is all the more essential, if not more challenging, to find examples 
of successful cooperation and to build on them. With regard to some intricate 
issues such as the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict, the question that emerges is how to 
start approaching this deadlock if all attempts to do so have been failing for the 
last 20 years? The inconvenient answer is that there is no magic bullet for solving 
the conflict and in order to address it a lot of work has to be done at all possible 
levels: intergovernmental negotiations, enhanced inter-ethnic contacts on the 
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ground, civil society cooperation in the target countries, deeper media coverage on 
the topic, coming to terms with the past, the overall democratization of the 
societies, and most importantly, the political will to unite behind such targets. All 
the levels of the conflict are interrelated and the resolution remains blocked if 
efforts are not jointly conducted. Currently it is true that the political elites lack an 
interest in fostering cross-border cooperation. Nonetheless this must not create the 
illusion that cross-border cooperation is not a high priority for the Black Sea 
nations.  
 
 
 
sazRvrispira TanamSromlobis perspeqtivebi Savi zRvis 

regionSi 

 

maqsim stepanovi, ruseTi 

 

Savi zRvis regionSi stabilurobis SenarCuneba da regionis qveynebTan 

mWidro TanamSromloba evrokavSiris mTavari mizania. evrokavSiris in-

teresi SeiZleba aixsnas regionis “Rirebuli” resursebiT. Savi zRvis re-

gionis zogierTi qveyana mdidaria energo resursebiT, sxvebi ki strate-

giulad mniSvnelovan satranzito qveynebs warmoadgenen. evrokavSiris-

Tvis aseve mniSvnelovania axali bazrebis moZieba da  energo resursebis  

mimwodeblebis diversifikacia, asve prioritetulia adamianis usaf-

rTxoebis garantiebi. 

 

istoriulad Savi zRvis regioni mudmivad iyo globaluri Zalebis dapi-

rispirebis arena. Tuki me-19 saukuneSi osmaleTisa da ruseTis imperiebi 

ibrZodnen regionSi Zalauflebis mosapoveblad, dRes amerika, ruseTi 

da evrokavSiri ejibrebian erTmaneTs. bolo wlebSi  SeiniSneba urTier-

Tobebis mkveTri gauareseba. Zveli regionaluri konfliqtebis mogvare-

bis nacvlad axali gamyofi xazebi gaCnda regionSi. politikuri fragmen-

tacia Savi zRvis auzis qveynebis qronikuli daavadebaa, rac SeiZleba da-

iyos ramdenime konkretul problemad: konkurentuli da nawilobriv 

umoqmedo saerTaSoriso struqturebis arseboba regionSi; gaWianure-

buli konfliqtebi; politikur-ideologiuri da istoriuli garemo; 

aseve “leninis memkvidreoba,” rac moyveba mTels post-sabWoTa qveynebs 

da nawilobriv samxreT kavkasiasac exeba.   

 

am problemebis gadasaWrelad aucilebelia efeqturi qmedebebi. unda 

waxalisdes adamianebisa da ideebis Tavisufali moZraoba Ria sazRvreb-

ze; momavali progresis misaRwevad aucilebelia TanamSromlobis “pozi-

tiuri magaliTebis” xazgasma; didi regionaluri aqtorebi, rogoricaa 

ruseTi, TurqeTi da evrokavSiri, unda moqmedebdnen  rogorc partnio-

rebi da ara rogorc konkurentebi; Savi zRvis regionis qveynebSi unda 

gaZlierdes erovnuli kanonmdebloba, raTa uzrunvelyofil iqnas Tana-

bari xelmisawvdomoba samoqalaqo da politikur uflebebze. aseve mniS-
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vnelovania demokratiuli kanonmdebloba da funqcionirebadi aRmasru-

lebeli xelisufleba;  

 

aranakleb mniSvnelovania is iniciativebi, romlebic emsaxureba adamia-

nis uflebebis dacvas. ekonomikisa da administraciis decentralizeba  

ara mxolod gaaZlierebs ekonomikas, aramed xels Seuwyobs TviTgamor-

kvevasac. demokratiuli reformebi naklebad mosalodnelia arsebuli 

reJimebisgan, amitomac saWiroa wnexi, rogorc  mosaxleobis qveda fene-

bidan aseve dasavleTidan. aucilebelia axali midgomebis Camoyalibeba 

da am kuTxiT mosaxleobis informireba, amaSi ki udidesia mediis roli. 

saerTo demokratiuli Rirebulebebi, pragmatuli azrovneba da saerTo 

safrTxeebic ki SeiZleba gamaerTianebeli faqtori aRmoCndes iseTi re-

gionalur-politikuri proeqtisTvis, rogoricaa Savi zRvis regioni.  
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CROSS BORDER COOPERATION IN THE BLACK SEA REGION–BLACK 
SEA DIALOGUE. IS IT POSSIBLE? 
 
By Akper Saryyev 
 
The proximity of the Black Sea Region to the Balkans, the Middle East, the 
Caucasus, and Central Europe, makes it a strategicly important region on the 
world map. Looking back at the history of the region, we see that the powers 
which had a strong influence on the region, instead of making it easily accessable, 
sought to close the access to the Black Sea from the outside. During the Roman, 
Ottoman and Byzantium periods, isolation policy was predominant in the region. 
Similarly, the policies of the Soviet Union towards the Black Sea were 
predominated by notions of isolation. The reason for this has always been 
obvious—empires wanted to have total control over strategic straits, trade routes 
and rich natural resources.11 
 

After the Cold War and the collapse of the Soviet Union, different players 
appeared in this region. Bulgaria and Romania’s acceptance into the European 
Union opened up the region to the West and raised the interest of external players. 
This impacted positively on the region but at the same time it made the region 
more vulnerable. The scope of problems in the Black Sea Region is wide. Political, 
economic and ethnic tensions make the region unstable and therefore unattractive 
for foreign investors and tourists. More specifically, the most significant problems 
of the region include: 
 

• issues of Abkhazia and South Ossetia, Nagorno–Karabakh, and separatism in 
Transnistria 
• tensions with ethnic minorities 
• low levels of trade and economic relations between the countries of the Black 
Sea Region (only Russia and Azerbaijan have developed good trade relations with 
energy resources) 
• demonstrative naval and military activity of more powerful players of the 
region and the existence of military bases  
• marine areas and land borders are often not delimited and demarcated 
• increased illegal migration and smuggling of weapons, drugs and people, etc. 
 

‘The Black Sea Region is increasingly becoming a priority on the international 
agenda. In fact, a regional approach is emerging as actors understand that 
common problems need to be addressed jointly.’22 There is no main or most 
                                                 
11 Özbey, F. 'Black Sea Factor in Russian-Turkish Relationships’  
http://www.bilgesam.org/ru/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=285:chernomosrky-faktor-v-
turetsko-rossiyskih-otnosheniyah&catid=104:analizler-rusya&Itemid=210 , last visited June 30, 2012 (transla-
ted from Russian into English) 
22 ‘Democracy and Good Governance in the Black Sea Region’, p.2. Policy report 4, available at:  
http://www.blackseacom.eu/uploads/media/Black_Sea_Policy_Report_IV_Democracy.pdf, last visited June 
24, 2012    
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important problem as all they are intertwined. To resolve these issues, all the 
players/countries of the region have to start improving parliamentary culture, 
administrative efficiency and reach consensus. One more issue that is important is 
the ability to lead a constructive dialogue (I will call it a Black Sea dialogue). This 
could prevent some of above-mentioned problems before they happen. ‘An honest 
and open dialogue about democracy and the basic elements of good governance 
within the secessionist regions didn’t even start.’31 There is a chance to improve 
the situation once the dialogue starts. One of the reasons why the Black Sea Region 
is covered by military and political confrontation lies in fact that there is no 
balance of powers, such as existed during the Cold War—a new one has not yet 
been formed. No transition period can be stable.  
 
Looking at the example of Russia and Georgia, we can see how these former 
partners have introduced a visa regime with each other (which was canceled 
unilaterally by the Georgian side later). Ukraine–Russia relationships manifest 
themselves in gas, the Sevastopol naval base and the Kerch Strait problems. This 
all shows the presence of internal as well as external problems of the countries of 
the region, their unreasonable ambitions towards each other and little desire to 
compromise. Legal nihilism and corruption are common not only among 
politicians but very often among the population. The Constitution is often just a 
formal document and does not regulate relations between the powers inside the 
countries. 
 
Throughout history the Black Sea Region has never lost its importance for Turkey. 
Once the Black Sea was fully surrounded by lands of Ottoman Empire and no 
outsiders were tolerated there. After the Cold War, Turkey formulated a policy of 
rapprochement rather than exclusion. It sought to create an atmosphere of 
security, stability, prosperity, friendship and cooperation in the region. Included 
in this were the Balkans, the Caucasus and the Middle East—important but 
complex regions. From the Turkish perspective it remains important to maintain 
its activity in Black Sea Region, as well as to establish dialogue, balance and 
stability.42 
 
It should be mentioned that various attempts to organize the Black Sea dialogue, 
i.e. cooperation of Black Sea Region countries and with other players on the 
international arena have taken a long time and have met with little success. The 
problem lies in the fact that the region lacks a clear position on such issues. This 
makes it complicated for the region to grow economically, politically and 

                                                 
31‘Democracy and Good Governance in the Black Sea Region’, p.8. Policy report 4, available at: 
http://www.blackseacom.eu/uploads/media/Black_Sea_Policy_Report_IV_Democracy.pdf , last visited June 
24, 2012    
42Özbey, F. Black Sea Factor in Russian–Turkish Relationships  
 http://www.bilgesam.org/ru/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=285:chernomosrky-faktor-v-
turetsko-rossiyskih-otnosheniyah&catid=104:analizler-rusya&Itemid=210, last visited June 30, 2012 (transla-
ted from Russian into English) 
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culturally. Democracy and freedom of determination of nations in the region were 
for many generations repressed. In addition, in the Black Sea Region we can see 
that there are several poles of interest situated in Moscow, Washington, Ankara 
and Brussels, which also is a negative indicator.  
 
Today the most influential regional player is Russia. The main problem for the 
stability in the Black Sea Region in the next five to ten years is the continuation of 
Russia’s neo-imperial policy and its desire to resume part of the influence it lost 
after the fall of the Soviet Union. Another strong and no less important leader is 
Turkey, which cooperates with Russia in all regional questions. Both Russia and 
Turkey want the issues related to the Black Sea to be decided jointly by Black Sea 
Region countries only—without the intervention of foreign forces and third 
parties. Together they oppose the desire of the US to extend the scope of the 
NATO operation Active Endeavour which aims to combat terrorism and crime in 
the Mediterranean and Black Seas. Turkey and Russia were for centuries vying for 
control over the Black Sea and now for the first time in the history former rivals 
are cooperating. This situation is quite remarkable, especially considering that 
these two countries once fought over the Black Sea, and after the Second World 
War the Soviet Union claimed its rights over the straits.51  
 

However, today the regional policy of Russia contains 2 tendencies: 
• a desire to regain Ukraine, Moldova, Georgia and Azerbaijan into its sphere of 
influence 
• to use the energy card to its political advantage against energy dependent 
states e.g. Ukraine 
 

The major problem is that Russia still considers any democratic changes in the 
Greater Black Sea Region as hostile to its national interests62 and goes to great 
lengths to prevent those changes. Since the Cold War, Russia has suffered 
geopolitical losses in the region. Russia lost much of its military, political and 
economic forces there. Russia, which is still a strong leader due to its economic 
power in the sale of energy resources, and centralized management, remains an 
important player in the region, and seeks to regain its former strength. The 
increased presence of the US in the region, along with the EU and NATO 
enlargement; the development of competitive power transmission lines beyond 
the control of Russia; and the colored revolutions in the countries of the region, 
cause concerns for Russia. This strong leader is faced with encirclement, restriction 
of full freedom and the threat to national interests. Of course Russia tries to 

                                                 
51Özbey, F. Black Sea Factor in Russian–Turkish Relationships, available at 
http://www.bilgesam.org/ru/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=285:chernomosrky-faktor-v-
turetsko-rossiyskih-otnosheniyah&catid=104:analizler-rusya&Itemid=210 , last visited June 30, 2012 
(translated from Russian into English) 
62Black Sea Dialogue, is it possible? available at: http://www.blackseanews.net/read/8969/ , last visited June 
24, 2012 (translated from Russian into English) 
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counter all this.71 For security reasons Russia sees the Black Sea as a strategic field 
and would perhaps even use force for this purpose. The Russian–Georgian conflict 
of 2008 proves this. The signing of an agreement with Abkhazia and South Ossetia 
on permanent military bases and the decision to place an air defense system (S-
300), threatens the balance of power in the region. In 2010, Russia also extended 
the terms of the Black Sea Fleet in Crimea and Russian troops in Armenia until the 
2040s with the possibility of a further prolongation. 
 

The Russia–Georgia conflict forced the European Union to intensify efforts to 
develop a coherent Black Sea policy. Here the EU faces an internal lack of 
consensus concerning questions in its foreign policy. To maximize the regions 
transit and economic potential and thus help the region, the European Union 
should establish a special foreign policy with respect to the Black Sea Region as a 
whole rather than build relationships with each of the countries. At the same time 
there are many critical points expressed by some politicians who are in favor of 
bilateral rather than regional cooperation. A bridge between the EU and the Black 
Sea Region countries could be the Organization of the Black Sea Economic 
Cooperation (BSEC) or the GUAM. The BSEC has 13 members and is concerned 
with economic cooperation of the region’s players. ‘A number of workshops, 
trainings and exhibitions are being organized yearly within the relevant Working 
Group in the Member States to facilitate and promote regional trade and attract 
investments. They are supported by international organizations, in particular, by 
UNIDO and its affiliated bodies.’82 Still, the lack of a constructive dialogue and 
pragmatism does not allow this organization to play the role of a political referee 
in the region, which is so vital. In addition, the BSEC has failed to provide a decent 
integration project, which would be interesting for the participating countries. 
 

The reduction of integration potential between the players of the region therefore 
hinders trade relations. A new Marshall Plan or a similar impetus for Black Sea 
countries to unite is needed. Expansion of the Black Sea dialogue as a basis of 
multilateral relations requires the effort of the countries themselves to create a 
forum for political dialogue and experience exchange in the following areas: 
democracy development, economic integration, energy security, interpersonal 
contacts development, internal security, ecological issues and transportation. 
Development of deep and comprehensive Free Trade Agreements would enrich 
Black Sea cooperation. Regional contacts should be facilitated by the removal of 
obstacles to legitimate travel and the promotion of university exchanges.’93 ‘A 

                                                 
71Özbey,F. Black Sea factor in Russian–Turkish Relationships, available at 
 http://www.bilgesam.org/ru/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=285:chernomosrky-faktor-v-
turetsko-rossiyskih-otnosheniyah&catid=104:analizler-rusya&Itemid=210 , last visited June 30, 2012 
(translated from Russian into English) 
82Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Republic of Armenia, BSEC, available at: 
http://www.mfa.am/en/international-organisations/BSEC/ , last visited June 24, 2012  
93Summaries of EU legislation: Black Sea Synergy, available at:  
http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/maritime_affairs_and_fisheries/external_relations_enlargement/r17102
_en.htm , last visited June 24, 2012 
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clear encouragement and sponsorship of intercultural and interfaith dialogue 
among the peoples of the Black Sea is needed. Cooperation between universities 
should be enhanced.’101  
 
A progressive initiative, which has not yet been implemented is a Black Sea 
European college in Sevastopol. During the round table European Integration: 
monitoring and regional issues, the first deputy chairman of the Sevastopol City State 
Administration, Vladimir Kazarin commented on the idea of the creation of a 
European college in Sevastopol. The initiative comes from the administration of 
city of Sevastopol. It plans to have an international faculty and students from all 
Black Sea countries. The main goal of the institute is to raise a generation for 
which artificial restrictions in communication will no longer exist. Moreover, the 
institute aims to bring together students with different national and language 
backgrounds in order to create a multicultural environment.112 This would be a 
significant step towards the strengthening of mutual understanding between 
people from Black Sea countries. This new generation would bring Black Sea 
dialogue to a new level in the future with more respect for parties and a deeper 
understanding of the problems of one another. 
 
From my point of view, the following measures are essential for effective 
development in the Black Sea Region: 
 
• coordination of existing regional initiatives, institutions and mechanisms 
• preciseness: the list of priority projects does not have to be too long but has to 
contain feasible medium-term projects 
• ability to adequately react to emerging issues 
• good neighborhood priority 
• transparency: cooperation and dialogue should be transparent and clear to all 
members and partners. 
 
In order to deal with conflicts and other outstanding issues in the region, the 
establishment of a high level consultation group is desirable. ‘A number of 
confidence-building measures and a structured security dialogue on relevant 
issues should be established. The feasibility of an international gathering on the 
Black Sea, preferably at summit level, involving the regional states and 
international stakeholders, should be the end point for the work of the high level 
group.’123 
 
Besides the above mentioned issues, Russia needs some separate mechanisms for 
solving its problems in the region as it is not a typical player. A very important 

                                                 
101Report of the Commission on the Black Sea: 2020 Vision on the Black Sea Region, p.13 
112Black Sea College, available at http://www.alleya.info/novosti/news_detail.php?id=379 , last visited June 24, 
2012 (translated from Russian into English) 
123Report of the Commission on the Black Sea,  A 2020 vision on the Black Sea Region, p.12 
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step for Russia would be to take a position of a strong leader together with Turkey 
within the region. This leadership role should be based on respect and not on the 
fears of other players. Together with other regional players these strong players 
should take steps in favor of cooperation and stability. It should be clear that if 
strong players (Russia and Turkey) assert pressure on weaker parties, there is an 
increased risk that the weaker parties will seek support from other strong actors 
such as the EU and USA. This may lead to negative consequences for stronger 
players and a potential power loss in the region. Russia and Turkey showed a 
good example of cooperation in terms of Black Sea issues, which can serve as a 
basis for other players too. Each Black Sea country should be able to profit from 
the sea, mutual cooperation and independence in decision-making. Key words for 
Russia would be ‘[the increase] of democratic processes in its external policy’ and 
‘cooperation based on mutual benefits.’ 
 
An old Turkish march begins with the words: ‘Oh, Black Sea! Black Sea! These are 
not enemies coming; we are coming!’131 Today the word ‘we’ which referred to 
Turkish people of old times could be transferred into ‘we’ referring to all people of 
the Black Sea region aiming for stability, unity and peace. 
 
 
 
Savis zRvis regionis qveynebis TanamSromloba - Savi zRvis 

dialogi da misi perspeqtivebi 

 

akper sarievi, ukraina 

 

Savi zRvis auzi msoflios erTerTi strategiulad mniSvnelovani regi-

onia, rasac ganapirobebs misi siaxlove balkaneTis naxevarkunZulTan, 

axlo aRmosavleTTan, kavkasiasa da centralur evropasTan. civi omis 

dasrulebisa da sabWoTa kavSiris daSlis Semdeg Savi zRvis regionSi axa-

li politikuri moTamaSeebi gamoCndnen. bulgareTisa da rumineTis ev-

rokavSirSi gawevrianebiT dasavleTs Savi zRvis regionisken gza gaexsna, 

aman Tavis mxriv, mocemuli regionisadmi gare moTamaSeebis interesebis 

gazrda gamoiwvia.  

 

Savi zRva sakmaod rTuli regionia, sadac Tavi iCina mTelma rigma iseTma 

problemebma rogorebicaa - politikuri da ekonomikuri krizisebi da 

eTnikuri konfliqtebi. yovelive es regionSi arastabilur garemos 

qmnis, rac uaryofiT gavlenas axdens turizmis ganviTarebasa da inves-

ticiebis mozidvaze. aRsaniSnavia, rom regionSi ar arsebobs romelime 

erTi, mTavari problema- regionis yvela problema urTierTdakavSire-

bulia. yovelive es erT konkretul mizezTan aris dakavSirebuli: civi 

omis droindeli ZalTa balansi regionSi aRar arsebobs - axali ki jer-

                                                 
131Original name of the march: Eski Karadeniz Marşi 
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jerobiT kvlavac ar Camoyalibebula. tranzituli periodi ki arasdros 

gamoirCeva stabilurobiT.  

 

Savi zRvis regionis mniSvneloba TurqeTisTvis didia. dResdReobiT, am 

qveynis mizania Savi zRvis regionSi ZalTa balansis Seqmna da stabilu-

robis SenarCuneba. aRsaniSnavia, rom Savi zRvis qveynebis dialogs msof-

lio politikis sxva moTamaSeebTan xangrZlivi, warumatebeli istoria 

aqvs. es mosalodnelicaa, gamomdinare iqidan rom am regionSi erTmaneTs 

ejaxeba moskovis, vaSingtonis, ankarasa da briuselis interesebi da po-

ziciebi.  

 

dResdReobiT regionis yvelaze gavleniani saxelmwifo ruseTia. uaxlo-

ebis 5-10 wlis manZilze regionis stabilurobas yvelaze did safrTxes 

ruseTis neo-imperiuli politika da am qveynis mier sabWoTa kavSiris 

ngreviT gamowveuli gavlenis aRdgenis survili warmoadgens. 

 

Savi zRvis regionis meore, aranakleb mniSvnelovani lideria TurqeTi, 

romelic amJamad yvela regionaluri mniSvnelobis sakiTxze axerxebs 

ruseTTan TanamSromlobas. rogorc ruseTis, ise TurqeTis interesebSi 

Sedis is, rom adgilobrvi problemebi mxolod regionis saxelmwifoebis 

mier iqnas mogvarebuli - mesame mxareebisa da ucxo qveynebis Carevis ga-

reSe. mTavari problemas warmoadgens is faqti, rom ruseTi regionSi ne-

bismier demokratiul cvlilebas sakuTari erovnuli interesebis sawi-

naaRmdegod mimarTul nabijad aRiqvams da Zalebs ar iSurebs cdilobs 

msgavsi cvlilebebis aRsakveTad.  

 

rac Seexeba sxva aqtorebs, ruseT-saqarTvelos omis Semdgom periodSi 

SeiniSneba evrokavSiris gansakuTrebuli gaaqtiureba Savi zRvis regio-

nis qveynebis mimarT Tanamimdevruli politikis SemuSavebis saqmeSi. am 

mxriv erTgvari ,,xidis’’ rolis Sesruleba SeuZliaT iseT organizaciebs  

rogorica aris magaliTad, 13 wevrisagan Semdgari Savi zRvis qveynebis 

ekonomikuri TanamSromlobis organizacia (BSEC), aseve garkveuli roli 

SeiZleba Seasrulos suam-ma (GUAM).  
 

da bolos Savi zRvis regionis efeqtiani ganviTarebisaTvis aucilebe-

lia Semdegi zomebis miReba: 1- arsebuli regionaluri iniciativebis, in-

stitutebisa da meqanizmebis koordinacia, 2- sizuste, kerZod ramodeni-

me prioritetuli mimarTulebis SerCeva da saSualo-vadiani proeqtebis 

amoqmedeba, 3- axlad-wamoWril problemebze adekvaturi reagireba, 4- 

,,kargi mezobloba“ rogorc sagareo politikis prioriteti, 5- gamWvir-

valoba: TanamSromloba da dialogi yvela wevrisa da partniorisTvis 

gamWvirvale da gasagebi unda iyos.  
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THE EUROPEAN UNION AND DEMOCRATIC GOVERNANCE IN THE 
SOUTH CAUCASUS:  A Stimulus for Regional Cross-Border Cooperation 
 
By Orkhan Ali 
 
Introduction 
 
The South Caucasus conflicts – South Ossetia, Abkhazia in Georgia and Nagorno-
Karabakh between Armenia and Azerbaijan – have divided the region, making 
regional cooperation unlikely as a whole. Due to these conflicts, Armenia, 
Azerbaijan and Georgia have narrowed down tripartite integration and have 
demonstrated a lack of willingness to cooperate with one another. Though the 
Georgian President Mikheil Saakashvili’s state-building efforts have illustrated 
several success stories after the Rose Revolution of 2003, especially in policy 
restructuring and transparent management, the overall picture is still bleak. The 
other two South Caucasus states lag far behind in democratic transformation of 
the state and eradication of corruption at the national level. A strong state is 
needed for a policy change towards democracy, but to what extent the state efforts 
will be sufficient in democratic state-building is a big question. However, the three 
countries have different aspirations vis-à-vis the cross-border cooperation with 
their diverse political, economic, social and diplomatic developments, which 
require an individual approach by neighboring and Western countries.  
 
Territorial Conflicts and the Security Complex Framework 
 
As far as regional development is concerned, all three states are grouped under 
one regional security basis (termed the security complex by Barry Buzan) by many 
common issues such as occupation of territories, unresolved conflicts, refugee 
problems, ethnic tensions, economic dependence and safe energy transportation. 
Obviously, this security framework is defined by those security perceptions and 
concerns that are interlinked, and leads to the perception that national problems 
cannot reasonably be resolved apart from one another. However, democratization 
attempts in all three countries underwent serious drawbacks. Armenia and 
Azerbaijan’s policy towards democratic governance failed; moreover, it gained an 
excuse for its suppression of bottom-up initiatives because of the Nagorno-
Karabakh conflict.  
 
The occupation of the Nagorno-Karabakh region in Azerbaijan by Armenian 
military forces shadows the entire region, keeping warring parties apart from 
regional projects, including Georgia, and creates great uncertainty with respect to 
future cooperation between the three nations. The likelihood of military 
confrontation has only threatened to increase between Azerbaijan and Armenia, 
according to recent reports regarding the deaths of soldiers from both sides at the 
contact line. Azerbaijan is arming heavily, relying on its vast oil revenues that 
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allow for extensive military budget, while Armenia maintains close military 
relations with Russia through military pacts and deployed Russian soldiers. The 
oil boom, however, could reverse the status-quo and may convince Armenians not 
to trust its opponent at the negotiation table. Most dangerously, Yerevan could act 
pre-emptively to forestall the risk of being attacked by Azerbaijan. And obviously, 
as long as the conflict remains in a ‘no war, no peace’ conundrum, the possibility 
of a future military scenario cannot be ruled out. 
 
By contrast, Georgia embraced its Rose Revolution in 2003.  This movement 
resonated powerfully with the world and immediately secured strong support 
from the West. The solidification of pro-Western President Mikheil Saakashvili in 
power as a result significantly increased the course towards European integration. 
Soon, however, the new leadership began to falter in managing overly ambitious 
expectations. Hasty and imprudent decisions employed in resolving the conflicts 
in the two breakaway regions by the use of force in August 2008 ended in a fiasco 
for Georgia. The relations with the Kremlin plummeted, resulting in controversial 
recognition of de-facto independence within the Abkhazia and South Ossetia 
regions by Russia, thereby disrupting the territorial integrity of Georgia as a 
whole. Georgia’s elite appears committed to modernizing the country through 
democratic rule but encounters significant challenges to strengthen it 
constructively. Nevertheless, the Saakashvili regime is keen on pursuing its 
program of reforms in order to rebuild confidence and standing after the August 
2008 war with Russia.  
 
Democratic Challenges 
 
More pluralistic political systems and democratic governance can successfully 
contribute to cross-border cooperation and provide long-term guarantees for 
sustainable and economically diverse growth. At the moment, Azerbaijan is 
characterized by a highly centralized government with monopolistic economy. 
Armenia lacks a sustainable democratization process, having strong interest 
groups outside the country. The isolation of Armenia and its economic 
dependence on Russia supports the informal political structures and hampers the 
political and economic modernization process of the country.  Georgia, unlike 
Armenia and Azerbaijan, has marched ahead after the Rose Revolution but still 
faces serious deficits in good governance. Mr. Saakashvili fought against state-
building through his idiosyncratic interpretation of democracy, which entailed the 
consolidation all power structures under his sole command. The presidential post 
is now the sole centre of power for executive orders. The Georgian government 
appears to have prioritized state-building and power accumulation, while 
postponing its democratic tenets. This decision has given state-building the upper 
hand at the expense of democracy itself.  
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From an economic point of view, the states of the region differ but nonetheless 
depend on one another. While the share of oil in Azerbaijan generates more than 
70% of budget revenues, with the export of oil and petroleum products alone 
comprising 93%,11 Georgia and Armenia’s economic growth is based mainly on 
the construction, services, transit routes and agriculture sectors. For Armenia, 
remittances from Armenians living and working abroad play an important role. 
For Georgia, the transit of resources from the Caspian Sea to Turkey matters 
greatly, while for Azerbaijan, Georgia is the most important transit country for its 
resources to Europe. Georgia is also a crucial partner for Armenia to access 
regional and international markets, and approximately 70% of Armenian trade is 
linked to transits via Georgia.22 This picture illustrates how prosperous the region 
could be if cross-border cooperation were enriched. At this conflict-driven region 
in which democratic governance is being questioned, the necessity for cross-
border cooperation between Armenia, Azerbaijan and Georgia has never been so 
critically important for harmonious relations among them and growth of 
rapprochement between conflicting parties. Although democratization and good 
governance are the main points of focus of the EU policy towards the South 
Caucasus, the chances for change at the regional level are not easily achievable. 
Yet up to now, given its contextual nature, the only solution apparent for the 
region’s development seems to be an establishment of decentralized government 
structures that will promote economic incentives via cross-border cooperation.  
 
Democratic Governance in the South Caucasus as Way to Cross-Border 
Cooperation 
 
Democratic governance is the key element of stabilization and development in the 
region. Both theory and practice confirm that good governance unaccompanied by 
the strong involvement of its citizens will result in ineffectual measures, and there 
is still only partial knowledge about the relative health of governance and its 
impact in Armenia, Azerbaijan and Georgia. The civil society institutions and 
NGOs of the three countries should intensify efforts in addressing awareness gaps 
in decentralized governance and distribution of wealth among population equally. 
The problem of cross-border cooperation can be addressed by strengthening civil 
society organizations (CSOs), building the capacity of local NGOs and media due 
to the conviction that a more capable civil society are crucial for an understanding 
of good governance, investigating the benefit of cross-border cooperation, and 
finally improving transparency and the quality of public finance policy and 
government management. If governments understand the impact of cross-border 
cooperation on their welfare and its role on poverty reduction, they will be more 
consistent with the decentralisation commitments and interstate cooperation.  

                                                 
11Concise Picture of Azerbaijan Economy in 2012, 13 Oct., 2011. http://cesd.az/new/2011/10/concise-picture-
of-azerbaijani-economy-in-2012/ 
22Meister S., A New EU approach  towards the South Caucasus, 28 Feb., 2011, https://aussenpolitik-
net.dgap.org/de/aussenpolitiknet/regionen/new-eu-approach-towards-south-caucasus 
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The ultimate goal here is to translate economic cooperation into political 
cooperation. The most pertinent example in this regard is that of the EU, which 
started as an economic and energy cooperative body (the European Coal and Steel 
Community), and over the next few decades gradually developed into a political 
union, one in which violence between its members has become unthinkable. This 
action could also be realized through involving local self-governments of the 
border regions of each country within the aim of creating a common market space 
for regional trade. Experience shows that trade and closer economic ties not only 
lowers the risk of conflicts breaking out but that they foster an atmosphere of 
tolerance and trust that is necessary for the resolution of conflicts. This cross-
border cooperation among all three states can also covert economic 
interdependence between states into political harmony, if it is allowed to progress 
unchecked. Hence, incorporating the three Caucasian economies into the wider 
regional market would promise a better future with regionally-bound wealth.  
 
The EU in Support of Good Governance    
 
The EU enjoys a favorable position in the region and its reputation is 
comparatively benign as it has significantly contributed enormous rehabilitation 
and infrastructure building projects, being the biggest donor organization in the 
South Caucasus. In order to be able to carry forward this success, the EU has to 
incentivize democracy and good governance in bilateral cooperation that could, in 
the first place, contribute to regional stability, and secondly, guarantee long-term 
investment opportunities for the West. This move carries a high potential of 
promoting economic incentives to overcome border challenges in a peaceful 
manner.  
 
There is just one problem. The political profile in each of the three countries is 
remarkably diverse. Despite this, the EU does remain interested in promoting 
good governance in the region and peaceful resolution of protracted conflicts. The 
Russo-Georgian War in 2008 clearly showed that the EU was the only 
international institution literally involved in peace-making and cease-fire 
achievement on South Ossetia. This war forced all three countries to re-calculate 
their policy towards the EU. The EU also initiated two programs with the vision of 
integrating former Soviet countries into the European family. The European 
Neighbourhood Policy (ENP) of 2004 marked a significant step forward in support 
to democratization, good governance and the rule of law, which were identified as 
core priorities in the action plans signed with Armenia (Priority 1), Azerbaijan 
(Priority 2) and Georgia in 2006.31 However, there are slight differences due to 
country contexts. Later in 2009, the EU launched its Eastern Partnership (EaP) 
Program in Prague to deepen the partnership with the three South Caucasus 
                                                 
31Laure Delcour & Hubert Duhot, ‘Bringing South Caucasus Closer to Europe: Achievements and Challenges 
in ENP Implementation’, Natolin Research Papers, 03/2011,  pp.22-23 
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states. Democracy and good governance, economic integration, and the promotion 
of civil society exchange were among the key areas to be upgraded, and will go a 
long way towards making noticeable progress in its fulfillment of these 
commitments.41   
 
Conclusion 
 
Overall, the EU’s support for good governance and the rule of law has been 
constantly identified as a core priority in its relations with the South Caucasus 
states. Greater involvement of the EU in the region would strengthen its ability to 
promote good governance and principles of cross-border cooperation. The EU 
needs to become an active partner to offer short term incentives. However, 
political, economic and social developments in the region are not fully inline with 
the overriding security framework. The differences between the countries toward 
EU integration are being highlighted in the Country Reports prepared by the 
European Commission, where assessments on each country, especially in the field 
of democratization, show divergent trends. Taking this into account, the EU 
should avoid a one-size-fits-all approach to the South Caucasus countries and 
instead harmonize its stand in the region with strong incentives. The only 
reassurance here is the fact that the three South Caucasus countries are extremely 
sensitive to the democracy issue, but there are many overlapping concerns in 
economic and political activity that constantly threaten the balance between 
equilibrium and confrontation.  
 
The EU poses a powerful alternative in the region to fill-in the democracy deficit 
that each country requires, and make a major breakthrough in transforming 
authoritarian regimes into democratic governments. Promoting good governance, 
rule of law and democratization in each country, and ensuring its gradual 
implementation, would eventually encourage cross-border cooperation between 
the South Caucasus countries. Local self-governance institutions and civil society 
in the border regions are potential drivers of change to foster confidence-building 
between Armenians, Azerbaijanis and Georgians and put forward different 
priorities, such as trade, business or transportation, to be solved by the respective 
countries for the reform agenda, which could indirectly address the on-going 
conflicts and narrow down the differences for regional and European integration. 
 
 

                                                 
41Meister, S., A New EU approach  towards the South Caucasus, 28 Feb., 2011, https://aussenpolitik-
net.dgap.org/de/aussenpolitiknet/regionen/new-eu-approach-towards-south-caucasus 
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evrokavSiri da demokratiuli mmarTveloba samxreT 

kavkasiaSi: regionuli sazRvrispira TanamSromlobis 

perspeqtivebi 

 

orxan ali, azerbaijani 

 

samxreT kavkasiis qveynebi erTmaneTisagan mkveTrad gansxvavdebian po-

litikuri, ekonomikuri, socialuri Tu diplomatiuri kuTxiT da isini 

sxvadasxvagvarad uyureben sazRvrispira TanamSromlobis perspeqti-

vebs. miuxedavad amisa, samive saxelmwifos regionaluri usafrTxoebis 

sakiTxebi aerTianebT, maT Soris teritoriebis okupacia, gadauWreli 

konfliqtebi, ltolvilTa sakiTxi, eTnikuri dapirispirebebi, ekonomi-

kuri damokidebuleba da energo resursebis usafrTxo transportireba. 

demokratiulma  reformebma samive qveyanaSi warumateblad Caiara. som-

xeTisa da azerbaijanis demokratiulma transformaciam marcxi ganica-

da. SedarebiT warmatebuli saqarTvelo kiGefeqturi mmarTvelobis seri-

ozul deficits ganicdis. 

demokratiuli mmarTveloba regionis stabilizaciisa da ganviTarebis 

sawindaria. sazRvrispira TanamSromlobis problemebis gadasaWrelad 

aucilebelia samoqalaqo sazogadoebis, aseve adgilobrivi arasamTav-

robo organizaciebisa da mediis gaZliereba, radgan Zlieri samoqalaqo 

sazogadoeba mniSvnelovania efeqturi mmarTvelobisaTvis da samTavro-

bo finansebis  gamWvirvalobis gasaumjobeseblad. Tuki samxreT kavkasi-

is qveynebis mTavrobebi gaiTaviseben, rom sazRvrispira TanamSromlobas 

gadamwyveti mniSvneloba aqvs keTildReobisaTvis da siRaribis aRmo-

safxvrelad isini ufro aqtiurad Caebmebian saxelmwifoTaSoris mola-

parakebebSi. 
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evrokavSirs, rogorc umsxviles donor organizacias samxreT kavkasia-

Si, gansakuTrebuli adgili uWiravs regionSi. warmatebuli kursis ga-

sagrZeleblad evrokavSirma xeli unda Seuwyos demokratiisa da efeq-

turi mmarTvelobis ganviTarebas, rac Tavis mxriv regionis stabiluro-

bas uzrunvelyofs da grZelvadiani investirebis saSualebas miscems da-

savleTs. radgan samive qveynis mosazreba evrokavSirSi integraciaze 

gansxvavebulia, evrokavSirs sWirdeba ara erTi universaluri, aramed 

samive qveyanaze individualurad morgebuli midgoma. evrokavSiri war-

moadgens erTaderT realur Zalas, romelsac SeuZlia samxreT kavkasiis 

qveynebSi demokratiis deficitis Sevseba da avtoritaruli reJimebis 

demokratiul mTavrobebad gardaqmna.  

 

regionis ganviTarebis erTaderTi gza decentralizebuli samTavrobo 

struqturebis Seqmnaa, romlebic xels Seuwyoben ekonomikur iniciati-

vebs. saboloo mizani ki ekonomikuri TanamSromlobis politikur Tanam-

Sromlobad gardaqmnaa. rogorc gamocdileba gviCvenebs vaWroba da 

mWidro ekonomikuri kavSirebi ara mxolod amcireben konfliqtebis saf-

rTxes, aramed isini Semwynareblobisa da ndobis atmosferos qmnian, rac 

aucilebelia arsebuli konfliqtebis mosagvareblad. efeqturi mmar-

Tvlobis, kanonis uzenaesobis da demokratiuli transformaciis gaZli-

ereba xels Seuwyobs samxreT kavkasiis qveynebs Soris sazRvrispira Ta-

namSromlobis ganviTarebas. 
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THE EFFICIENCY OF THE ENPI CROSS-BORDER COOPERATION 
PROGRAM IN THE BLACK SEA REGION: A Tool to Enhance Cooperation at a 
Regional Level 
 
By Anastasiya Stelmakh 
 
Introduction 

Though borders can be a source of distrust and inequality, they can also transform 
cross-border relations into a positive process if successfully guided under the eye 
of a powerful mediator. This is so even if the borders in question are as 
heterogeneous and divisive as is the case within the Black Sea region. Currently, it 
is the European Union (EU) who appears to have the ability to introduce viable 
projects and stable direction in the region, which in turn can be further developed 
and enhanced by the regional actors themselves. 

The ENPI within the Black Sea Basin 

The EU’s experience in region-building is vast and is undoubtedly its preferred 
policy of fostering regional stability. Indeed, the EU’s approach can be seen as one 
of the most effective ones in the West. Two decades ago, the EU faced vast 
challenges within its own geographical vicinity. A number of new states had 
recently come into existence, which meant threats, as well as opportunities, for the 
Union. The decision to expand the policy of region-building was necessitated as a 
tool to stabilize the periphery of the Union itself. The European Security Strategy, 
which was adopted long before the expansion of the EU had reached the shores of 
the Black Sea, stated that:  

Even in the era of globalization, geography is still important. It is in the European 
interest that countries on our borders are well governed… It is not in our interest 
that enlargement should create new dividing lines in Europe. We need to extend 
the benefits of economic and political cooperation to our neighbors in the East 
while tackling political problems there.11 

Before the introduction of the European Neighborhood and Partnership 
Instrument  program (ENPI), the EU approached the Black Sea region by means of 

                                                 
11The Council of the European Union. 2003. A Secure Europe in a Better World - European Security Strategy: 
7-8, [cited 12 December 2003]. Available from: 
 http://www.consilium.europa.eu/uedocs/cmsUpload/78367.pdf 
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two political initiatives: the Black Sea Synergy program (BSS) of 200721 and the 
Eastern Partnership (EaP) of 200932. The BSS aimed to resolve problems at a 
regional level using existing institutional structures, whereas the EaP was created 
to assist Black Sea countries in reaching European standards in conduct. Though 
different in their aims, both indicated a raised attentiveness on the part of the EU 
regarding the region of the Black Sea. However, these initiatives proved 
incoherent in relation to each other. The necessity for a newer, more coherent and 
territorially unifying initiative to enhance cross-border cooperation in the Black 
Sea emerged. 

The Black Sea Basin program was listed among 15 joint operational programs (9 of 
which dealt with land borders, 3 with maritime routes, and 3 with sea basins). 
Thanks to the EU’s support of the Black Sea Cross-Border Cooperation under the 
European Neighborhood Policy, 10 Black Sea nations43 received new impetus for 
more active cooperation. The principle of territorial cooperation was introduced as 
a basis for EU regional policy. Hence, it would enable the development of 
transnational, inter-regional and cross-border cooperation.  

The ENPI was intended to foster cross-border cooperation with a designated 
budget of €18.8 million.54 The ENPI offered support to designated Black Sea areas 
in three strategic areas: the enhancement of economic and social development 
based on common resources; the sharing of resources and competencies for 
environmental protection and conservation; and cultural and educational 
initiatives for the establishment of a common cultural environment in the Black 
Sea basin.  

This paper will preliminarily evaluate the success of the ENPI CBC in the Black 
Sea region, and then examine some inherent obstacles that are blocking further 

                                                 
21Black Sea Synergy launched in 2007 was considered to be complementary to EPNP. Its main strategy was ‘to 
put the Black Sea region on the radar screen of the EU as a single distinct policy area, a unit of analysis and not 
a vague geographic space’. BSS designated sectoral partnership in environment, energy and transport, but as 
additional funding was not provided, ENPI was left to finance the projects. 
32EaP, launched in 2009, proposed differentiation principle and bilateral measures with the aim to create the 
Free Trade Agreement, Neighborhood Economic Community and a ‘mobility and security’ pact. The more 
ambitious aim of achieving political association and economic integration was added to the agenda. 
Furthermore, EaP offered ‘institutional building programs’ at the bilateral level. The projects are to be financed 
from ENPI funds (budget – €350 million). 
43Romania, Bulgaria, Greece, Russia, Turkey, Ukraine, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Moldova. 
54Total budget includes €17,305,944 financed by ENPI plus 10% of national co-financing, which amounts to an 
additional €1,557,537. See, Black Sea Cross Border Cooperation in the framework of the European 
Neighbourhood Policy, [cited 5 June 2012]. Available from: www.blacksea-cbc.net. The amount was revised 
and increased to €25,696,516 . See, Joint Operational Programme ‘Black Sea Basin 2007-2013’. Newsletter 
No. 6, 2012: January, [cited 25 May 2012]. Available from  http://www.blacksea-
cbc.net/index.php/eng/content/download/10275/258699/file/Sixth%20Newsletter.pdf  
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successful implementation of the program. Though the ENPI is one of the few 
programs which aims to address the regional problems through cross-regional 
cooperation, its challenges should be identified in order to better understand ways 
in which to improve it. 

ENPI Shortfalls 

The first aspect is that the budget of the ENPI CBC earmarked for the Black Sea 
region for the years 2007-2013 amounted to just €18.3 million. (This is, of course, 
prior to the revision of the budget in 2011, which raised the allocated funds to 
€25.7 million.) It was the smallest such budget allocation of its kind in comparison 
with other sea basin programs. For example, the Mediterranean Basin’s budget 
was marked at 173.6 million EUR, and the Baltic Sea’s at €237 million. For a region 
like the Black Sea, the funds allocated (both prior to 2007 and again in 2011) seem 
inadequate for the implementation of effectively-scaled projects. 

Another important aspect is a lack of engagement with all the regional actors. 
From an implementation point of view, as Azerbaijan did not sign the financial 
agreement, they were excluded from the list of states eligible to receive funds from 
the program. They can still participate as an ‘associate partner’ with their own 
funding; however, this non-engagement weakened the effectiveness of the 
program from its very beginning. 

In comparison with other sea basin programs, the Black Sea CBC program did not 
differ much in terms of objectives. However, transportation and communication 
networks must become a key objective for the Black Sea region as a whole. Those 
kinds of projects, under the Black Sea Economic Cooperation (BSEC), appeared 
long before the EU launched its CBC initiative. They were important instruments 
for the improvement of regional cross-border cooperation. Currently, the Black 
Sea Trade and Development Bank has allocated funds for projects with a special 
emphasis on transport and communication development.61 Including this objective 
within the Black Sea CBC program itself would allow beneficiaries to get greater 
financial support for the projects and to enable more investment in this sector by 
benefitting various funds including national and international ones. 

In contrast to the Baltic and Mediterranean Sea regions, the Black Sea region 
suffers from low rates of economic and social development. With an average GDP 
of €833 (excluding EU-member regions) in the Wider Black Sea area, economic and 

                                                 
61 Luica, Pamela. Black Sea Trade and Development Bank economic growth instrument in the region, [cited 13 
May 2012]. Available from: http://www.railwaypro.com/wp/?p=9100  
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social projects are undeniably of vital importance.71 Not surprisingly, 51% of the 
proposal applications were related to social and economic welfare enhancement. 

The program is a relatively new project that is only now beginning to show 
preliminary results. After the first call for proposals came to a close in October 
2009, merely 13 of the 173 proposal projects were awarded financial support. 
Eleven projects were presented to the EU member states, and only two projects to 
Armenia and Moldova. EU member states are greatly preferred over non-EU 
members. Though the rate of co-financing amounts to just 10% of the total eligible 
costs by the committed states, it appeared to tenuously linked to its purported 
future beneficiaries, the non-EU members. After the call for proposals, three-
fourths of the designated regions had submitted projects. Those not mobilized at 
the time made two requests for partnerships. This again confirms the idea that 
regional actors are good instruments by which to mobilize acts within their own 
territories. The Black Sea region has shown active engagement with the projects 
dedicated to environmental innovation. So far, these 13 ongoing projects seem to 
be a promising beginning that may eventually reach the higher engagement and 
spending that the Baltic Sea program currently enjoys.82 

In general terms, cross-border cooperation from a geographical point of view faces 
many difficulties.  They tend to be less-populated areas, and their peripheral 
location decreases the potential for economic and political activity. As a result 
trade relations are bureaucratically much more complicated and non-transparent, 
while transport and communication networks are usually underdeveloped and 
underfinanced.  

Regional Challenges 
 
Even if we view EU cross-border programs in the Black Sea region as a 
progressive tool for addressing problems at the regional level, there were at least 
four mitigating factors that negatively impacted its effectiveness. First of all, the 
lack of political will or finances to cover national co-financing from the overall 
budget of the ENPI CBC program resulted in EU member states being favored 
over non-EU members. Second, political animosity, separatism, protracted 

                                                 
71For comparative purposes, average GDP in the Baltic Sea region equals €1,994 and €3,882 in the 
Mediterranean Sea region.  Hence, the Black Sea region seems to be the most junior region. Op. cit., European 
Neighbourhood and Partnership Instrument Cross-Border Cooperation. Strategy Paper 2007-2012. Indicative 
Programme 2007-2010, p. 8. [cited 6 June 2012]. Available from:  
http://ec.europa.eu/world/enp/pdf/country/enpi_cross-border_cooperation_strategy_paper_en.pdf.  
82Again, for comparative purposes, the Baltic Sea commands 80 projects, and the Mediterranean Sea 
commands 34 projects. 
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conflicts, and unconsolidated statehood resulted in resistance to fully-fledged 
implementation of the projects of cultural, economic, social, environmental 
cohesion of the Black Sea states. Third, inexperience with such cross-border 
cooperation impedes the effective participation of the non-EU countries. Previous 
cross-border initiatives had very limited financing, while also lacking technical 
expertise, support and innovative leadership to launch specific projects. Finally, 
cross-border initiatives were imposed by the countries and institutions outside the 
region, which led to a ‘bandwagon effect’, rather than an active initiating and 
supporting of the projects from within. 
 
The above-mentioned challenges could and should be tackled in the future. It is 
vitally important that the projects developed by ENPI find continuation at the 
national level. Black Sea countries should show greater support to newly 
emerging civil society. Better differentiation of the objectives of the program, and 
even revision of the objectives by expanding communication and transportation 
provisions, will increase its efficiency. Allocation of additional funds will enable a 
greater number of beneficiaries to initiate and carry out the projects. The lack of 
education over the strengths and merits of effective participation in the program 
should be minimized, which will directly affect the mobilization of the partners. 
From a bureaucratic point of view, the involvement of Turkey under one platform 
(not under IPA) will increase its participation. And though the program itself does 
not aim to resolve secessionist conflicts, it can certainly strengthen confidence in 
the region.  
 
Conclusion 
 
The ENPI programs are visible proof of the ongoing policy of the EU to support 
coherent and stable peripheries in its immediate vicinity. The Black Sea program 
assists in maintaining friendly relations among the Black Sea states, united under 
one framework. Some regions in the Black Sea basin prefer to cooperate with their 
immediate neighbors rather than within the wider neighborhood. However, the 
principle of territorial cooperation that this program represents proves to be 
assisting in decreasing development gaps between EU and non-EU states. It must 
be remembered that this macro-regional project is still in its embryonic stages. The 
Black Sea region itself should be categorized as an ongoing project that is in the 
process of integrating on many levels. Further success of the program will lead to 
the shift from tackling soft issues to tackling hard ones. The Black Sea CBC 
program, different in aims and implementation from both the multilateral 
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approach of the Eastern Partnership and the intergovernmental approach of the 
Black Sea Synergy initiatives, stands firmly on territorial and regional cooperation. 
A resounding success of this program would prove that the territorial approach 
would complement the eastern Neighborhood policy with the coherence needed 
to ensure the success of future EU-led initiatives. 
 
 

sasazRvro TanamSromlobis programis (ENPI) efeqtianoba 

Savi zRvis regionSi: regionalur doneze gaZlierebuli 

TanamSromlobis iaraRi 

 

anastasia stelmaxi, ukraina 

 

sazRvari, rogorc wesi, or mezobel qveyanas Soris daZabulobis warmo-

Sobis wyaroa, magram Zlieri Suamavlis daxmarebiT SesaZlebelia mezobe-

li qveynebis urTierTobebi orive mxarisaTvis sasargeblod warimar-

Tos.  

 

swored aseT Zlier Suamavals warmoadgens Savi zRvis regionSi evrokav-

Siri, romelic sxvadasxva iniciativiT cdilobs daareguliros regionis 

politikuri daZabuloba. evrokavSiri jer kidev evropis mezoblobisa 

da partniorobis programis amoqmedebamde aqtiurad iyo CarTuli am 

saqmeSi, rac iseTi politikuri iniciativebiT gamoixata, rogorebicaa 

Savi zRvis sinergiis programa (BSS)  da aRmosavluri partnioroba (EaP). 
…maSin rodesac sinergiis programa regionis problemebis mogvarebas re-

gionalur doneze cdilobda erTiani institutebisa da struqturebis 

daxmarebiT, aRmosavluri partniorobis  mizans warmoadgenda regionis 

qveynebis qcevebisa da urTierTobebis evropuli standartebisaTvis mi-

axloeba.  

 

samwuxarod, ori iniciativa erTmaneTTan absoluturad SeuTavsebeli 

gamodga da dRis wesrigSi dadga axali, mdgradi iniciativis ganxorcie-

leba, romelic warmatebiT Seuwyobda xels Savi zRvis regionis qveynebis 

TanamSromlobas. amgvarad, evrokavSiris samezoblo politikis (ENPI ) 
farglebSi warmoiSva Savi zRvis sazRvarSorisi TanamSromlobis inicia-

tiva, ramac regionis 10 qveyanas saSualeba misca axal formatSi ganeax-

lebinaT dialogi. iniciativis mizans warmoadgenda regionis ekonomiki-

sa da samoqalaqo sazogadoebis ganviTareba, bunebrivi resursebis dacva 

da konservacia, kulturul-saganmanaTleblo iniciativebi da Savi 

zRvis regionSi saerTo kulturuli garemos Seqmna. 

 

miuxedavad Sorsmimavali miznebisa, ENP-s susti mxareebic gaaCnia: pir-

vel rigSi, es aris programis SezRuduli biujeti, rac 2007-13 wlebSi 

mxolod 18.3 milion evros moiazrebs da msgavsi masStabis proeqtebidan 

yvelaze mcire biujetiania. meore: regionis yvela qveyana ar aris bo-
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lomde CarTuli programaSi. magaliTad, azerbaijanma uari ganacxada 

finansur SeTanxmebaSi monawileobaze, da Sesabamisad programis far-

glebSi dafinansebas ver miiRebs. msgavsma faqtebma proeqtis efeqtiano-

ba Tavidanve Seamcira. amasTanave, programis monawile qveynebi dafinan-

sebis mopovebis mxriv araTanabar situaciaSi aRmoCndnen: gamomdinare 

iqidan, rom dafinanseba piradapir evrokavSiridan momdinareobs, masi 

miRebis Sansi meti aqvT Savi zRvis regionis im qveynebs, romlebic evro-

kavSirSi arian gawevrianebuli.  

 

politikuri SuRli, separatizmi, gayinuli konfliqtebis arseboba, myi-

fe saxelmwifoebrioba- xelsayrel garemos ar qmnis nebismier proeqtis 

ganxorcielebisTvis. evrokavSiris arawevr qveynebs naklebad gaaCniaT 

mezoblebTan aqtiuri TanamSromlobis gamocdileba, rac proeqtSi maT 

aqtiurobas uSlis xels. warsulis gamocdilebac arasaxarbielo aRmoC-

nda: wina iniciativebi regionis gareT arsebuli qveynebisa da organiza-

ciebis mier iyo Tavs moxveuli, da Savi zRvis regionis qveynebi maT ara 

sakuTari surviliT, aramed iZulebis wesiT asrulebdnen. maT ar hqon-

daT gacnobierebuli aRniSnuli iniciativebis namdvili mniSvneloba.  

 

zemoTTqmulidan gamomdinare, aucilebelia moxdes rogoc sazogadoe-

bis ise politikuri elitis cnobierebis amaRleba, raTa evrokavSiris mi-

er wamowyebulma samezoblo politikis iniciativam maqsimaluri Sedegi 

aCvenos. marTalia, jer kidev mravali problemaa gadasaWreli rogor re-

gionalur, ise saxelmwifoebriv doneze — magram regionis qveynebisa da 

evrokavSiris Tanmimdevruli politikis ganxorcielebiT SesaZlebelia 

yvelasaTvis sasurveli Sedegis miRweva da regionSi stabiluri garemos 

Seqmna, rac mis ekonomikur ganviTarebas Seuwobs xels.  
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CLOSE BORDERS IN AN ERA OF CROSS-BORDER COOPERATION: A 
Possible Role for Soft Policy Tools and the EU in the Turkey-Armenia Deadlock 
 

By  Gökçe Perçinoğlu 

Introduction 

The countries of the Black Sea Region face multifaceted and deep-rooted conflicts 
dating back to the collapse of the Soviet Union, most commonly in the form of 
unresolved territorial disagreements. Conflicts such as those of Abkhazia, South 
Ossetia, Nagorno-Karabakh, and Transnistria affect both their national states, as 
well as non-regional players that may lie anterior to the internal conflicts. Cross-
border cooperation between the states is thus adversely affected through the 
hindrance of good social and economic relations between all parties.11 

Turkish-Armenian Relations 

When it comes to Turkey and the Wider Black Sea region, the most pressing issue 
is that of the interlinked conflict of Nagorno-Karabakh. This particular issue also 
involves Azerbaijan and Armenia, whose inter-mutual relations are characterized 
by armed conflict, closed borders and isolated territories. Resolution of the conflict 
has become an important requirement for the normalization of Turkish-Armenian 
relations, where a closed border and long-lingering deadlock affect progress in 
cooperation between the two nations.  

The 2009 protocols between Turkey and Armenia successfully promoted official 
dialogue between the two after two decades of very limited diplomatic 
communication. Whereas the first protocol confirmed the mutual recognition of 
existing borders and the desire to mark their reopening, the second one 
recommended three concrete steps to be taken for the development of diplomatic 
relations. Yet the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict blocked the normalization process 
and remains the central obstacle to opening the border and establishing 
diplomatic relations.22 It seems unlikely that the protocols will be revived in their 
present form. The challenges are various: a lack of dialogue and understanding 
between the two sides, Turkey’s relations with Azerbaijan, the ongoing Nagorno-

                                                 
11Matheeva, Anna. “Conflicts in the Wider Black Sea Area” in (eds.) Hamilton, Daniel and Mangott, Gerhard. 
The Wider Black Sea Region in the 21st Century: Strategic, Economic and Energy Perspectives (Washington, 
D.C.: Center for Transatlantic Relations, 2008) 
22Baran, Zeyno. “Turkey and the Wider Black Sea Region” in (eds.) Hamilton, Daniel and Mangott, Gerhard. 
The Wider Black Sea Region in the 21st Century: Strategic, Economic and Energy Perspectives (Washington, 
D.C.: Center for Transatlantic Relations, 2008); p. 99 
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Karabakh conflict itself, an often traumatic common history between the two, and 
further potential border disputes.31 

Nagorno-Karabakh implicitly impacts on Turkey’s relations with Georgia and 
Russia as well. A close border with Armenia limits Turkey’s room for maneuver in 
the region and creates heavy dependence on Georgia as the main gateway to 
Azerbaijan and the Central Asian countries. This makes the stability in Georgia 
even more important for Turkey. Russia’s dominance over the process and 
influence on Armenia is also an implicating factor in Turkey’s decision-making 
considerations. 42   

The current status quo in the Turkey-Armenia deadlock is deeply entrenched and 
may not be settled in the near future. This means the closed border will continue 
to be a further roadblock to enhanced regional cooperation. The Turkish-
Armenian problem necessitates a long-term strategy where conflict resolution 
goes hand-in-hand with open dialogue, more engagement at the public and 
economic levels, and continued integration of both countries into European Union 
structures.53 For such a strategy, this paper will analyze alternative ways of 
restoring human interaction and creating efficient and sustainable relations in the 
Black Sea region, with regards to Turkey and Armenia. In this respect, the role of 
soft policy tools such as economy and energy, second-track diplomacy such as 
civil society efforts, and the role of the EU will be discussed.  

The Role of the Economy 

The economy has always been a good soft tool to enhance cross-border 
cooperation because it is one of the safest ways of restoring relations. It can be a 
way to compel both countries to open the border, and it can increase cooperation 
even if the border remains closed. At the public level, the economy is one of the 
accepted ways of establishing relations. According to the Caucasus Barometer, 
conducted annually in Armenia with 2000 people, 45% of Armenians approve of 

                                                 
31Görgülü, Aybars; Iskandaryan, Alexander and Minasyan, Sergey. Assessing the Rapprochement Process 
(Istanbul: TESEV Publications, May 2010) available at: http://www.tesev.org.tr/en/publication/turkey-armenia-
dialogue-series-assessing-the-rappro; p.7 
42Cornell, Svante E.; Jonsson, Anna; Nilsson, Niklas and Häggström, Per. The Wider Black Sea Region: An 
Emerging Hub in European Security Sweden: Silkroad Studies, December 2006 available at:  
www.silkroadstudies.org/new/docs/.../0612Blacksea_P.pdf; p.7 and Phillips, David. Diplomatic History: The 
Turkey-Armenia Protocols. (Columbia University: March 2012) available at:   
hrcolumbia.org/peacebuilding/diplomatic_history.pdf; p.10 
53Indeed the main pillars of civil society in Turkey, which was quite weak in the 1990s, only gained significant 
boost after the EU accession process. See: Cuhadar, Esra and Punsmann, Gultekin, Burcu. Reflecting on the 
Two Decades of Bridging the Divide: Taking Stock of Turkish-Armenian Civil Society Activities. (TEPAV 
Publications: January 2012) available at: http://www.tepav.org.tr/en/yayin/s/481,: p.15. 
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doing business with Turks.61 A similar study titled Foreign Policy Perceptions in 
Turkey, conducted in 2010 with 1000 people, revealed that 49% of the Turkish 
people supported Turkish-Armenian economic rapprochement.72 

In comparison to $2.15 billion with Azerbaijan, and $1.05 billion with Georgia, 
Armenia’s trade volume with Turkey was only $300 million in 2009.83 Armenian 
businesses import products from Turkey into Georgia and then bring them to the 
Armenian market from Tbilisi. According to the country manager of the World 
Bank in Armenia, figures predict that when the border with Turkey re-opens, 
imported goods will be cheaper and transportation costs will be cut by 20%.94 As 
for Turkey, the opening of the border is important in terms of accelerating the 
development of Eastern Anatolia, which is its least developed region. The port of 
Trabzon, which suffered a decline in importance, could become an attractive 
destination once again if Anatolia becomes a crossroads of north-south and east-
west trade following the opening of the border.105 

 

The opening of border has the potential to transform the region not only for Turkey 
and Armenia but also for other actors. Europe's heavy dependence on Russia’s oil and 
gas is a strategic challenge; mega-energy projects depend heavily on Georgia as a 
transit destination.  Stabilization of relations among Azerbaijan, Turkey and Armenia 
are strategic priorities for many actors and hence has the potential to bypass the 
existing conflicts and create cross-border cooperation channels. 
 

The big question remains how much influence the economy can exert towards 
opening up the border. As of 2010, despite Turkey being Georgia’s largest trade 
partner, Turkey’s trade balance with Georgia did not even constitute 1% of 
Turkey’s total trade volume.116 Nevertheless the existing cross-border projects 

                                                 
61Caucasus Barometer, 2010, Armenia, available at: http://www.crrccenters.org/caucasusbarometer/online/ 
72 Akgün, Mensur; Gundogar Senyucel, Sabiha; Gorgulu, Aybars and Aydin, Erdem. Foreign Policy 
Perception in Turkey. (TESEV, İstanbul, 2011); p.30 
83“Turkey-Armenia trade volume reaches 300 million USD” TABDC Website February 8, 2010.  
http://www.tabdc.org/index.php?subaction=showfull&id=1265625488&archive=&start_from=&ucat=11,45&  
94De Waal, Thomas. Armenia and Turkey: Bridging the Gap. (Carnegie Endowment Policy Brief, October 
2010) available at: http://carnegieendowment.org/2010/10/05/armenia-and-turkey-bridging-gap/m5d 
European Initiative Liberal Academy, Tbilisi (EI-LAT). Georgian-Turkish Free Trade Agreement 2008: 
Implications Two Years After. (March 2011) available at:  
http://iliablog2011.files.wordpress.com/2011/03/geo-turkish-fta-2008.pdf ; p.3 
105Görgülü, Aybars; Levack, Jonathan and Percinoglu, Gokce. Turkey’s Trade Policy Towards Europe, the 
South Caucasus and Armenia (2011), available at: http://armturkdialogue.net/tag/tepav/; p.15 (Referring to: 
Nathalie Tocci, ‘The Case for Opening the Turkish-Armenian Border’, TEPSA (July 2007), 
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/activities/expert/eStudies/download.do?file=18288) 
 
116European Initiative Liberal Academy, Tbilisi (EI-LAT). Georgian-Turkish Free Trade Agreement 2008: Implications 
Two Years After. (March 2011) available at: http://iliablog2011.files.wordpress.com/2011/03/geo-turkish-fta-2008.pdf ; 
p.26 
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such as Caucasian Cheese121 conducted by business organizations show that there 
are ways of cooperation even in a restricted environment. “Cross-border trade and 
joint production may well provide beneficial contributions for regional 
cooperation as they have the potential to provide mutual incentives and increase 
interdependence among communities.”132 
 

Civil Society Efforts 

When it comes to Turkey-Armenia relations, second-track diplomacy and civil 
society efforts in easing the effects of the conflict are also significant. Even if the 
legal and institutional problems are solved, such as the opening of the border, the 
normalization of relations may not be fully achieved without reconciliation and 
confidence-building at the societal level. In this respect, the activities undertaken 
by think-tanks seem to aim at eliminating the mental barriers in the minds of both 
communities.  

Since the football diplomacy days of 2007, Turkish think-tanks have become more 
active in the normalization of relations between Turkey and Armenia. Prior to 
that, civil society efforts to normalize and reconcile Turkish-Armenian relations 
had been underway for the previous decade and a half. TEPAV research identified 
64 different initiatives between 1995 and 2010.143 2001, 2005 and 2008 witnessed a 
sharp increase in the number of projects initiated. These years also coincide with 
the times when there was an effort on the track one level. 

Practitioners believe that the projects have contributed to the breaking of the 
taboos in their respective societies, successfully building relations, as well as 
building capacity within the civil society and organizations to better address the 
issue.154  In this respect, the apology campaign, the projects regarding cultural 
heritage, the bus tours, journalist and youth exchanges, the numerous numbers of 
roundtables with experts, and the joint reports conducted in both countries are 
worth mentioning. 165 

                                                 
121The Caucasian Cheese project is a joint cross-border initiative where Turkish and Armenian dairy producers 
exchanged cheese recipes and came up with the idea of creating a new Caucasian Cheese brand along with 
joint cheese exhibitions. For more information: Sunday’s Zaman, 23 July 2010. 
http://www.todayszaman.com/news-216906-100-cheese-diplomacy-making-progress-in-caucasus.html 
132Cuhadar and Punsmann, 2012: p.49 
143Ibid; p.10 
154Ibid; p.42-43 
165Additionally “according to Burcu Gültekin Punsmann of TEPAV, Gül has endorsed a notional plan to 
restore the Ani Bridge, and has asked TEPAV to conduct a feasibility study on rebuilding it.” Philips, 2012: 
p.104 
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These efforts not only contribute to the democratization processes in their 
respective countries but also try to create an agenda around the resolution of the 
conflict. Indeed, since the collapse of the protocols in 2010, there seems little 
political appetite to revisit the issue of relations with Armenia anytime soon.171 
Civil society efforts seem to be the only means to create a discussion platform on 
the issue. In such an environment, however, the effects and sustainability of civil 
society efforts will necessarily remain limited. Such an environment does not 
present an attractive picture for potential and existing funders and donors either, 
which puts new projects at risk. 

The Role of the European Union 

The EU also can play a role in further developing cross border cooperation within 
the region. Turkey's interests in the South Caucasus overlap with the EU's 
interests since both sides want stability, energy security, open borders and 
increased economic cooperation in the region.182 The Wider Black Sea region, 
especially the South Caucasus, is an area of interest for the EU. Political and 
economic instability in the region would threaten European security and energy 
supplies in the long run. The growing dependency of European countries for 
energy resources compels the EU to diversify its energy supplies.193 For Turkey, 
disorder in the South Caucasus is also worrisome as the region is a transit for oil 
and natural gas exports from the Caspian Sea to Europe, and Turkey aims to 
become an energy hub. This is why sustainable relations with all parties in the 
South Caucasus remains a necessity for Turkey. The opening of the Turkey-
Armenia border could mitigate the overall situation in the region and benefit all 
players. 

Although the EU is a new comer in the region its ability to induce change in its 
neighbors and to promote its own material interests through civilian tools has the 
potential to create impetus in conflict resolution. Finalizing the Union’s borders 
and promoting stability and security beyond that frontier paved the way to the 
formulation of new regional initiatives such as the European Neighborhood Policy 
(ENP) or the latest Eastern Partnership (EaP).  

Both the ENP and EaP serve the purpose of stabilizing the EU’s periphery without 
accession. The ENP is a hybrid form of external policy and gives the EU the 
                                                 
171Aybars et. al, 2011; p.10 
182Bac and Gorgulu, 2011; p. 2 
193Ibid; p.13. “It is expected that Europe’s gas supply in 2020 will be more than 600 BCM and some EU states 
will strategically dependent of Russian Gazprom which is a serious security challenge.” 
http://europe.theoildrum.com/node/3283 
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necessary framework and means to deal with instability in the wider region. With 
this aim in mind, it offers partnerships to the countries of Eastern Europe, the 
Middle East, North Africa and the South Caucasus. On the other hand, the EaP 
proposes concrete projects (including energy security, border protection, crisis 
management, democracy and good governance) to ensure a gradual integration of 
Georgia, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Moldova and Ukraine into the economic, 
legislative and political spheres of Europe.201 

The formulation of new regional initiatives deserves mentioning because the 
broad question is how successful both the ENP and EaP in the South Caucasus 
will be, and whether it has the efficient tools and strategies to help the resolution 
of diverse problems. The crucial point is whether these initiatives will be able to 
create a momentum for an improvement of Turkey-Armenia relations. Integrating 
Armenia into EU structures might create leverage for the EU to push for a solution 
on the issue. The situation is reversed when it comes to the EU’s dealings with 
Turkey. Ever since the accession process stalled, the EU’s leverage in Turkey 
diminished. Therefore it is important to get Turkey’s accession process back on 
track again so that the EU’s voice can be heard once more in the political sphere. 

Conclusion 

This paper tried to analyze alternative tools for both restoring the relations 
between Turkey and Armenia and to create an impetus for opening the border. 
Economic cooperation and civil society efforts are crucial for societal reconciliation 
and creating momentum. The possible role of the EU should also not be 
underestimated, especially if the EU achieves a stronger leverage in both 
countries. Although there are some limitations on its effectiveness, it still has the 
potential to create the push for solving the deadlock.  

Of course, none of these tools can be as effective as the initiatives of the two 
governments themselves for a solution. Unfortunately, the subject of relations 
with Armenia has not been at the top of Turkey’s agenda recently. The Turkish 
government’s concerns are drawn elsewhere to developments in the Middle East, 
as well as to domestic challenges. Likewise, Armenia’s domestic concern seems to 
be primarily the upcoming presidential elections of February 2013. In such an 
environment, few politicians are inclined to make risky or bold steps. This is why, 
until the two governments decide to sit at the same table for formal discussions on 
opening the border, the role of civil society actors, economic dynamics, and 

                                                 
201Ibid.; p.4-6 
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interested third parties should be emphasized instead. As it is said, 
“Reconciliation is a lot like riding a bicycle. You fall off the moment you stop 
pedaling.”211 
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Caketili sazRvrebi urTierTTanamSromlobis epoqaSi: 

xaverdovani politikisa da evrokavSiris SesaZlo roli 

TurqeT-somxeTis problemis mogvarebis saqmeSi 

 

gokCe feCinoRlu, TurqeTi 

 

Savi zRvis regionis qveynebis udides gamowvevas warmoadgens im kon-

fliqtebis mogvareba, romlebmac sabWoTa kavSiris daSlis Semdeg iCina 

Tavi. aRniSnuli konfliqtebis warmoSoba rogorc wesi, gadauWrel te-

ritoriul davebs ukavSirdeba. afxazeTis, samaCablos, mTiani yarabaxis 

da transnistrias konfliqtebis arseboba gavlenas axdens rogorc uSu-

alod im qveynebze, sadac isini warmoiSva, aramed mTlianad saerTaSori-

so Tanamegobrobaze, romlis interesebi ase Tu ise Savi zRvis regions 

ukavSirdeba. 

 

rodesac saubaria TurqeTisa da vrcel Savi zRvis regionze, ar SeiZleba 

gverdi avuaroT mTiani yarabaxis Temas. es konfliqti gansazRvravs 

TurqeTis sagareo politikas aramarto konfliqtis monawile qveyneb-

Tan - somxeTTan da azerbaijanTan, aramed mezobel saqarTvelosa da ru-

seTTanac. amJamad TurqeTis sazRvari somxeTTan Caketilia,  politiku-

ri urTierTobebi ki minimumamdea dayvanili. somxeTTan sazRvris Caket-
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va saqarTvelos — rogorc satranzito qveyanas Seucvlels xdis Turqe-

TisTvis. saqarTvelo xom azerbaijansa da aziis sxva qveynebTan damakav-

Sirebeli mTavari gzaa. aqedan gamomdinare, TurqeTisTvis mniSvnelova-

nia saqarTveloSi SenarCunebul iqnas stabiluroba — am mxriv ki bevri 

ram ruseTzea damokidebuli. ruseTs, amavdroulad didi gavlena aqvs 

somxeTze, rac TurqeTs mier aseve gasaTvaliswinebeli faqtoria.  

 

TurqeTisa da somxeTis sazRvris gaxsnas gadamwyveti mniSvneloba eqne-

boda ara marto am ori qveynisTvis, aramed mTeli regionisTvis. magali-

Tad, evropa romelic warsulSi mTlianad iyo damokidebuli rusul nav-

Tobsa da gazze, aqtiurad eZebs energiis alternatiuli wyaroebs. amoq-

medda mega proeqtebi, sadac centraluri adgili ukavia saqarTvelos, 

rogorc satranzito qveyanas. am proeqtebidan praqtikulad gaTiSuli 

aRmoCnda somxeTi, romlis sazRvrebic Caketilia rogorc TurqeTis, ise 

azerbaijanis mxridan. 

 

TurqeTis, somxeTisa da azerbaijanis urTierTobaTa daregulireba bevri 

saerTaSoriso aqtoris interesebSi Sedis. amitom, sazRvrebis gaxsniT da 

vaWrobis aRdgeniT gaizrdeba am sam qveyanas Soris arsebuli konfliqtis 

mSvidobiani gziT mogvarebis albaToba da gamartivdeba sam ers Soris ke-

Tilmezobluri urTierTobis damyareba. saboloo jamSi, TurqeTisa da 

somxeTis problemis mogvarebisaTvis aucilebelia grZelvadiani strate-

giis SemuSaveba, sadac konfliqtis mogvarebis process Tan axlavs Ria dip-

lomatia, sazogadoebis CarTuloba, saerTo ekonomikuri proeqtebi, evro-

kavSirSi integraciis procesebis gagrZeleba da sxva.  

 

evrokavSirs gansakuTrebuli rolis Sesruleba SeuZlia arsebuli kon-

fliqtis mogvarebis saqmeSi. rogorc evrokavSiri, ise TurqeTi dainte-

resebulia Savi zRvis regionSi stabilurobis SenarCunebiT, energo re-

sursebis stabiluri gadinebiT, Ria sazRvrebiTa da ekonomikuri Tanam-

SromlobiT. evrokavSiris interesebs gansakuTrebiT kargad warmoad-

gens misi regionaluri iniciativebi: evropis samezoblo politika (ENP) 

da aRmosavluri partnioroba (EaP). rogorc erTi, ise meore wamowyeba 

mimarTulia evrokavSiris samezoblos stabilizaciaze am qveynebis or-

ganizaciaSi gawevrianebis gareSe.  

 

gadamwyveti mniSvneloba aqvs imas, moaxerxebs Tu ara mocemuli iniciative-

bi TurqeTisa da somxeTis urTierTobebis gaumjobesebas. am SemTxvevaSi 

gasaTvalisiwnebelia isic, rom evrokavSirSi TurqeTis Sesvlis procesis 

gaWianurebasTan erTad, am qveyanaSi evrokavSiris avtoritetma iklo, Sesa-

bamisad, saWiroa integraciis procesis ganaxleba, imisaTvis raTa evrokav-

Sirma daibrunos gavlena TurqeTze da dadebiTi gavlena iqonios TurqeTi-

sa da somxeTis gayinuli konfliqtis mogvarebis procesze.  
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PROBLEMS HINDERING CROSS BORDER UNDERSTANDING IN THE 
BLACK SEA REGION AND SOUTH CAUCASUS: CAN THEY BE TACKLED? 
 
By Aydan Muradova 
 
Cross border cooperation plays an important and sometimes essential role in the 
state’s wellbeing and should be promoted. It is different from all other forms of 
cooperation especially nowadays when integration and globalization processes are 
taking the lead. Successful cross border cooperation must be in the interests of 
every state, because no state would wish to live in a hostile relationship with its 
neighbors. Today it is very important to enhance regional cooperation, because no 
state can provide its population with a successful existence if it prefers isolation 
instead of cooperation. Therefore cross border cooperation should be a priority in 
every state’s policy. But unfortunately today we witness problems that hinder 
cross border cooperation. 
 
In this article I will review the problems that hinder cross border cooperation in 
the Black Sea Region and South Caucasus. Cooperation between the states of this 
region is a relatively  recent phenomena and this is not suprising because the 
region is well known for the dynamic changes experienced as a result of the 
collapse of the USSR. Complexity and diversity of the Black Sea Region and South 
Caucasus have attracted the attention of many experts to the region in the recent 
decades. My main goal is to give my perspective on the obstacles hindering cross 
border cooperation in the region, and in conclusion I will present my view on how 
these obstacles can be diminished.  
 
Ethnic conflicts as the main obstacle for cooperation in the region 
 
Ethnic conflicts in the Black Sea Region and South Caucasus have ancient 
historical and cultural roots and this is one of the reasons why their resolution is 
so difficult to achieve. Today the main reason why the resolution process is so 
complicated is because these conflicts are extremely politicized. After the collapse 
of the USSR, ethnic differences have become notably vivid. This is mainly because 
every nation wanted to use this exceptional opportunity in order to gain its 
independence after a long period of dependence. Inevitably this led to some 
problems. Territorial arguments became the main agenda. Defining the borders of 
new independent states was a new challenge. This challenge started to threaten 
peace and security in the region. So the decay of the Soviet Union led ethnic 
tensions to rise again. Self determination issues of various nationalities began to 
arise: the conflict between the Georgians and the Ossetians, Georgians and the 
Abhazians, the Transcaucasus conflict between the Armenians and the Azeris on 
Nagorno–Karabakh, and problems in Transnistria region. These conflicts led to the 
inimical relations between the above mentioned states. Unfortunately, some of the 
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ethnic conflicts in this region  have demonstrated horrifying scenes of violence to 
the worldwide community. 
 
It is necessary to mention that the existence of these ethnic conflicts serves as a key 
security challenge in the region. To some extent these conflicts also create 
‘polarization between the conflict-ridden states (Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, 
Moldova) on the one hand and the consolidated “western and southern” countries 
of the Black Sea Region (Bulgaria, Romania, Turkey, Greece) on the other.’ 1 
However, some think that these conflicts are not all truly ethnic in origin and are 
often fuelled by an amalgam of local elite and business interests, as well as to 
some extent Russian interest in keeping a foot in the door of what has come to be 
known as the ‘near abroad.’2 
 
The ethnic unrest has had a very negative impact on the economic situation of the 
region. If there were no ethnic conflicts in the region many more countries of the 
region could benefit from the tremendous economic opportunities that the 
Caspian Basin provides. For instance, due to its aggressive policy and the 
Nagorno–Karabakh conflict, Armenia is isolated from all regional projects dealing 
with the transportation of Caspian resources. It is enough to mention the ‘contract 
of the century’ signed between Azerbaijan and the International Oil Consortium 
on September 20, 1994, which simply excluded Armenia from this project. 
Obviously the resolution of ethnic conflict could have helped to improve cross 
border cooperation, particularly in the economic area between the states of this 
region.  
 
As it is clear one of the major obstacles for cross border cooperation in the Black 
Sea and South Caucasus Regions are ethnic conflicts. Ethnic conflicts have 
transformed the region into one of the hot spots of the world. As long as the ethnic 
conflicts exist, no understanding in the cross border cooperation is going to be 
achieved. 
 
External interference in internal problems: an obstacle or not? 
 
Ethnic conflicts play an important role in hindering cooperation in the Black Sea 
Region and South Caucasus, but there are some other factors that cause problems 
in cross border cooperation. It is important to mention that after the collapse of the 
USSR, some of the countries of the region wished to maintain regional cooperation 
and to realize cross border projects. But the strategic importance of the Black Sea 
Region and South Caucasus attracted western attention to this region 
immediately. This resulted in the interference of international players in the 

                                                 
1 Pontus Group, (2010). Assessment of Strategic and Political Challenges to the Development of a Regional 
Partnership Capacity in the Black Sea Region. 
2 Halbach Uwe. ‘Der Kaukasus in neuem licht. Die EU und Rußland in ihrer schwierigsten 
Nachbarschaftsregion.’ SWP-Studien 2005/S 35, November 2005. 
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internal processes of the region—of course this included the conflicts too. Even 
though everyone wants the conflicts to be resolved (or at least claim so), each 
participant pursues its own interests. 
 
 The attention focused on the region is due to its significant geopolitical 
situation—the pathway linking the European Union to Central Asia (the east-west 
corridor), and the pathway connecting Russia to the Mediterranean, the Middle 
East, and the southern hemisphere (the north-south corridor), intersect in the 
Black Sea Region. Consequently, this gave a start to the competition for influence 
in this region. Each country has specifıc objectives, and the competition has 
economic, political, ideological and religious dimensions. As such, there is 
potential for a variety of conflicts among regional rivals.31 That means that cross 
border cooperation in the region is frequently interrupted and sometimes even 
controlled by a third party.  
 
The proof of this is the fact that the EU has become a serious geopolitical player in 
the Black Sea Region, not to mention Russia’s interest in this region. Russia still 
cannot accept the fact that all the countries that used to be under its wing for such 
a long period of time are no longer obeying it and are in search of new changes 
where Russia is not a key player. Some of these countries have even tried to adopt 
independent democratic pro-western policies by ignoring and not paying 
attention to Russia’s position (for example, Georgia). 
 
The Black Sea Region is of considerable strategic importance for the United States 
of America. According to Ariel Cohen, expert in Russian and Eurasian studies, the 
Black Sea Region can be a launching platform for military reconstruction, and 
stabilization operations in Afghanistan, Iraq, and possibly Iran, as well as for the 
protection of energy shipping lanes between the Caspian Region and Western 
markets. It is also Europe’s new southeastern border. Thus, both the EU and the 
United States have strong interests in safeguarding the movement of some goods, 
preventing the movement of others, and maintaining a presence in the Black Sea 
Region. 42 
 
The attention of the international community turned to the region due to its 
substantial strategic geographic location and of course owing to its rich natural 
resources. However, the international competition for access to these affluent oil 
and gas reserves had both positive and negative effects on the regional ethnic 
conflicts. External involvement in the regional conflicts is very often interpreted as 
mediation, peacekeeping, and a security sustaining initiative in the region, but 
everything is much more complicated. For example, the Russian Federation while 
claiming a role as mediator in the Georgia–Abkhazia and Georgia–South Ossetia 

                                                 
31Aydin, M. ‘Black Sea and the Caucasus Region: Causes of Instability and Ways to Deal with them’. Turkish 
Yearbook of International Relations, No. XXX, 2000. 
42Cohen, A. US Strategy in the Black Sea Region. Heritage Foundation. December 2006. 
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conflicts, provides political, humanitarian and economic support to Abkhazia and 
South Ossetia. According to Vlad Socor, Moscow’s policy paradigm with respect 
to these conflicts can be defined as controlled instability.  
 
Russia also tries to keep its dominant position in the region by playing a key role 
in the Nagorno–Karabakh conflict. It is the co-chief of the Minsk Group of the 
OSCE along with the USA and France. It is important to mention that cooperation 
between the Minsk group co-chairs has often been very difficult and of course this 
has created obstacles for the negotiation process too. The negotiation process 
around the Transnistrian conflict hasn’t brought to any concrete results either. 
Russia, through its support for Transnistrian separatists, has provoked serious 
dissatisfaction from Romania. The negotiation process has five plus two format—
consisting of Russia, Moldova, Transnistria, Ukraine and the OSCE, plus the EU 
and the US as observers. All the above mentioned demonstrates that external 
interference in the regional ethnic conflicts has not brought about any substantial 
results, except the creation of stagnation in the resolution process, and keeping the 
situation in the region under the control of the leading international actors. 
 
Conclusion 
 
Clearly, in the Black Sea Region and South Caucasus, the obstacles for cross 
border cooperation appeared after the collapse of the Soviet Union. It is important 
to mention that after the end of the Cold War era and the collapse of the Soviet 
Union, there was a desire for a period of stability and prosperity—instead 
instability and conflicts have flared up. As a result, a new specific challenge for the 
world and European leaders today is how to respond to the emerging ethno-
national conflicts in the new international environment.  
 
Today it is a fact, that the ethnic conflicts in the post-Soviet arena have many 
parties involved in their solving procedure. I think that too much external 
interference in the internal matters of the states sometimes can be one of the 
obstacles in the cross border cooperation. However I do agree that in some cases 
external interference is a must, because otherwise the situation might obtain tragic 
consequeces.  
 
We have to admit that the international environment has changed, and the 
relationship between international organizations and conflicting parties has 
changed too. Another obstacle is that international organizations are not as 
effective in conflict prevention as they should be. No significant actions are being 
taken. Most of the time the decisions of the international organizations are 
dependent on the cooperation of their leading members.Very often the actions are 
not effective because of the lack of common interest in the problem. So the existing 
instruments of solving these types of conflicts are far from perfect. 
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In order to improve cross border cooperation it is important to solve the ethnic 
conflicts first. Talks on settlement must be held. It is common knowledge that the 
possibility of conflict will not decrease until the average person has an adequate 
shelter over his or her head, enough food to eat, and a job with a steady income—
this is becoming a major problem. I think that cross border cooperation can be 
strengthened with the help of dialogue between the states—the ethnic nationalities 
should have a dialogue and come to a peaceful solution to the problems. It is a fact 
that the resolution of this type of conflict on the official level is taking too much 
time and mostly no significant decisions are being made—none of the conflicting 
parties want to agree on the proposed compromise conditions. That’s why I am a 
supporter of Track II diplomacy in which non officials engage in dialogue with the 
aim of conflict resolution. 
 
Ethnic conflicts in the Black Sea Region are case sensitive, and majority of them 
have a very painful legacy—that’s why even if the governmental officials do reach 
consensus, it will not guarantee peace between nations. This explains why mutual 
understanding and mutual recognition of nations is the main basis for achieving 
success in conflict resolution. This can help to raise awareness, and find different 
ways to solve the problems. The dialogue can help to prevent the escalation of the 
conflict. Nothing can be as effective in conflict resolution as dialogue. From my 
perspective this is the main source of how the problem can be tackled. 
 
 
 
Savi zRvis regionsa da samxreT kavkasiaSi sazRvrispira     

TanamSromlobis  xelisSemSleli  problemebi:  SesaZlebelia 

Tu ara maTi mogvareba? 

aidan muradova, azerbaijani 

sabWoTa kavSiris ngrevis Semdeg Savi zRvis regionSi Tavi iCna eTnikurma 

dapirispirebam. es erTis mxriv, ganpirobebuli iyo imiT, rom yvela eri 

cdilobda gamoeyenebina xelsayreli momenti da sabWoTa imperiis ngre-

visTanave moepovebina damoukidebloba. Sedegad, regionSi TiTqmis er-

Tdroulad ifeTqa ramodenime eTnikurma konfliqtma.  

eTnikuri konfliqtebis arseboba uaryofiTad aisaxeba Savi zRvis regi-

onis ekonomikur ganviTarebaze. rom ara eTnikuri dapirispireba, regio-

nis qveyanebi met mogebas naxavdnen kaspiis zRvis bunebrivi resursebis 

aTvisebis saqmeSi. magaliTad mTiani yarabaxis konfliqtidan gamomdina-

re somxeTi praqtikulad gamoeTiSa kaspiis zRvis energo resursebis 

transportirebasTan dakavSrebul yvela proeqts amis gamo mniSvnelo-

van Semosavlis wyaros kargavs. Tamamad SeiZleba iTqvas - vidre regionSi 

eTnikuri konfliqtebi ar mogvardeba, samezoblo TanamSromlobaze la-

parakic ki zedmetia.  
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bolo wlebSi aRsaniSnavia regionisadmi evrokavSiris damokidebulebis 

Secvla. es xdeba imitom, rom organizaciis gafarToebis Semdeg evrokav-

Siris samxreTi sazRvari uSualod Sav zRvaze gadis. mocemul faqts 

uaryofiTad aRiqvams ruseTi, romelic jer kidev ver Seguebia imas, rom 

kargavs gavlenas Savi zRvis regionis qveynebze. ruseTisTvis miuRebe-

lia, rom am regionSi mimdinareobs procesebi, romlebic mis kontrols 

ar eqvemdebareba. magaliTad:  ruseTi, romelic oficialurad Suamavlis 

rols asrulebda saqarTvelos xelisuflebasa da afxazeTsa da cxinva-

lis regionis defaqto mxareebs Soris, realurad separatistebis poli-

tikuri, humanitaruli da ekonomikuri daxmarebiT iyo dakavebuli. ru-

seTis politika regionis konfliqtebis mogvarebis saqmeSi SeiZleba 

martivad davaxasiaToT rogorc ,,marTuli destabilizacia“.  

Savi zRvis regionma strategiuli mniSvneloba SeiZina amerikisTvis: am 

regionidan advilad aris SesaZlebeli avRaneTSi, eraySi, an saWiroebis 

SemTxvevaSi iranSi samxedro operaciebis ganxorcieleba. regionSi dam-

kvidrebiT aSS-s SeuZlia uzrunvelyos kaspiuri navTobis Seuferxebeli 

miwodeba dasavlur bazrebze. ase rom, evrokavSiris msgavsad amerikac 

dainteresebulia regionSi poziciebis ganmticebiTa da aqauri politi-

kuri da ekonomikuri procesebis marTviT.   

zogadad rom vTavaT mimdinare eTnikurma konfliqtebma Rrma kvali da-

tova adgilobrivi erebis cnobierebaSi. oficialurma pirebis mier miR-

weuli SeTanxmebebi stabilurobis garantias ar warmoadgens iqamde, vid-

re ar moxerxdeba ndobis aRdgena, urTierTgageba da erTmaneTis legi-

timuri poziciebis aRiareba. konfliqtis gadaWris saukeTeso gza erebs 

Soris dialogis ganaxlebaa.   
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THE ROLE OF CIVIL SOCIETY IN THE ARMENIAN–TURKISH 
RECONCILIATION PROCESS 

By Arpi Atabekyan 

‘Who will give the recipe? Who is our doctor?  

Armenians are Turks’ doctor, Armenians’ doctors are Turks. 

 Dialogue is the only prescription, we are each other’s doctors. 

There is no solution other than this...’ 

(Hrant Dink) 

 

The word border can have different meanings in different contexts, but for the 
majority of the Armenian people it is associated with the Armenian–Turkish 
border. The first time I went to the Armenian–Turkish border to see the Armenian 
historical old capital Ani from the Armenian side, I understood the seriousness of 
the existing borders. I was so young and thought that I could simply cross the 
River Aras and go into Ani for a while. At that time I could not understand why 
you had to travel through the whole of Turkey in order to get to Ani, when it was 
so close. Perhaps that day changed my whole life as I eventually decided to 
undertake Turkish studies in order to research Turkish–Armenian relations, 
problems and perspectives. 

The issue of the closed Turkish–Armenian border, as you remember, was officially 
discussed in 2009, through the Turkish–Armenian protocols, and it seemed that 
the reopening of the border would be a reality within months. However, after a 
short time, the process was stopped indefinitely and now the Turkish and 
Armenian governments have returned to the same situation that has existed for 
years. 

After the end of the reconciliation process I thought more about the timing. Of 
course, there is the issue of the closed borders and the absence of the diplomatic 
relations—but before solving these two important issues, people need to get in 
touch with each other. The majority of the Armenian and Turkish people do not 
know each other. Many Turkish people have never met any Armenian people and 
many Armenian people have never met any Turkish people—that is why they do 
not know how to react when they see the people from these neighboring countries. 

Actually the solution to this problem seems to rest with the various youth 
organizations that are developing projects and which are making valuable 
connections within the frameworks of these programs. Through these programs, 
friendships are being formed and people are getting to know each other better. 
While I understand that only a small section of the society from both sides is 
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included in these kinds of activities, I think that there is no alternative than to 
learn from each other. 

Similarly, there are many tourists coming from Turkey to Armenia and vice 
versa—this is another way of learning. While this is also a positive step, I would 
prefer both the young activists and the tourists to experience the different regions 
of both countries—to understand, that there is not only Yerevan or Istanbul, but 
that there are other modern cities, and that the people of these cities can be quite 
different from each other. However, when weighing up the advantages and 
disadvantages, the shortcomings and positive sides, overall these projects are 
beneficial in regard to promoting mutual understanding. In the last three or four 
years there have been many interesting projects that have been important in the 
process of breaking down stereotypes, information exchange, and improved 
access to each other.  

If we are discussing the problems in the region, for me, the main issues are the 
closed border between Armenia and Turkey, and the recognition of genocide. The 
solution to these problems lies in the activities of civil society organizations, in 
projects, and in communication between the different parts of the society from 
both sides. 

I would mainly like to focus on the perspectives and opportunities for further 
development of the Turkish–Armenian reconciliation process through the active 
role of the civil society. The reconciliation process began with the signing of the 
Turkish–Armenian protocols, which dealt with the establishment of diplomatic 
relations and the development of dialogue between the two countries. In the year 
of the signing of the Turkish–Armenian protocols, there were large protests, 
mainly inYerevan. In addition to these protests, articles and news items were 
published, discussing and demonstrating the advantages and the disadvantages of 
the opening up of the borders. In academic societies, many scholars and 
researchers were divided into two camps, each with different ways of thinking 
and different approaches to the issue. During the same year and some years 
before, youth programs on the Turkish–Armenian rapprochement processes were 
being organized.  

These responses arose due to some uncertain statements in the protocols 
regarding the denial of genocide and rights on the protection of the cultural 
heritage. Further, there was pressure from the Republic of Azerbaijan regarding 
the Karabakh conflict. Azerbaijan argued, that without a resolution to the 
Karabakh conflict, the Turkish Republic must not develop its relations with 
Armenia or open the border.  

Here my main focus and stress on the issue is that both before the signing of the 
protocols and after, the pressure from the society was so great, that the 
government had to take into consideration the voice and the opinion of its people. 
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Two years passed and nothing happened in the reconciliation process—the 
process was stopped by the Armenian government. After this step I thought that 
no more projects, no more simple meetings between the Armenian and Turkish 
communities would take place. However, I was wrong, because once again the 
civil society in Armenia and Turkey proved that even without any official 
relations, they could come together again, make discussions on some mutual 
topics, and build better relationships. 

As a background of the essay I have chosen sources, with which I have been 
familiar previously. The theoretical concept is based on the article ‘The 
International’ in Evolution by Robert W. Cox. He mainly discusses civil society 
within the structure of early empires and compares this structure with the modern 
states. The movements and activities, that were taking place in Armenian society 
can easily be explained by the concepts of Cox: 

Civil society differs from both ‘Empire’ and the state system in that it 
functions as a decentered network rather than as a disciplined 
hierarchical structure. Modern information technology in the form of 
the Internet and the cell phone has helped it to develop and to mobilise 
for action. This loose flexible character is an asset in being able to bring 
together a diversity of groups around some central issue. It is also a 
weakness by making it difficult to articulate a clear programme of 
action because of this very diversity; and also by leaving the movement 
open to disruption by agents provocateurs or to being co-opted by well-
financed and well organised state or ideological interests either 
domestic or foreign. Civil society is inherently opposed to the 
centralising and homogenising force of ‘Empire’ but is always 
vulnerable to being subverted or manipulated.1 

For the Armenian–Turkish reconciliation process, as a theoretical framework, I 
would prefer firstly to use the German concept Vergangenheitsbewaltigung2, which 
means coming to terms with the past. The idea is that tragedies of history can only 
be prevented from happening again if they are first analyzed thoroughly. Those 
who forget the past are condemned to repeat it. The past must be accepted as it 
was and accounted for. Responsibilities for crimes must be understood and their 
underlying ideologies condemned. A country must have the courage to look back 
and come to terms with its past in order to be liberated from it and then to be able 
to move forward.  

Many scholars and researchers have concluded that the reconciliation process is 
something that should be realized as a result of the cooperation of both sides. In 
the Turkish–Armenian case, it is the civil society of both sides that is effectively 
working, developing relations or trying to break the stereotypes among societal 
representatives. 

                                                 
1 R. Cox, ‘The International’ in Evolution, Millenium, Journal of International Studies, 2007,  p. 10 
2 ‘Prospects for Reconciliation, Theory and Practice, Yeravan, 2010’, p. 20 
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During the first period of the Armenian–Turkish reconciliation process everybody 
was actually focused on politics, negotiations between governments and 
diplomatic relations. It seemed at that time that nobody really thought about the 
role of the civil society. Alexander Iskandaryan, who has been the Director of 
Caucasus Institute (CI) since January 2005 compares the attitude and strategies of 
Armenia and Turkey towards the reconciliation process. He suggests that 
Armenia’s incentives for rapprochement are very concrete and practical, but also 
rather pressing.Turkey’s rapprochement is based on its international image and its 
desire for success as a regional player. He argues that Armenia’s motivation can 
be considered as tactical, whereas Turkey’s motivation is more of a strategic 
nature.31However, when the governments stopped working and most of the load 
was placed on the civil society, it became obvious that the society itself was the 
key actor in these relations. 

In this view of rapprochement by Iskandaryan, the most important role belongs to 
the strategic and tactical discourses. Though it is also considered to be very 
important, in my opinion this is the last stage of the reconciliation process. The 
cooperation of the civil society, with the help of civil society organizations will 
bring the governments to a more effective dialogue. 

The signing of the protocols and the failure of the reconciliation process showed 
that neither the Armenian nor Turkish society is ready to open the borders after 
more than a hundred years lacking in relations—the continuation of the activities 
and meetings between the societies proved that. It seems that there is a lack or a 
gap of information or communication and that only after filling that gap will it be 
possible to come together again.  

My argument in this paper and about the reconciliation process in general is that 
actually this process was led mostly by the civil society in Armenia and Turkey. I 
would like mostly to emphasize the fact that Armenia is a young republic and the 
civil society building processes are rather new for the state. So, the sudden 
outburst of  demonstrations by the society have been led by the consciousness of 
the people, who realized that they are the very people, who can solve problems 
and decide on their future for themselves. The same way, no one is protesting 
against any mutual projects between Armenia and Turkey, because the same civil 
society representatives and organizations are planning and taking part in these 
activities, trying to find various solutions.  
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samoqalaqo sazogadoebis roli Turqul-somxuri 

konfliqtis mogvarebaSi 

arfi aTabekiani, სომხეთი 

TurqeTsa da somxeTs Soris Caketili sazRvris problemis ganxilva da 

Serigebis procesi oficialurad 2009 wels TurqeT-somxeTis protoko-

lis xelmoweriT daiwyo. protokoli miznad isaxavda diplomatiuri ur-

TierTobebis Camoyalibebas da or qveyanas Soris molaparakebis dawye-

bas. yvela miiCnevda, rom ramdenime TveSi sazRvris gaxsna realoba gax-

deboda, Tumca protokolze xelis mowerisTanave mosazrebebi gaiyo 

orive qveyanaSi, gansakuTrebis ki somxeTSi,  procesi ganusazRvreli 

droiT gadaido da TurqeTica da somxeTic wlebis winandel mdgomareo-

bas daubrunda. 

yovelive amis mizezi gaxda zogierTi gaurkveveli ganacxadi protokol-

Si. es exeboda genocidis uaryofasa da kulturuli memkvidreobis dac-

vis sakiTxs. aseve mniSvnelovani roli iTamaSa azerbaijanis gavlenam 

TurqeTze rom ar eTanamSromla somxeTTan yarabaxis konfliqtis mogva-

rebamde. Sedegad procesi sabolood somxeTis mTavrobam Sewyvita. 

dResdReisobiT or qveyanas Soris arsebuli mTavari problema Caketili 

sazRvari da diplomatiuri urTierTobebis ararsebobaa. aseve mwvaved 

dgas genocidis aRiarebis sakiTxic. am problemis gadawyvetaSi mTavari 

roli samoqalaqo sazogadoebas ekisreba. mravali axalgazrduli orga-

nizacia muSaobs am kuTxiT. bolo sami-oTxi wlis ganmavlobaSi bevri sa-

interso proeqti Sedga, romlebsac didi mniSvneloba ჰqonda stereoti-

pebis rRvevisa da informaciis gacvlis procesSi. miuxedavad dadebiTi 

da uaryofiTi mxareebisa, es proeqtebi uaRresad mniSvnelovania dapi-

rispirebuli mxareebis dasaaxloveblad. 
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Zveli tragediebis xelaxla ganმeorebis Tavidan asacileblad aucile-

belia maTi warmoSobis mizezebis Zirfesvianad gaanalizeba. aseve mniS-

vnelovania taqtikuri da strategiuli diskusiebi, radgan somxeTis Se-

rigebis iniciativa Zalian konkretuli da praqtikulia, maSin roca Tur-

qeTis midgoma ufro strategiul xasiaTis atarebs.  

rogorc mravalma mkvlevarma daaskvna, Serigebis procesi damokidebu-

lia orive mxaris aqtiur TanamSromlobaze radgan  mxolod informaci-

uli vakuumis amovsebis Semdeg iqneba SesaZlebeli ori qveynis isev daax-

loveba. 

somxeTisa da TurqeTis samoqalaqo sazogadoebam ukve daamtkica, rom 

yovelnairi oficialuri urTierTobebis gareSec SesaZlebelia Tanam-

Sromloba, urTierTsasargeblo Temebis ganxilva da ukeTesi urTier-

Tobebis Camoyalibeba. es ki ori qveynis mTavrobas ufro efeqturi dia-

logisken ubiZgebs.  
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TRACK TWO DIPLOMACY IN THE NAGORNO–KARABAKH CONFLICT: 
AN INFRASTRUCTURE FOR PEACE 
 
 
By Akhmed Gumbatov 
 
Since the break-up of the Soviet Union, the Wider Black Sea Region has 
increasingly attracted attention as an important hub of European security. A 
number of recent enlargements of the EU and NATO have brought the blocs 
directly to the Black Sea, making the area of primary concern to them. In addition, 
the region is an important gateway for NATO’s access to Afghanistan. Finally, 
considering Europe’s growing energy demands along with a willingness to 
decrease its dependence on Russian hydrocarbons, the Black Sea Region 
represents an alternative corridor to supply energy resources from the Caspian 
and the Middle East. 
 
Despite the growing importance and attention to the region, the Black Sea area 
has continuously experienced a number of unresolved ethno-territorial conflicts. 
Abkhazia and South Ossetia in Georgia, Transnistria in Moldova and Armenian 
occupied Nagorno–Karabakh in Azerbaijan all have a de facto independent 
status. The recent Russian–Georgian war of 2008 over Abkhazia and South 
Ossetia demonstrated the unsteadiness and vulnerability of the region’s security 
architecture.  
 
Remaining unsettled, the frozen conflicts have dramatically divided and impeded 
the development of the region. Instead of paving the way for cross regional 
partnerships, the states were forced to close the borders and undertake various 
isolation policies causing a dramatic socioeconomic and politico-military impact 
on the region. The resulting lack of a stable regional security system, means that it 
is impossible to entirely realize the area’s geo-economic and transport potential. 
 
Perhaps, one of the most bloody and intractable conflicts undermining positive 
developments the Black Sea Region has been the Nagorno–Karabakh war 
between Azerbaijan and Armenia. In this article, I will particularly focus on the 
conflict resolution process of the Nagorno–Karabakh problem from the 
perspective of unofficial diplomacy. I argue that current official governmental 
diplomacy adopted towards the resolution of the Karabakh conflict is inefficient, 
and is unable to address the problem. Without engaging informal, non-
governmental actors in the resolution process, it is impossible to conclude a peace 
agreement and ensure its sustainable implementation. 
 
In the Armenian–Azerbaijani conflict over Nagorno–Karabakh, dating back in its 
modern form to 1988, international mediation has failed to bring about peace 
while the political leaderships of both countries are unwilling and unable to make 
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any concessions. Since a Russian brokered ceasefire was signed in 1994, Nagorno–
Karabakh, while internationally recognized as Azerbaijan’s territory,1 2 has 
remained under Armenian occupation by de facto. 
 
Prolonging the conflict harms both Baku and Yerevan, but each side hopes that 
the status quo will harm the other more. The Armenians assure themselves that 
prolonging the conflict will lead to the recognition of Karabakh by the 
international community and force Azerbaijan to accept the realities on the 
ground—that hope is enough for the Armenian establishment to close its eyes to 
the resultant catastrophic situation for the economy, demography, and 
development inside the country. So far however, no single state has recognized 
the independence of Nagorno–Karabakh.  
 
In turn, the Azerbaijani side believes that the continued flow of oil money will 
allow the country to achieve a strategic offensive superiority which would enable 
it to solve the conflict at an appropriate moment. Nobody, however, can answer 
the question how long this situation can be sustained. It is not hard to see how a 
tense situation can devolve into conflict. Thus, Azerbaijan’s military spending in 
2011 exceeded $3 billion, which is more than Armenia’s entire budget.3 Actually, 
compared to its relatively small $130 million defense budget in 2003, Baku made 
the largest percentage increase in military spending in the world in 2011.4 
 
Meanwhile, the conflicts can be seen as Damocles’ sword hanging over the public in 
those countries, making them susceptible to manipulation. The governments, as 
well as the societies, are trapped in a vicious cycle of no peace, no war while this 
frozen conflict drains economic resources and political energies from their already 
weak, impoverished societies. In addition, the conflict and absence of cooperation 
undermines the path of the south Caucasian countries towards Euro–Atlantic 
integration. 
 
To address the Nagorno–Karabakh conflict, both Baku and Yerevan have 
traditionally prioritized governmental mediation and conflict management tools 
while downplaying the role of unofficial, non-governmental, channels. In the 
conflict resolution field, official governmental diplomacy is labeled as Track One, 
whereas TrackTtwo diplomacy refers to the ‘unofficial, informal interaction 
between members of nations, with the goals of developing strategies, influencing 
public opinion, and organizing human and material resources in ways that help 

                                                 
1 Four UN Security Resolutions (822, 853, 874, 884) have been passed throughout the Nagorno–Karabakh war 
2 Statement of the Co-chairs of the OSCE Minsk Group, OSCE, http://www.osce.org/mg/49564 
3 Nagorno–Karabakh Situation, European Parliament Workshop 2012, June 12, 2012, 
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2009_2014/documents/sede/dv/sede200612expertspresentations_/sed
e200612expertspresentations_en.pdf  
4 Ibid 
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resolve the conflict.’1 
 
Any peace agreement on Nagorno–Karabakh would require concessions from 
both sides. Considering the current mood among Azerbaijanis and Armenians, it 
will be extremely hard to compromise at the top level. Thus, according to the 
CRRC Caucasus Barometer survey, 70 percent of Armenians disapprove of 
friendship with Azerbaijanis, while more than 90 percent of the Azerbaijani 
population share the same feeling vis-à-vis Armenians.62 Negative images of the 
enemy developed and promoted by bias state-controlled media have only 
reinforced the feelings of hatred and mistrust. As a result, for the young 
generation of Azerbaijanis and Armenians who have grown up after the 1990s, it 
will be difficult to overcome the stereotypes and images of the other that they have 
been fed for the last twenty years.  
 
Further development of this animosity would detrimentally affect future 
generations and make settlement of the conflict impossible. In such a situation, 
any agreement establishing a compromising, definite solution will create 
dissatisfied masses willing to sabotage the peace process. As Stuart Kaufmann put 
it, ‘the fate of Armenia's President Levon Ter-Petrossian, who was ousted when 
he tried to pursue a compromise peace in the Karabakh conflict, provides an 
object lesson for would-be peacemakers who get too far ahead of public 
opinion.’73 
 
The current Track One approach adopted in the resolution of the Nagorno–
Karabakh conflict has been and will be ineffective. Even if the leaders are ready to 
make any concessions, public opinion will constrain their capacity to compromise. 
The problem is that the conflict has stopped being a struggle for land—it has 
become an indivisible part of the political, cultural, and social development in 
both societies. To resolve the conflict and ensure its sustainability, reaching a 
peace agreement will never be enough. ‘Solutions reached through negotiation 
may be simply expedient and not imply any change of heart. And this is the crux 
of peace. There must be a change of heart. Without this no settlement can be 
considered secure.’84  
 
Thereby, the Nagorno–Karabakh conflict, having deep roots in ideational factors 
with negative stereotypes vis-à-vis each other, should be gradually transformed at 

                                                 
1 Joseph Montville, Transnationalism and the Role of Track-Two Diplomacy, eds. Washington, DC: United 
States Institute of Peace, 1991 
62Will You Be My Friend? Gauging Perceptions of Interethnic Friendship in the South Caucasus, Caucasus 
Research Resource Centres, October 11, 2010, http://crrc-caucasus.blogspot.com/2010/10/will-you-be-my-
friend-gauging.html  
73Stuart Kaufman, Peace-building and Conflict Resolution in Nagorno–Karabakh, PONARS Policy Memo 
164, University of Kentucky, October 2000, http://www.gwu.edu/~ieresgwu/assets/docs/ponars/pm_0164.pdf 
84Oliver Ramsbotham, Tom Woodhouse, Hugh Miall, Contemporary conflict resolution, Polity Press, 2010, 
Second Edition, p 217 
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all levels, including grassroots, i.e. Track Two. Without accepting and engaging 
informal actors, it will be impossible to rebuild the social capital, which in its turn 
will become an infrastructure for sustainable peace. As Diana Chigas stressed, 
‘Unless the middle and grassroots levels have the capacity and will to support 
and sustain peacemaking efforts undertaken at the top levels, repolarization of 
the conflict is likely when inevitable setbacks occur.’91 
 
Unofficial groups of individuals can be engaged in many ways: workshops, 
seminars, academic exchanges, various training and advocacy activities, etc. Being 
with the enemy at breakfast, and meeting with them later at an unofficial evening 
event could dramatically re-humanize the conflict and help the participants to 
understand that they share similar values and feelings.  
 
The European Union and the United States should be more active in supporting 
unofficial channels in the conflict settlement process of Nagorno–Karabakh. 
Although there are a number of West-supported initiatives, the impact of the 
NGO sector is far from satisfactory as their budgets remain limited.  
 
Outreach and efficiency of peace building measures can be dramatically increased 
through various Internet based tools. Considering the fact that the youth 
increasingly spend more time on the Internet, online solutions can successfully 
target the younger generations of the respective countries.  
 
Both Baku and Yerevan should realize that people-to-people diplomacy should be 
incorporated into the overall conflict resolution strategies. This will create a 
favorable ground among the populations at the grassroots level, which, in turn, 
will promote conflict settlement processes.  
 
Actually, the people-to-people approach should be actively applied in all other 
conflict management strategies of the Wider Black Sea area. Although the 
conflicts vary from one to another, the dominance of the Track One diplomacy in 
the resolution process is obvious in the region. Considering the Black Sea area’s 
relatively underdeveloped civil society, external assistance would play a crucial 
role in boosting cross border civil dialogue.  
 
Finally, it should be noted that Track Two should not be taken as a replacement for 
official Track One diplomacy. On the contrary, grassroots initiatives should be an 
integral part of the overall conflict resolution process of the Nagorno–Karabakh 
and other conflicts of the Black Sea Region. Ideally, informal channels should 
prepare common ground for concessions from the elite, as well as ensure 
sustainable post-settlement development. 

                                                 
91Diana Chigaz, Track II (Citizen) Diplomacy, Beyond Intractability, August 2003,  
http://www.beyondintractability.org/bi-essay/track2-diplomacy  
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In conclusion, a resolution of the frozen interethnic conflicts would eventually 
have an impact on democratic development in the countries of the Black Sea area. 
In the case of a successful solution, the countries of the region would be able to 
pursue development without external help. A failed resolution of the conflicts 
will consequently lead to the failure of democratization. It will create favorable 
conditions for the countries to slip into establishing strong autocratic regimes 
requiring arms races and harsh rhetoric. Such a situation in the region could 
ignite, one day, the beginning of a new, fierce war, the consequences of which are 
very hard to predict. 
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mTiani yarabaxis konfliqti da saxalxo diplomatia: 

mSvidobis infrastruqtura 

 

axmed gumbaTovi, azerbaijani 

 

sabWoTa kavSiris daSlis Semdeg eTnikuri konfliqtebi Savi zRvis regi-

onis ganuyofeli nawili gaxda. QSeqmnilma garemom qveynebi aiZula saz-

Rvrebi CaeketaT da izolacionisturi politikis gatareba daewyoT ra-

sac mniSvnelovani socialur-ekonomikuri danakargebi mohyva.  

 

somxeTsa da azerbaijans Soris dawyebuli mTiani yarabaxis konfliqti 

1988 wels warmoiSva. am droidan moyolebuli, konfliqtis mogvarebis 

yvela saerTaSoriso mcdeloba marcxiT damTavrda, xolo politikurma 

liderebma daTmobebze wasvla jerjerobiT ver SeZles. rogorc erTi, 

ise meore mxare cdilobs maqsimalurad gaaWianuros konfliqtis mogva-

reba. somxeTs imedi aqvs, rom sabolood saerTaSoriso sazogadoeba mo-

axdens yarabaxis aRiarebas, maSin rodesac azerbaijani xelsayrel mo-

ments eZebs raTa konfliqtis mogvarebisTvis Zalismier xerxebs mimar-

Tos. amaze metyvelebs is faqti, rom baqo yovel wels uzarmazar Tanxas 

xarjavs SeiaraRebaze (praqtikulad, azerbaijanis mier weliwadSi ia-

raRze daxarjuli Tanxa somxeTis wliur biujets utoldeba).  

 

samwuxarod, verc erTi mxare acnobierebs imas, rom gayinuli konfliq-

ti maT saxelmwifoebs udides ekonomikur zarals ayenebs da amavdrou-

lad politikur resurssac STanTqavs. mosaxleobis cxovrebis donis ga-

uaresebasTan erTad mcirdeba evroatlantikur struqturebSi integra-

ciis Sansebi. aRsaniSnavia, rom somxeTic da azerbaijanic konfilqtis 

mogvarebis procesSi mxolod oficialur molaparakebebs — tradiciul 

diplomatias scnobs, maSin rodesac saxalxo diplomatia yuradRebis 

gareSea darCenili. es uaRresad mniSvnelovania Tu gaviTvaliswinebT 

or sazogadoebaSi erTmaneTisadmi dagrovil negatiur ganwyobas. poli-

tikur magidasTan rom Sedges kidec garkveuli molaparakeba, ori qvey-

nis oficialur pirebs namdvilad gauWirdebaT miRweuli SeTanxmebis 

ganxorcieleba, radgan maTi sazogadoebebi erTimeorisadmi uaRresad 

arakeTilganwyobilia.  

 

Sesabamisad, pirvel rigSi aucilebelia or sazogadoebas Soris moxdes 

,,yinulis galRoba”, rac rogorc wesi xdeba gacvliTi programebis, se-

minarebis, treinign-programebis saSualebiT. konflitis mogvarebaze 

dadebiTad aisaxeboda aSS-sa da evrokavSiris gaaqtiureba. marTalia, 

ukve moqmedebs ramodenime programa, magram mTlianobaSi arasamTavro-

bo seqtori, sxvadasxva mizezebis gamo, Zlieri ar aris.  

mTliani yarabaxis konfliqtis mogvarebas udidesi mniSvneloba aqvs ro-

gorc somxeTis, ise azerbaijanisaTvis. es erTaderTi gzaa momavalSi 

samxreT kavkasiis regionis ganviTarebisaTvis.  
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CROSS-BORDER AND CROSS REGIONAL COOPERATION FOR MENDING 
THE INVISIBLE DIVIDES 
 
By  Tamar Gzirishvili 
 
Introduction 
 
The Black Sea region is an area which entails multiple cultures, an abundant 
amount of resources, and the potential to stand as a strong political actor on the 
global arena. The formation of a common vision for the region has a lot to do with 
the issue of borders, energy security, and economic interdependence. 
Unfortunately, the concerns that could serve as an effective method for enhancing 
the cooperation among the states of the Black Sea region serve as impediments as 
well. The military conflicts in the South Caucasus are an example of such 
obstacles. Since cross-border cooperation is not an end in itself, but a possible tool 
for fixing the problems of the region, cooperation among the states can play a 
pivotal role in transforming the existing conflicts. Such cooperation must be 
directed not at resolving the conflicts per se, but at building the capacity of the 
internal actors to engage in the conflict transformation themselves. Supporting the 
formation of a strong civil dimension, engaging the young professionals in the 
initiatives addressing the issue of the divided societies, and rising public 
awareness on the concerns that pertain to the conflicts is key to the positive 
transformation.  

All three of the abovementioned changes can be brought about by increased 
funding from the international organizations in order to support new grassroots 
initiatives, by establishing communication among the civil society representatives 
across the borders of the Black Sea region, and by facilitating cross-border 
conferences, where the participants build the capacity to lobby in their own states 
for implementing government policies directed at the engagement of the 
conflicting parties, rather than isolation. Not only can this type of cross-border and 
cross-regional cooperation contribute to the transformation of the conflicts, it can 
also further enhance the ability of the region to establish itself as a strong and 
competitive area.  

Unresolved Conflicts:  Abkhazia 

The conflicts in Abkhazia, South Ossetia, and Nagorno-Karabakh are not just 
tragic in their essence, they also serve as one of the biggest impediments to the 
mutual prosperity of the nations of the Black Sea region. As the Commission on 
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the Black Sea stresses, “the area’s unresolved conflicts retard economic 
development and have the potential to flare up into wider conflagrations.”1 The 
existing conflicts spill over into the economic, political, social and cultural issues, 
and require an approach that tackles multiple matters concurrently. The ethnic 
identity component of the conflicts is important, particularly in Georgia’s 
breakaway region of Abkhazia.  

Tensions in Abkhazia have persisted in the region throughout the 70 years of the 
existence of the Soviet Union.2 Following its breakup, the eased control over 
censorship and Gorbachev’s liberal reforms in the 1980s gave way to the 
emergence of increased nationalism, thus spurring the appearance of separatist 
movements in the region. These separatist developments, combined with the civil 
unrest in Georgia, resulted in the war of the 1990s, which led to Tbilisi losing 
control over the Abkhazian region. As Russia brokered a ceasefire agreement 
between Sokhumi and Tbilisi, it also secured “under mandate from the 
Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS)” the presence of Russian 
peacekeepers on Georgian territory “along the Enguri River separating Abkhazia 
from Georgia proper”, a spur to continuous tensions since then.3 Even though no 
major instances of violence recurred in Abkhazia following that deployment, a 
true peace did not materialize. The dividing line between Abkhazia and Georgia 
proper remains closed, IDPs still reside in Tbilisi, economic engagement is almost 
non-existent, political dialogue is absent, and the societal gap between the Abkhaz 
and ethnic Georgian community is bigger than ever: “There is a whole new 
generation of young people who have grown up in the twenty years since the war 
and who have no experience of co-existence with Georgians.”4 In pursuing a 
meaningful transformation of this conflict, collaboration among the countries of 
the Black Sea region might serve not only as an end in itself, but as a means to 
greater cooperation across the borders.  

Multiple Layers to the Conflict 

It must not be forgotten that the Abkhaz conflict is not solely either an ethnic or a 
geopolitical dispute; it has aspects of both, and furthermore entails multiple layers 
within each. The first layer encompasses Abkhaz-Georgian relations, which is 
largely shaped by its ethnic component. At the second layer of the conflict, 
                                                 
1 Commission on the Black Sea. “A 2020 Vision for the Black Sea Region,” (www.blackseacom.eu): pg. 12 
2 Beaulieu, Kyle Alexander. The Georgia-Abkhazia Conflict, Critical Factors Shaping the Present Stalemate. 
University of North Carolina, 2008: p.1-51 
3 Lynch, Dov, Why Georgia Matters; Institute for Security Studies, 2006; pg. 19 
4 Akaba, Natella and Khintba, Irakli., Transformation of the Georgian-Abkhaz Conflict: Rethinking the 
Paradigm. Conciliation Resources and European Union, 2011; pg. 34 
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Russian-Georgian relations further define and extend the issue. This is most 
readily illustrated by the August war of 2008, when military clashes between the 
Russian and Georgian forces in South Ossetia resulted in the increased Russian 
military presence in Abkhazia, as well as the recognition of Abkhazia’s 
independence by the Russian Federation.51 At the third layer of the conflict, the 
dynamics of the relations between Russia and the West itself inevitably influences 
the course of development in the region. As many experts argue, the clearest 
example of such an influence was the Western recognition of Kosovo in 2008, 
which angered Russia and led to the Russian interference in South Ossetia, 
followed by the recognition of the two breakaway regions of Georgia: “During the 
August 2008 war in South Ossetia and in the subsequent Russian recognition of 
South Ossetia and Abkhazia as independent states, Russian authorities repeatedly 
made explicit references to the ‘Kosovo precedent’ and consciously mimicked the 
rhetoric of NATO during the 1999 Kosovo war.”62 These three layers are 
intertwined, and any development at one layer inevitably affects the other two. 
For this reason, the efforts of the civil and political initiatives must be directed at 
all three levels of the conflict. Nevertheless, it is the first layer, the Abkhaz-
Georgian dimension of the conflict, where the efforts across the borders can be 
utilized the most for a positive transformation of the region.  

Georgian-Abkhaz Political and Civil Divergence 

The Georgian-Abkhaz alone aspect has many further considerations to it. There is 
the political element, where leaders decide the fate of future developments either 
unilaterally or at the Geneva talks. This dimension of the conflict involves issues 
concerning the political status of the breakaway regions, the signing of the non-
use of force agreements, and an overall political strategy of Tbilisi towards 
Abkhazia (and South Ossetia). On the official level, the solutions often face a 
deadlock, largely due to the intransigent non-recognition of any authority in the 
breakaway regions by the officials in Tbilisi. An example of such a deadlock is the 
continuous demands of the Abkhaz and Ossetian leaders towards Georgia proper 
asking for the signing of a bilateral agreement on non-use of force. In 2010, 
Georgian President Mikheil Saakashvili declared unilaterally at the European 
Parliament that Georgia would not use force against its breakaway regions. 
(Moreover, Georgia’s Ministry of Internal Affairs and Ministry of Defense decided 
to reduce the number of Georgian forces around the breakaway regions in order to 
                                                 
51Ministry of Foreign of Foreign Affairs Republic of Abkhazia. “Bilateral treaties and agreements between the 
Republic of Abkhazia and the Russian Federation | The Ministry of Foreign Affairs Republic of Abkhazia.” 
62Nielsen, Christian Axboe. “The Kosovo precedent and the Rhetorical Deployment of Former Yugoslav”. 
Southeast European and Black Sea Studies; March-June 2009; pg. 171 
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justify the claim).71 However, despite Russian and the separatist regions’ insistence 
that Georgia should sign the agreements with Abkhazia and South Ossetia, no 
bilateral agreements have been signed aside from unilateral declarations.82 Such 
bilateral agreements would be seen by Tbilisi as a step towards the formal 
recognition of the breakaway regions, and is thus avoided by all means. 

In addition to the political element, there is also the civil aspect of the Georgian-
Abkhaz layer of the conflict, where the civil society organizations engage in the 
initiatives that bring the divided Georgian community together. This second 
dimension brings the cross-border and cross regional cooperation aspects to the 
fore. As the issue of ethnic identity, along with the clashing perspectives of the 
Abkhaz and Georgian sides, seems to be at the core of the problem of this layer, 
creating a point of contact between the Abkhaz and Georgian society and 
eventually forming the common vision of history is pivotal to transforming 
perceptions of the conflict. As Tobias Greiff comments on the somewhat similar 
alienation of the societies in South Ossetia, without achieving post-war 
reconciliation among the South Ossetians and ethnic Georgians since the events of 
2008 “no positive and sustainable peace can grow.”93 This requires a strong civil 
society, increasing the number of conferences on the issues related to the territorial 
disputes, and raising public awareness on the matters surrounding the societal 
divide. Interestingly, the limited efforts by Georgian and international NGOs are 
already in place but have a long way to go if the transformation is to be achieved.  

Cross-Border and Cross Regional Dialogue 

International organizations such as the Conciliation Resources, the Berghof 
Foundation in conjunction with the International Center on Conflict and 
Negotiation, as well as individuals such as Susan Allan Nan at George Mason 
University launch continuous initiatives aimed at facilitating a dialogue between 
Abkhaz and ethnic Georgians, as well as Georgians and South Ossetians. Such a 
dialogue is a good example of the cooperation across the boundary lines, which 
attempts to bolster the involvement of the Georgian civil society in the 
transformation of the conflicts: “During the meeting, participants considered the 
current situation [and] various initiatives aimed at building understanding and 

                                                 
71Charap Samuel and Welt, Cory. A More Proactive U.S. Approach to the Georgia Conflicts. Center for 
American Progress, 2011 
82International Crisis Group. “Georgia-Russia: Learn to Live like Neighbors” 2011; pg. 4-5. 
93Greiff, Tobias. “South Ossetia - from a frozen to a hot conflict”. Politlounge; pg.13. 
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trust between Georgian and South Ossetian societies.”101 However, the initiatives 
are limited in number and scope. They are not well publicized, and are rarely the 
subject of discourse in Georgian society. Moreover, the participants are either the 
experts who have already established the contact with the ‘other side’, or the 
limited number of young individuals who are seldom encouraged to share their 
experience with the wider public. Thus, despite the benefit of the existence of such 
initiatives, the larger impact is lost. For this reason, more regional involvement of 
the countries of the Black Sea neighborhood might be the key to creating a bigger 
impact. 

The transformation of the conflict at the level of Abkhaz-Georgian relations 
(where the societal divide is a complicating factor) requires a significant 
contribution from grassroots initiatives. As the political processes are complicated 
by the issue of status, a probability of military escalation in the conflict, and the 
legal aspects of the agreements, it is the civil society that needs to take the lead. 
The states of the Black Sea region cannot get involved directly into managing each 
other’s political affairs in the conflicts. However, they can contribute to the 
formation of a stable and strong civil society, and thus increase its capacity to get 
involved in the conflict transformation. Along with strengthening the civil society 
organizations, the younger generation, as well as the general public, must be 
encouraged to get actively involved in the issues surrounding the conflicts. Such 
mobilization of society requires:  

• funding new initiatives directed at implementing confidence-building 
measures among the divided societies in the conflicting states  

• creating stronger networks between the main civil society actors across the 
borders of the Black Sea countries in order to enable the exchange of 
information, resources, and experience regarding various projects  

• facilitating discussion on the issues surrounding the territorial disputes by 
holding cross-cultural conferences regarding the conflicts in the region.  

These measures can not only bolster the involvement of the young generation and 
the general public in the transformation of the conflict but also increase the 
capacity of the relevant civil society actors to impact at the political level by 
influencing government policies directed at the resolution of the conflicts. 

                                                 
101Institute for Conflict Analysis and Resolution, “Continuation of the Dialogue series ‘Point of View’ for 
Georgian-South Ossetian Mutual understanding and Trust”; June 22, 2010. 
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Conclusion 

As ethnic and territorial conflicts are endemic in the Black Sea region, Abkhazia 
being only the most publicized of them, establishing cooperation among the 
countries of the Black Sea region as well as cross-regional collaboration can be a 
first step towards creating commonly accepted approaches to similar conflicts. 
Disputes in South Ossetia, Abkhazia, Nagorno-Karabakh, and Transnistria are by 
no means identical. However, they do share to some extent certain issues: lack of 
economic engagement, political and social isolation, militarization, and self-
determination agendas. By creating stronger ties among the civil society 
organizations in the countries of the Black Sea region, and by sharing the 
experience of previously successful projects, as well as the resources that the civil 
society organizations have at their disposal, effective approaches can be identified 
and pursued. This kind of cross-border cooperation among the civil society actors, 
if handled effectively, bolsters the involvement of the public, and increases the 
number of grassroots initiatives that aim at collaboration across the invisible 
divides. As the states of the Black Sea region have varying degrees of development 
at the civil level, cross-border cooperation will aid weaker states in forming a 
stronger overall civil society. Cooperation across the borders of the Black Sea 
region will not only be a desirable end in itself, it will become an effective tool that 
will enable the region to consolidate its potential as a prosperous and strong 
regional entity.  

 

urTierTTanamSromloba uxilavi barierebis dasamsxvrevad 

 

Tamar gziriSvili, saqarTvelo  

 

Savi zRvis regions gaaCnia saerTaSoriso masStabiT mniSvnelovan moTa-

maSed Camoyalibebis potenciali, Tumca misi ekonomikuri ganviTarebis 

mTavar xelisSemSlel faqtorad rCeba konfliqtebis arseboba. miuxeda-

vad imisa, rom regionis yvela konfliqti individualuria, maTi saerTo 

maxasiaTebelia eTnikuroba. es komponenti gansakuTrebiT mniSvnelova-

nia saqarTvelos separatistul regionTan — afxazeTTan mimarTebaSi.  

 

afxazeTis konfliqtis mogvarebis gzebze saubrisas yuradReba unda ga-

maxvildes erT faqtze: afxazeTis omis dasrulebis saqmeSi Suamavlis 

roli ikisra ruseTma, romelis damoukidebeli saxelmwifoebis Taname-

gobrobis (dsT) mandatiT Sevida afxazeTSi da samSvidobo misiis ganxor-

cielebas Seudga. marTalia, modevno wlebSi adgili aRar hqonia mxareebs 
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Soris seriozul dapirispirebas, magram ruseTis arseboba separatis-

tul regionSi mizanmimarTulad da regularulad qmnis ormxriv daZabu-

lobas, rac xels uSlis konfliqtis realur mogvarebas da mxareebs So-

ris mSvidobis damyarebas. Tbilissa da soxums Soris praqtikulad ar ar-

sebobs ekonomikuri kavSiri, ar momxdara iZulebiT gadaadgilebul pir-

Ta dabruneba Zvel sacxovrebel adgilebze, ar mimdinareobs politiku-

ri dialogi, ori sazogadoeba erTmaneTisgan sruliad gaTiSulia. cxa-

dia, rom konfliqtis mogvarebis mxriv winsvla ar SeimCneva.  

 

afxazeTis konfliqtze saubrisas yuradRebaa gasamaxvilebeli im faq-

tze, rom mocemuli konfliqti ramodenime elementisgan Sedgeba. pirve-

li- esaa Tbilisisa da soxumis urTierTdamokidebuleba, sadac did 

rols TamaSobs eTnikuri gansxvavebebi. meore elementia ruseT-saqar-

Tvelos daZabuli urTierToba, ris karg magaliTsac 2008 wlis ruseT- 

saqarTvelos omi warmoadgens. mesame faqtoria ruseTis damokidebule-

ba dasavleTTan, maT Soris dasavleTis mier kosovos aRiarebis faqti, 

ramac ruseTis gaRizianeba gamoiwvia da ris Sedegsac am ukanasknelis mi-

er afxazeTisa da samxreT oseTis damoukideblobis aRiareba warmoad-

gens. aRniSnuli sami elementi erTmaneTzea gadajaWvuli rac kidev uf-

ro arTulebs afxazeTis konfliqtis mogvarebis efeqtiani gzebis Zie-

bas.   

 

aRsaniSnavia bolo wlebSi saqarTvelos mcdeloba, sxvadasxva calmxrivi 

iniciativebiT gadadgas pirveli nabiji da wavides dialogze: magali-

Tad, saqarTvelos prezidentis gancxadeba, konfliqtebis mogvarebis 

mizniT Zalis gamouyeneblobis Sesaxeb. aqtiurobas iCens saerTaSoriso 

sazogadoebac: maTi iniciativiT xorcieldeba sxvadasxva proeqti kon-

fliqtis mxareebs Soris dialogis wamowyebis mizniT. samwuxarod, moce-

muli dialogebi SezRudul xasiaTs atarebs, iSviaTad xdeba maTi gaSuqe-

ba da arasakmaris gamoxmaurebas hpovebs farTo sazogadoebaSi. Sesabami-

sad aucilebelia am kuTxiT meti aqtiurobis gamoCena: pirvel rigSi, un-

da gaizardos msgavsi iniciativebis dafinanseba, rac SesaZlebels gax-

dis miviRoT realuri Sedegi. sasurvelia regionSi Seiqmnas informaci-

is, resursebisa da gamocdilebis gaziarebis erTiani sistema, rac dia-

logis warmoqmnis karg winapirobas Seqmnis. Dda bolos, saWiro iqneba te-

ritoriuli davebis ganxilvisaTvis xelsayreli garemos Seqmna da mola-

parakebebis xelSewyoba.  
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THE GEORGIAN-ABKHAZ CONFLICT:  REBUILDING THE TRUST 
AMONG DIVIDED FAMILIES OF GEORGIAN-ABKHAZ SOCIETIES 
 
By  Lia Putkaradze 
 
Introduction 

This research paper will discuss a realistic approach for the de-facto integration of 
Abkhazia into the territory of Georgia by proposing the goal of rebuilding trust 
among divided families in the Georgian and Abkhazian societies. The positive 
long-term relationships and cooperation between Georgians and Abkhazians that 
would result could transform the region. In order to implement this initiative, this 
paper will look at building mutually beneficial relationships between the region 
countries, while opening a sustainable path toward progressive development of 
cross-border cooperation in the region. A brief historical overview of the 
Georgian-Abkhazian conflict will be evaluated, and different approaches to 
conflict resolution in the region will be elaborated thereafter.  

Different legal frameworks and programs have been adopted in order to 
strengthen cross-border cooperation within the Black Sea region, such as the Black 
Sea Basin Joint operational program,1 Black Sea Synergy,2 Baltic Sea Basin3 and 
Eastern Partnership programs4. Establishment of better cooperation assists the 
development of governance and institutional structures. However, countries 
within this framework of cross-border partnerships display different levels of 
combined resources, and this can undermine their mutual economic, political and 
socio-cultural development.  

The Black Sea region contains numerous existing frozen conflicts: Transdniester in 
Moldova, Abkhazia and South Ossetia in Georgia, and Nagorno-Karabakh in 
Armenia-Azerbaijan. The last twenty years within the region is characterized by 
aggressions in disputed areas that appears to deviate from the old Soviet models 
of society development, fashionable to Soviet analysts until the end of 1980s. (They 
responded to actual ethno-political conflicts by dismissing them as the processes 
of historical materialism unfolding in the West.) 

                                                 
1 Black Sea Basin Joint Operational Program 2007-1013,  http://www.blacksea-cbc.net/  
2 Black Sea Synergy Program, http://eeas.europa.eu/blacksea/index_en.htm  
3 See the report of Baltic Sea Basin Program, http://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/where/neighbourhood/regional-
cooperation/enpi-cross-border/programmes/index_en.htm 
4  See the webpage http://eeas.europa.eu/eastern/index_en.htm  
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American Phillip Wright characterized these regional conflicts as the confrontation 
of disparate social units within the whole. They pursue distinct aims, regardless of 
whether the aim in question is beneficial in the long run for the collective. In 
Wright’s opinion these types of conflicts can be divided into four stages: 1.) their 
initial incompatibility; 2.) growing tension; 3.) mounting pressures without the use 
of force; 4.) and finally military intervention/civil war for the purpose of unilateral 
action. Each stage represents a change in the existing political dynamic. 
Additionally, each stage forces the sides to recalculate their interests. 

Georgians and Abkhazians have lived in the same geopolitical niche, sharing a 
closely interwoven history. Indeed, they had forged a common political identity in 
previous eras. Nonetheless, Abkhazia was never merely a passive recipient of 
such political processes:  

The significance of the Abkhaz role in the state union of feudal Georgia 
and the creation of a single Georgian kingdom in the 11th to 15th centuries 
is evidenced by the fact that many sources refer to this kingdom as 
‘Abkhazia’, in which Georgians and Abkhaz shared many socio-political 
and cultural associations. However, in the 20th century, especially during 
the Soviet period, new social phenomena caused a rift in the previously 
harmonious relations between Georgia and Abkhazia.51  

The deployment of troops led to a large-scale military conflict in 1992-1993, during 
which Georgia lost control over its autonomous republic. The war caused an 
exodus of the Georgian half of the population from Abkhazia and drastically 
changed the balance of power in the region. The Abkhaz side saw themselves as 
the victors, while Georgian authorities wanted revenge. Compromises which had 
been acceptable prior to the war were no longer tenable. 

Of Unions and Secession 

“I am making the assumption that the Georgian-Abkhazian conflict is in 
essence a dispute about national self-determination and the desired status 
of the nations involved” – Dr. Oliver Wolleh.62  

Wolleh’s formulation casts the dispute as particularly modern, where two sides 
have different interpretations of their recent history and development that are 

                                                 
51EU-Caucasus Dialogue on Georgia-Abkhaz Relations: Understanding Conflict, Building Peace, November 
2012 
62Dr. Oliver Wolleh,  M.Sc. in political science from the “London School of Economics and Political Science,”  
PhD on peace-building strategies in Cyprus at the “Freie Universität”, Berlin, Germany in 2000. 
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specific to their own situations. The Abkhazians had long sought their 
independence from Georgia.  For our present purposes, the fall of the Tsarist 
Empire in the early part of the 20th century inaugurates the most recent phase of 
this separatist history. Negotiations conducted at the time were unsuccessful, and 
Abkhazia formally became part of newly independent Georgia in June 1918.71 

The 1921 invasion of Tbilisi by the Red Army ended Georgian independence and 
offered the Abkhazians a chance at independent recognition as the Soviet Socialist 
Republic of Abkhazia (SSR Abkhazia). This was formalized in March 1921, and 
they were given equal status with the Georgian Soviet Socialist Republic (SSR 
Georgia). A few months later, in December 1921, a confederation agreement was 
concluded by these two union republics establishing military, political and 
financial union, but subordinating the Abkhazian SSR to the Georgian SSR in all 
three areas.82 The Georgian view of the situation was that Abkhazia never stopped 
being a part of Georgia during the period of transition. By contrast, the 
Abkhazians held that the Abkhazian SSR existing between March and December 
1921 had always held equal status to the Georgian SSR. The “Union Agreement”, 
which in the Abkhazian interpretation was imposed by force, was perceived by 
Abkhazians as further entrenchment of Georgian hegemony over them. In 1931 
Abkhazia, still a de jure union republic, lost even this status and, in accordance 
with the Soviet hierarchy of nationalities, was downgraded to the status of an 
“autonomous republic” within the Georgian SSR.93 

The military coup against the first President of Georgia after the fall of the Soviet 
Empire, Zviad Gamsakhurdia, took place in December 1991 and the rebel faction 
emerged victorious in January 1992, taking power in the form of a military 
council.104 In July 1992 the Abkhazian leadership, in the absence of Georgian 
deputies, reinstated the draft Abkhazian constitution of 1925 and unilaterally 

                                                 
71Gerber, 1997; p.122. In the Abkhazian interpretation, Abkhazia was occupied by the Georgian army in June 
1918. The “Abkhazian fight for independence” ended only when the Bolsheviks took control of Southern 
Caucasus and the Georgian SSR recognized the Abkhazian SSR (see Shamba, 2002). Today’s Republic of 
Georgia derives its legitimacy from the then Georgian Democratic Republic (see Nodia, 1999, p.20).   
82Lakoba, 1999; Gerber, 1997, p. 123 
93Oliver Wolleh, A difficult to Encounter – The formal Georgian-Abkhazian Dialogue Process 
Distinction is made between three levels within the Soviet hierarchy of nationalities. Union republics had the 
highest status, followed by autonomous republics and autonomous regions at the lowest level. Each national 
group receiving the right to form one of these political units was called a “titular nation”.   
104Tengiz Kitovani and Jaba Ioseliani, leaders of Gamsakhurdia’s former/disloyal presidential guard (“National 
Guard”) and the paramilitary group “Mkhedrionis” respectively, took part in the coup. It marked the start of an 
internal armed battle for power between Gamsakhurdia and his supporters on the one side and the rebels and 
later Shevardnadze on the other. Gamsakhurdia's armed followers moved back to Mingrelia (Western Georgia) 
whilst Gamsakhurdia fled via Abkhazia to Armenia and later Chechnya.   
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declared that Abkhazia was no longer a part of Georgia.111 This was naturally 
interpreted by Tbilisi as an outright declaration of secession.122 In August 1992, 
Eduard Shevardnadze, the man who succeeded Gamsakhurdia, gave the order for 
Georgian troops to advance on Abkhazia. The official aim of this military action 
was ostensibly to protect the railway lines through Abkhazia from terrorism133 and 
to free Georgian government officials who had been taken hostage144. Troops 
primarily comprising paramilitary groups advanced on the Abkhazian capital of 
Sukhumi. Even during this initial phase, the Georgian military and paramilitary 
forces committed serious atrocities against the civilian population. It is difficult to 
assess whether the attempted occupation of Abkhazia was the Georgian 
leadership’s goal from the outset, or whether a lack of control of the 
heterogeneous Georgian military units led to independent action on their part.155 

Demographics and War 

The war changed the demographic structure of Abkhazia drastically. Before the 
war, Abkhazia had a population of around 525,000, 45% of whom identified 
themselves as Georgian and 17% as Abkhazians. The remaining 36% of the 
population comprised of a variety of ethnic groups.166 Around 250,000 Georgians 
left the autonomous republic during the ensuing war. In the years following the 
war, significant numbers of the population in Abkhazia emigrated. According to a 
UN study, the Abkhazian population stood at between 180,000 and 220,000 in 
1998.177 At the end of 2011, the Georgian government had registered about 236,000 
IDPs displaced since the 1990s in areas under its control.  (Legislative amendments 
at the end of 2011 narrowed its IDP definition further, to include only those fleeing 
an area occupied by a foreign state.) There were also an estimated 20,000 IDPs in 

                                                 
111The Abkhazians failed to push this draft through in 1925.   
122Moeskes, 2000, p.39; Nodia (1997-1998, p.34 – 35) sees the Abkhazian reinstatement of the 1925 draft 
constitution as a counter-reaction to the fact that the Georgians had previously brought their 1921 constitution 
back into force.   
133Kokeev, 1993, p. 14. 
144Coppieters, 1999, p.8. 
155Nodia, 1998, p.10. 
166These figures are based on the 1989 census and show that the pre-war population of Abkhazia practically 
halved in the direct aftermath of the war. Besides the fleeing and displaced Georgians, other ethnic groups left 
the country during the war. Large parts of the Jewish population left for Israel and Pontian Greeks emigrated to 
Greece. Parts of the Russian and Armenian populations left Abkhazia as well. Last but not least also 
Abkhazians left the country. According to a 1998 UN Needs Assessment Mission, the Abkhazian population 
stood at between 180,000 and 220,000 at this time. However, Abkhazian sources claim that that the number of 
Abkazians in Abkhazia is higher presenting a figure of around 300,000 inhabitants (see Coppieters, 1999, 
p.19).   
177Both the number of refugees and displaced persons cited above and the level of the pre-war Abkhazian 
population are disputed by the Abkhazian side, which presents a much higher Abkhazian population figure of 
300,000 (see Coppieters, 1999, p.19).   
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South Ossetia. The number of IDPs from Abkhazia was unknown since their 
situation was never monitored; however, some 50,000 people who fled Abkhazia 
in the 1990s had returned to their place of origin in the Gali district in Abkhazia.181 

IDPs from Abkhazia are potentially a valuable means to building peace within 
Georgian society.  Surveys show that they generally favor pragmatic approaches 
to conflict resolution and are in favor of practical peace building and activities 
geared towards reconciliation. They are not a predominantly belligerent group: 
59% believe the conflict cannot be resolved by force. A quarter of respondents, 
however, do not rule out the military option.  Only 6% believe that the conflict can 
be resolved by force, while 20% think the conflict could be resolved by force as a 
last resort. At the same time, the majority supports bilateral conflict resolution 
activities between Tbilisi and Sokhumi. 59% would support signing a ‘non-use of 
force’ agreement with Abkhazia and 58% would support commencing 
negotiations with the de facto Abkhaz authorities about Abkhazia’s status. If direct 
negotiations with the de facto Abkhaz authorities were to restart, only a quarter of 
the respondents would prioritize status discussions. Nearly half want issues of 
security along the ceasefire line to be addressed. Unrestricted travel of Georgians 
to Abkhazia scored low at a mere 24%. The issue of trade development between 
Georgian and Abkhazians scored only 5%.  This latter statistic is particularly 
noteworthy, given that trade is generally believed to be a useful tool for building 
up cross-conflict contacts.  Only 2% of Georgians of cited trade as a motivation for 
visiting Abkhazia.192 

IDPs and Trust-Building NGOs 

In response to such dismal statistics, one of the most effective tools towards 
promoting cooperation and partnership among divided families of Abkhaz-
Georgian societies is to rebuild trust between IDPs and those living in Abkhazia. 
There is an NGO program based in Zugdidi in Georgia with the aim of uniting 
Georgian-Abkhaz families. It has links with a sister NGO program in Abkhazia 
and through their partnership they have managed to restore relationships between 
around 4,000 families. In a context of extremely weakened Georgian-Abkhaz 
dialogue at the governmental level, the key role should be played by civil society 
representatives and their efforts need to be increased.  
                                                 
181Internal Displacement Monitoring Center,  
http://www.internal-
displacement.org/8025708F004CE90B/(httpCountries)/F62BE07C33DE4D19802570A7004C84A3?OpenDoc
ument&expand=2.1&link=19.2.1&count=10000#19.2.1  
192Displacement in Georgia, IDP attitudes to conflict, return and justice; Magdalena Frichova Grono; April 
2011 
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Civil society has more freedom than government, [which is] such an important 
commodity in societies affected by conflict and stuck in narratives that demand 
conformity to zero-sum positions… Civil society actors involved in confidence 
building need to be integrated in the community and to work in coalition.201  

In general, the public diplomacy needs to be re-activated in order not to lose its 
momentum and public interest and should serve as an actor providing wide 
participation of the society.212 

Some Proposed Solutions 

The first step in addressing the situation on a governmental level is to reestablish 
the Black Sea Regional Forum for Dialogue and Partnership, which could foster 
dialogue among regional and extra-regional actors.  Secondly, there should be a 
high level consultative group to challenge the underlying basis of the conflict.  
Additionally, a neutral international body for the monitoring of trade and 
financial flow in the region should be established. Better policies to improve the 
business environment and facilitate greater economic activity across the borders 
could be developed and launched. This must include successful cooperation 
among the NGOs from the conflicting sides.  

Next, regular policy dialogues between relevant officials should be held, and EU 
representatives should be invited in order to emphasize defense of human rights 
and the enhancement of democracy. Liberalization processes should also be 
endorsed (including on issues such as discrimination by ethnicity and religion). It 
is furthermore necessary to draw attention to the importance of the Russian 
Federation’s involvement in the negotiation processes and utilize EU decision-
making experience with regard to the Baltic, the Balkans, and the Danube region. 

Promoting interaction between different groups (especially youth, journalists, 
political experts) from conflicting communities and initiating dialogue between 
Georgian and Russian civil society actors remains a key policy. The involvement 
of civil society in defining the conflict resolution strategy means including civil 
society actors in the negotiation processes and providing transparency in decision-
making. In addition, effective use of donors’ resources by allocating funds 
towards income-generating spheres is necessary.  Next, need-assessment research 
should be conducted with IDPs in order to determine their priorities, and to 
establish suitable mechanisms of projects.  This involves free access to information 

                                                 
201Civil Society and Confidence Building, Marc Behrendt, Vienna, Austria, 30 May 2011 
212Civil Society Recommendations Georgia, ENP MTR, Tbilisi 2009 
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and organizing different professional trainings (social enterprise; business 
operation; management, trade).  Lastly, any successful project must strive to 
establish cooperation with the private sector.  
 
Conclusion  

The conflicts have reached a level of protraction that demands long-term and 
multiple responses.  Constructive conflict-transformation must be based on just 
and sustainable opportunities for development for all the communities involved. 
Neighboring big powers play an important role with respect to any settlement.  
Rebuilding trust among the divided Georgian and Abkhaz families can be an 
example for other countries to take responsibility for their futures into their own 
hands.  

 

afxazeTis konfliqti: urTierT ndobis aRdgena qarTul da 

afxazur sazogadoebebs Soris  

 

lia futkaraZe, saqarTvelo  

 
qarTvelebisa da afxazebis urTierTobas mravalsaukunovani istoria 

aqvs, metic, am or ers erT geopolitikur pirobebSi uxdeboda cxovreba 

da maT saerTo TviTSegneba aerTianebda. problemebi qarTvelebsa da af-

xazebs Soris pirvelad ruseTSi carizmis damxobis Semdeg gaCnda. sam-

xreT kavkasiaSi komunizmis gavrcelebis pirvel wlebSi afxazeTs res-

publikis statusic ki mieniWa (Tumca ramodenime welSi afxazeTs res-

publikis statusi CamoerTva da avtonomiad iqca). 1992 wels afxazeTma 

calmxrivad aRadgina 1925 wlis konstitucia da damoukidebloba gamo-

acxada, imave wels saqarTvelos imdroindelma prezidentma, eduard Se-

vardnaZem afxazeTSi SeiaraRebuli Zalebis Seyvanis brZaneba gasca. da-

iwyo afxazeTis omi, ramac radikalurad Secvala regionis ZalTa balan-

si. Zireuli cvlileba ganicada afxazeTis demografiulma struqturam: 

Tuki aq omamde mosaxleobis 45 procents qarTvelebi Seadgendnen, xolo 

eTnikuri afxazebis procentuli maCvenebeli 17 procents ar aRematebo-

da, omis Semdegganxorcilebuli eTnikuri wmendis Sedegad qarTvelebi 

afxazeTSi umciresobad iqcnen.  

 

ar SeiZleba ar aRiniSnos is dadebiTi efeqti, rac afxazeTis konfliq-

tis mogvarebas eqneba aramarto saqarTvelosTvis, aramed mTeli regio-

nisTvis. am kuTxiT mniSvnelovani nabijebi gadaidga arasamTavrobo or-

ganizaciebis doneze, romlebic orientirebulia qarTuli da afxazuri 
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sazogadoebebis daaxloebasa da ndobis aRdgenaze, muSaoba mimdinareobs 

daaxloebiT 4000 Sereul (qarTul-afxazur) ojaxTan. aseTi midgoma ga-

sagebicaa: rodesac politikur doneze dialogs Sedegebi ar moaqvs, mo-

laparakebebi SeiZleba gascdes oficialur dones da saqmeSi CaerTos e.w. 

,,saxalxo diplomatia”.  

 

rac Seexeba samTavrobo dones: konfliqtis mogvarebisaTvis aucilebe-

lia ramodenime RonisZiebis gatareba. pirveli: aucilebelia Savi zRvis 

regionaluri forumis daarseba, romlis CarCoSic moxerxdeba mxareebs 

(rogorc regionSi arsebuli, ise saerTaSoriso subieqtebi) Soris dia-

logis warmarTva da am kuTxiT TanamSromloba. meore: aucilebelia sa-

konsultacio jgufis Camoyalibeba, romelic imuSavebs konfliqtis 

warmoSobis mizezebis siRrmiseul analizsa da maTi aRmofxvris gzebis 

moZiebaze. mesame: unda warmoiqmnas neitraluri saerTaSoriso organi-

zacia, romelic daakvirdeba da gaakontrolebs regionSi mimdinare fi-

nansur da ekonomikur procesebs. aseve: aucilebelia konfliqtis mona-

wile mxareebs Soris biznesisa da vaWrobis ganviTarebis kuTxiT aqtiuri 

politikis gatareba. saWiroa am procesSi arasamTavrobo seqtoris Car-

Tvac.  

 

afxazeTis konfliqtis mogvarebis saqmeSi dadebiT rols Seasrulebda 

liberalizaciis procesis daCqareba, kerZod evrokavSiris warmomadgen-

lebis mowveva regionSi adamianis uflebebis dacvisa da demokratizaci-

is procesze dasakvirveblad. aqve, gasaTvaliswinebelia ruseTis gavle-

na afxazur politikaze da Sesabamisad, gardauvalia ruseTis CarTva mo-

laparakebebis procesSi. dasasrul, unda iTqvas, rom nebismieri kon-

fliqtis mSvidobiani gziT mogvarebisaTvis aucilebelia iseTi SeTan-

xmebis miRweva, romelic konfliqtis monawile yvela mxarisTvis mogebi-

ani iqneba da miscems mxareebs ganviTarebis saSualebas.  
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CONFIDENCE BUILDING AMONG THE YOUTH OF THE BLACK SEA 
REGION THROUGH VOLUNTEERISM 
 

By  Hovhannes Stepanyan 

Introduction 

Volunteerism as a concept can be expressed in a number of ways, ranging from 
‘the use of or reliance on voluntary action to maintain an institution, carry out a 
policy, or achieve an end’ to a theoretical basis for action that ‘regards the will as 
the fundamental principle of the individual’ and society.1 Volunteerism has many 
other recognized definitions, some of which are collected below in Table 1, as 
formulated by various international organisations whose fundamental activities 
are based on volunteerism. However, for the purposes of this essay it is 
appropriate to concentrate on President John F. Kennedy’s classic American 
formulation where volunteering is seen as a means of serving in the cause of peace 
by living and working in developing countries.2 Although this statement was 
made in 1960 when the U.S. Peace Corps was being established, the concept it 
represents has proven itself an outstanding tool for promoting cross-border 
cooperation and regional integration. Consequently, it can also be applied to the 
current Black Sea region.  

Youth has always been a decisive factor for building the future. This is recognized 
by all the governments of the world, as witnessed by numerous strategic 
programs aimed for youth development implemented both by the public and 
private sectors. One of the European Union’s recent policy analysis papers 
emphasizes that ‘youth is the future, and timely and effective investment in youth 
is the key to making that future prosperous, both economically and socially’.3 

In view of the above, the terms youth and volunteerism jointly possess the capacity 
for constructing a new regional paradigm of cross-border understanding. One of 
the academic studies put out by Elsevier covering the impacts of volunteering 
concludes that youth volunteers, in comparison to adult volunteers, are more 
relationship oriented, thus creating higher levels of flexibility when choosing a 

                                                 
1 Definitions of voluntarism at http://www.bartleby.com/61/44/V0144400.html and  
http://www.thefreedictionary.com/voluntaristic. 
2 As cited in the official website of U.S. Peace Corps [URL:  
http://www.peacecorps.gov/index.cfm?shell=about] 
3 Barrington-Leach et al., “Investing in Youth: an empowerment strategy”, 2007 [URL: http://ec.europa.eu/ 
dgs/policy_advisers/publications/docs/Investing_in_Youth_25_April_fin.pdf] 
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model based on a number of confidence building measures.41 As a result, a better 
harmonious environment is created for future developments, mutual 
understanding and accessibility. 

Promoting Intraregional Volunteerism in the Black Sea Region  

Youth volunteerism has a uniting power, which is currently not fully utilised in the 
Black Sea region. The region itself encompasses a disjointed intersection of cultural, 
geopolitical and commercial interests where, unfortunately, the sense of commonality 
and ownership by the various nations of the region are not fully shared between each 
other. Its disharmony has been recognized on various levels. Neutral observers state 
that a strong, independent civil society in the Black Sea region has yet to develop, and 
that promoting civil dialogue among the youth will ensure greater impact of citizens 
on governance, development and security at regional level in the future.52 Others 
extend this idea by recommending that the so-called ‘sophisticated youth’ of the Black 
Sea region be sought out and brought into closer dialogue.63  The presumed objective 
of these dialogues is that, among other things, youth exchanges would intensify 
regional integration through re-enforcement of the reality that cooperation, solidarity, 
mutual responsibility and understanding are the cornerstones for ensuring 
democracy, peace and prosperity in the Black Sea region.74  

Various volunteering programs around the world are being successfully 
implemented by spreading cultural understanding and peace among various 
nations. These programs are being carried out by various prominent 
organisations, some of which are listed in the table below, together with citations 
about their primary mission statement(s) on the concept itself.   

                                                 
41Haski-Leventhal D. et al., “Youth volunteering for youth: Who are they serving? How are they being 
served?”, Children and Youth Service Review, July 2007, Vol. 30, issue , pp.834-846. 
52Assembly of European Regions [URL: http://www.aer.eu/fileadmin/user_upload/SitePreserve/  
CBC_Project_idea.3.1.pdf] 
63In this context “sophisticated youth” means those young academics and young professionals who applied for 
various regional youth events and were selected according to their paper-proposals and outstanding ideas. 
Additionally, a further selection criterion of these people is their background and achievements, which show 
that these youngsters have the potential of becoming future leaders.  
74Citation from Black Sea Youth Forum Declaration, 2-5 November 2008, Istanbul, Turkey 
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Table 1: Various volunteering organizations and their definitions of Volunteerism 

 Volunteering 
Organisation 

Primary mission statement concept 

1. United Nations 
Volunteers 

Volunteerism is a powerful means of engaging people in tackling 
development challenges, and it can transform the pace and 
nature of development. Volunteerism benefits both society at 
large and the individual volunteer by strengthening trust, 
solidarity and reciprocity among citizens, and by purposefully 
creating opportunities for participation. 

2. U.S. Peace Corps Volunteerism is serving your country [the United States] in the 
cause of peace by living and working in developing countries, 
with the following three goals:  
1. Helping the people of interested countries in meeting their 
need for trained men and women.  
2. Helping to promote a better understanding of Americans on 
the part of the peoples served.  
3. Helping to promote a better understanding of other peoples 
on the part of Americans.  

3. European Voluntary 
Service 

Volunteering should promote universal peace, dialogue, tolerance 
and solidarity; will contribute to building long-lasting and solid 
partnerships; should include exchange of youth work expertise and 
know how; should give the participants a better understanding of 
their own situations and cultures and  help them explore their 
identities; should contribute to developing the voluntary sector and 
civil society.  

4. Global Volunteer 
Network 

Volunteering is connecting people with communities in need, 
with a particular focus on vulnerable women and children by 
supporting the work of local community organizations. 

5.  International Volunteer 
Programs Association 

Volunteering is an opportunity to lend a hand to those who are 
working to improve life in their communities. 

6. International Red Cross 
and Red Crescent 
Movement  

Red Cross volunteers are united by their service and the feeling 
that in changing others’ lives, their lives are also changed. 

7. Austrian Volunteers 
International 

Volunteering is the involvement in people-centered development 
projects and programs in a wide range of countries by focusing 
on reducing poverty, providing health and education services, 
promoting human rights and gender equality, and protecting the 
environment. 

8. Volunteer Service 
Organisation (VSO UK) 

Volunteerism is bringing people together to share skills, build 
capabilities, promote international understanding and action, 
and change lives to make the world a fairer place for all. 

9. Armenian Volunteer 
Corps 

Volunteering is turning good intentions into meaningful action 
through a service that transforms the world. 

10. Teach and Learn with 
Georgia 

Inviting English speakers to volunteer in Georgian schools and 
live in Georgian communities, serving as language teachers, 
communication partners, and cultural ambassadors with the 
purpose of improving the English language skills of Georgian 
students, teachers and families. 

 
[Source: compiled from the official websites of the organizations listed in the 
table] 
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Among the various positive changes that the volunteers of these assorted 
programs have achieved, there is a clear indication that volunteerism has a real 
power behind it oriented towards tangible accomplishments and building bridges 
towards progress as understood in the classic Western sense. For example, an 
American Peace Corps volunteer in Georgia has developed and narrated four 
informational documentary films highlighting the history, landscape and 
attractions of her remote village, leading to an increased public awareness.  This 
brought a great deal of attention to her village, leading to numerous positive 
changes outlined elsewhere.81  Similarly, a United Nations volunteer assisted in 
updating village disaster mitigation plans in India, thus raising the emergency 
awareness actions for the local inhabitants.92  Elsewhere, a German Red Cross 
volunteer facilitated an occupational life planning session for the young mothers 
in various regions of Eastern Europe, thus strengthening the gender balance in the 
local labour market.103  A British volunteer from VSO closely worked with the 
regional government authorities in Peru, which led to the passing of an anti-
discrimination legislation in the country.114  There are of course similar success 
stories right across the spectrum that can be listed outlining similar aims and 
goals. 

The definitions of volunteerism shown in the above table are at times broad and 
open-ended.  There are, in fact, no single simple definitions of volunteerism that 
can be promoted with any universal certainty. This aspect varies even inside the 
organizations themselves, and such variations are also shaped by the perceptions 
of the individuals in each of the cases who participates in them. It is a highly 
flexible and dynamic concept in that sense, which translates into a vast resource of 
great strength in the expression of its ideals. 

The Need for a New Youth Volunteer Organization 

Many other analogous organisations can be added to the list of volunteering 
organisations mentioned in Table 1.  Nonetheless, it would not be possible to find 
a similar organisation which stably and successfully enables the youth of the Black 
Sea region to serve as volunteers in any one of the countries of the South 
Caucasus.  

                                                 
81Peace Corps Times, Issue 2, 2012, p.5 
92UNV in Action, 2012, p.5 
103Red Cross – EU office [URL: http://www.redcross-eu.net/en/National-and-EU-activities/Red-Cross-Success-
Stories/BeLeM-Occupational-Life-Planning-for-Young-Mothers/] 
114Official website of Volunteer Service Organisation, UK [URL: http://www.vso.org.uk/story/33857/making-
discrimination-illegal-in-peru-] 
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A successful proposed such organisation, which could provisionally be titled the 
Black Sea Regional Volunteer Corps, should be able to target the youth and early-
career young professionals that are identified as future leaders and decision makers – 
the aforementioned sophisticated youth – and who display a potential to perform an 
integral role in promoting partnership among governmental, academic, civil society, 
NGOs, as well as many other overlapping layers in the region. Skill development, 
positive experience exchange and expansion of regional professional networking 
would be among the beneficial aspects of such an initiative.  

Accordingly, such a program can be established by the goodwill and financial 
contributions provided by the governments of the Black Sea region, various 
foundations and trust funds, international organisations, EU funds, such as 
earmarked for the youth exchanges in the framework of European 
Neighbourhood Policy initiatives, etc. Such funds would finance the basic costs of 
the volunteers, regarding their travel, living allowance, orientation trainings, 
housing, and other such expenses.  

However, due to government involvement, it would be prudent to make sure that 
states do not politicize such a suggested volunteer organisation in any way. The 
young volunteers of this type of suggested program would then achieve an 
excellent understanding of the Black Sea region free of political machinery, and 
with their work would contribute to the various aspects of regional development. 
Thereafter, in their future careers, in whatever capacity they choose to fulfil their 
roles in civil society, they would have broader understanding of the Black Sea 
region derived from actual experience and the complex reality of having 
participated firsthand in the process itself, and it is hoped that they would be able 
to express interesting ideas of regional cooperation and integration. The alumni of 
this program, due to their wider regional understanding, would have the capacity 
to distinguish and prioritize those national interests that align with Black Sea 
regional priorities, which in turn could serve as a backbone for elaborating 
harmonized regional developing strategies that would indeed be more realistic 
than those compared with existing ones.  

One of the key objectives of such a proposed initiative could be the holistic focus 
on regional common values and mutually acceptable interests and behaviour, 
instead of concentrating on nationalistic differences, narrow interests and state-
oriented ambitions. In this respect, the European Union itself can furnish an 
outstanding example. Moreover, this initiative can evolve the emergence of 
regional joint symbols, such as a flag, anthem, landmarks and characteristics, 
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which would have the capacity to strengthen the regional common identity of the 
people and pave the way towards mutually beneficial cooperation and synergies. 

Indeed, the Black Sea region is not only limited to its maritime countries, but also 
includes the neighbouring landlocked states and regions, that are incorporated 
socially, economically and politically. Consequently, the European Union 
considers the Black Sea region as an integral area, inclusive of its maritime and 
inland regions, and maintains a dynamic regional partnership policy.121  In this 
light, for the success of future EU and Black Sea regional cooperation, it is 
imperative that the countries of the Black Sea region see themselves as an 
integrally united area. 

Conclusion 

The Black Sea region, which is mostly seen as a developing region that needs 
permanent external investments for its further development, can accumulate enough 
financial means, both from its internal and external financial sources, for 
implementing the joint projects of regional significance, which could unite the people 
of the region, as well as build regional trust, such as through the operation of the 
aforementioned Black Sea Volunteer Corps. The prioritisation of regional interests is 
the key towards achieving the desired regional prosperity.  This, in turn, can be 
reached through open dialogue, mutual tolerability, cultural dialogue and constant 
peace. In this respect, any type of youth-oriented initiative that would provide skill-
building and hands-on experience for regional understanding should be actively 
promoted. This can be achieved through the suggested volunteering program which 
would serve as a soft-diplomacy tool where, through its participants volunteering 
activities, host communities would benefit from closer interaction, increased mutual 
cultural comprehension and dynamic achievements.  

The placement sites of the volunteers can be established based on detailed asset 
mapping, conducted jointly by the academic and civil society, NGOs, media, and 
governmental organisations.  These organizations would collectively identify the 
strengths of the applicant volunteers and would carry out a needs-based analysis. 
The volunteers, either individually or with a group of mixed nationalities, would 
visit these sites, reside there for a defined period, and carry out their work in 
cooperation with the host country’s nationals for the benefit of peace, 
development and partnership.  Such activities could be conducted all around the 
Black Sea region by the people of the Black Sea region themselves. 
                                                 
121Commission of the European Communities 2007 – Black Sea Synergy: A New Regional Cooperation 
Initiative [URL: http://ec.europa.eu/world/enp/pdf/com07_160_en.pdf] 
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Savi zRvis regionis axalgazrdobas Soris ndobis aRdgena 

moxaliseobis  institutis saSualebiT 

hovanes stefaniani, somxeTi 

moxaliseoba da voluntarizmi mravlismomcveli dinamiuri cnebaa. is 

gulisxmobs nebayofilobiT qmedebas ama Tu im politikuri kursis xel-

Sesawyobad Tu ekonomikuri da socialuri miznebis misaRwevad, Tumca  

ZiriTadi azri erTia  - adamianis nebis gadamwyvet faqtorad aRiareba. 

moxaliseoba mWidro kavSirSia axalgazrdobasTan, radgan axalgazrde-

bis voluntarizms gamaerTianebeli Zala gaaCnia, es SesaZlebloba jer-

jerobiT srulad araa gamoyenebuli Savi zRvis regionSi, radgan ar ar-

sebobs iseTi organizacia, romelic saSualebas miscems Savi zRvis regi-

onis axalgazrdobas stabilurad da warmatebulad imsaxuron, rogorc 

moxaliseebma samxreT kavkasiis qveynebSi. Tumca SesaZlebelia msgavsi 

organizaciis Seqmna, romlis mizani iqneba im axalgazrda profesionale-

bis mozidva, romlebic momavali liderebi arian da aqvT potenciali xe-

li Seuwyon samTavrobo, akademiur, samoqalaqo da arasamTavrobo orga-

nizaciebs Soris TanamSromlobas. aseTi iniciativebis ZiriTadi mizani 

unda iyos  saerTo Rirebulebebisa da interesebis xazgasma da ara erov-

nul gansxvavebebze koncentrireba. 

Savi zRvis regioni mudmiv sagareo investiciebs saWiroebs ganviTare-

bisTvis. Sesabamisad, moxaliseTa programebi SeiZleba daarsdes Savi 

zRvis regionis mTavrobebis, aseve sxvadasxva fondebis, saerTaSoriso 

organizaciebisa da evrokavSiris fondebis keTili nebiTa da finansuri 

xelSewyobiT. Tumca am iniciativebSi mTavrobebis CarTulobis gamo au-

cilebeli iqneba mudmivi kontroli, raTa es organizaciebi ar gaxdnen 

politikurad mikerZoebulebi.   

neitraluri damkvirveblebis azriT, Savi zRvis regionSi unda ganviTar-

des Zlieri da damoukidebeli samoqalaqo sazogadoeba. regionis qveyne-

bis axalgazrdobas Soris dialogi ki xels Seuwyobs iseTi samoqalaqo 

sazogadoebis Camoyalibebas, romelic gavlenas moaxdens samoqalaqo 

mmarTvelobaze da gaaZlierebs regionalur integracias. aseve xels Se-

uwyobs imis gaTavisebas, rom TanamSromloba, TanagrZnoba, pasuxismgeb-

loba da urTierTgageba Savi zRvis regionSi demokratiis ganviTarebisa 

da mSvidobis SenarCunebis qvakuTxeds wamoadgenen. drouli da efeqtu-

ri kapitaldabandeba axalgazrdobaSi gadamwyveti faqtoria regionis 

samomavlo ekonomikuri da socialuri ganviTarebisTvis. 
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WATER MANAGEMENT IN THE KURA-ARAS RIVER BASIN AS A 
PLATFORM FOR CROSS-BORDER COOPERATION IN THE SOUTH 
CAUCASUS  

 
By Yana Zabanova 
 
Introduction  
 
As a region, the South Caucasus is more aptly characterized by its many dividing 
lines, rather than by its unifying factors. In the two decades since Armenia, 
Azerbaijan and Georgia gained independence from the Soviet Union, the region’s 
three unresolved territorial conflicts have grown even more intractable. Today, 
closed borders and diverging geopolitical orientations dominate the political 
landscape, while people-to-people contacts across the conflict lines are very rare. 
Although the South Caucasus has attracted growing attention from the West and 
regional powers like Russia, Turkey and Iran, the issues that have been prioritized 
by these external actors, namely energy and security, are highly divisive in 
themselves.  
 
This essay will focus on the potential of using alternative, “soft” issues such as 
environmental protection and water management as a platform for cross-border 
cooperation in the South Caucasus. By virtue of geography, a suitable object for 
such cooperation in the region would be the water resources of the Kura-Aras 
(Araks) river basin, which covers most of the territory of the South Caucasus. 
History shows that cooperation in the area of water management can be successful 
even in the context of political conflict and war. This was the case, for example, 
with Jordan and Israel’s “Picnic Table talks” (1950’s) on the use of the Jordan 
River’s waters. In Southeast Asia the Mekong Committee, established in 1957, 
succeeded in coordinating water development among Lower Mekong nations 
such as Laos, Thailand, Cambodia, and Vietnam, even throughout the Vietnam 
War.1 Another positive example is the Indus River Commission which survived 
two wars between its members, India and Pakistan.2 Certainly, in each of these 
cases water issues were so important that all sides realized the necessity to 
negotiate an agreement. This is not yet the case in the South Caucasus today, 
where environmental issues are viewed as of lower importance. Nevertheless, the 
attention to the problems of the Kura-Aras basin is expected to increase in the 
future, given the growing levels of water pollution and the accelerating impact of 
climate change. While environmental cooperation alone will not solve the region’s 
conflicts, it may become a valuable exercise in bringing together scientists, civil 

                                                 
1 Jeffrey W. Jacobs, “Mekong Committee History and Lessons for River Basin Development,” The 
Geographical Journal, vol. 161, issue 2, July 1995, p. 135.  
2 Alexander Carius, “Environmental Peacebuilding”, Study commissioned by the German Federal Ministry for 
Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ), January 2006, Adelphi Consult, Berlin, p. 12.   
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society groups, young people and local communities to jointly address a shared 
problem.  
 
Kura-Aras basin:  importance and key issues 
 
The transboundary Kura-Aras basin has a surface area of some 188,000 sq km, 
covering the entire territory of Armenia, over 60% of Azerbaijan and most of 
Eastern Georgia, as well as parts of northwest Iran and northeast Turkey (the 
latter is where both rivers originate). The Kura, 1364 km in length, flows through 
Georgia and Azerbaijan into the Caspian Sea. The Aras is 1264 km long and is the 
Kura’s largest tributary. It flows from Turkey and forms the natural border 
between Turkey and Armenia, Iran and Armenia and Iran and Azerbaijan. The 
two rivers join in Azerbaijan. 31   
 
The Kura-Aras basin is vital for the entire South Caucasus region, providing water 
for agriculture, industry, and power generation, as well as drinking water. Despite 
its relatively modest share in the economies of the South Caucasus republics, 
agriculture alone uses up two-thirds of the basin’s available water resources. 
There are some differences, too: Armenia and Georgia use most of the basin’s 
water resources for irrigation and industrial needs, whereas Azerbaijan relies on 
the two rivers for half of its drinking water and 60% of its irrigation needs. The 
water resources of the basin are also used for hydropower generation, with the 
region’s largest dam located on the Kura River at Mingechevir, Azerbaijan.42  
 
One of the key problems affecting all South Caucasus riparian states – and the 
Caspian Sea, in which the Kura and Aras flow - are high pollution levels in the 
basin. These are caused by untreated municipal and industrial wastewater, heavy 
pesticide and fertilizer use, and mining activities leading to metal contamination.53 
Wastewater treatment plants are few and technically obsolete. Water pollution has 
a more severe impact on Georgia and especially Azerbaijan, since they are located 
downstream and thus are more dependent on their neighboring states for water 
resources. In addition, the accelerating process of climate change is expected to 
lead to further deterioration of water quality and availability in the Kura-Aras 
basin as a result of rising average temperatures and decreasing annual 
precipitation volumes. 64  
 
The benefits to be derived from regional cooperation in the area of improving 
water quality are clear. However, there are presently no regional agreements and 
no permanent intergovernmental body governing water management issues 

                                                 
31German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ) and KfW Development Bank, 
“Adaptation to Climate Change in the Kura-Aras River Basin: River Basin Snapshot”, September 2010.  
42Ibid. 
53Ibid. 
64Ibid. 
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among the South Caucasus states. During the Soviet period, there were two major 
water treaties focusing on the Kura-Aras basin: the 1927 treaty between the USSR 
and Turkey agreeing on a 50/50 use of all shared waters and establishing a joint 
boundary water commission, and the 1957 bilateral agreement between the USSR 
and Iran on the use of the Aras River waters. Having gained independence in 
1991, the three South Caucasus republics have so far failed to sign such an 
agreement among themselves.  
 
Cooperation as a solution?  
 
An optimal way to manage pollution and water use issues in the Kura-Aras basin 
would be to sign an intergovernmental agreement, establish a special permanent 
water commission, and introduce the so-called system of “river basin 
management,” which views the river basin as a natural geographical and 
hydrological unit, regardless of political and administrative boundaries. This best-
practice system features a regularly updated "river basin management plan" that 
provides a framework for monitoring and coordination activities. Such an 
approach is already in use in Western European transboundary river basin 
districts, including the Maas/Meuse, Scheldt/Schelde and Rhine basins.71 While it 
is preferable that the impulse for deepening water cooperation come from within 
the region, given the realities of the South Caucasus, it is clear that for now this 
responsibility will have to be taken by an external actor acceptable to all parties, 
such as the EU or some other international organization.  
 
Over the past decade, the problems of the Kura-Aras basin have been addressed, 
both directly and indirectly, in a number of initiatives and projects funded by 
Western donors, including UNDP, USAID, the EU, NATO, OSCE, and others. 
Despite some positive outcomes, a lasting solution for managing the Kura-Aras 
river basin - in the form of a regional agreement and a permanent 
intergovernmental water commission- has not yet become reality. Another 
problem has been the short-term, ad hoc nature of the projects which usually 
lasted for several years only, with little or no follow up provided. Combined with 
the multiplicity of donors, the short-term format resulted in the partial duplication 
of efforts and diluted the projects’ visibility and impact. For instance, in 2004, 
USAID launched a four-year South Caucasus Water Program aimed at improving 
the management of shared water resources. In parallel, the Environment and 
Security Initiative (ENVSEC), which is a partnership platform of six international 
organizations, implemented the South Caucasus River Monitoring program, 
which was completed in 2008. While both USAID’s and ENVSEC’s projects 
produced valuable data and encouraged cooperation among technical experts, 
they did not manage to establish a permanent body responsible for river 

                                                 
71European Commission, „Introduction to the new EU Framework Directive,” 
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/water/water-framework/info/intro_en.htm  
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monitoring, nor did they succeed in engaging senior policy officials from the three 
South Caucasus countries.81 
 
Some efforts were undertaken by the European Union, which implemented the 
project “Transboundary River Management Phase II for the Kura River basin” 
(2008-2010). The project’s aim was to establish a system of transboundary 
monitoring and information management, as well as to train staff from national 
environmental ministries and to raise public awareness on water quality issues. 
Yet another institution active in the area of water management this area has been 
the UNDP: from 2005 until 2007, it implemented a project on reducing 
transboundary degradation in the Kura/Aras River Basin, bringing together 
experts from the region and publishing national and regional reports on the issue. 
More recently, from 2008 until 2011, the UNDP implemented a 2.9 million USD 
project entitled “Regional Partnership for Prevention of Transboundary 
Degradation of the Kura-Aras River” financed by the Global Environment Facility. 
The project produced a draft strategic action program outlining a long-term 
approach to river management and policy recommendations at the national and 
regional levels.  
 
Using the existing EU Water Framework Directives to achieve results  
 
In order to address the issue of water quality in the Kura-Aras river basin more 
effectively, it is necessary to move away from short-term, stand-alone projects 
towards a more sustainable, long-term format which would also envision setting 
up a regional coordination body. This is where the EU, which has been promoting 
water cooperation within its own borders, is beginning to play a more active role. 
In 2000, the EU adopted the so-called Water Framework Directive (EU WFD), 
which calls for introducing water management systems based on river basins. For 
European states, WFD contains clear milestones and a timeline. Given that WFD 
was formulated on the basis of best practices in the area of water management, its 
objectives and milestones can be used, with minor modifications, for ENP 
countries including Armenia, Azerbaijan, and Georgia. One of the current projects 
implemented by the Regional Environmental Centre for the Caucasus (REC 
Caucasus), one of the most authoritative, independent non-profit environmental 
organizations in the region, focuses on developing national road maps on 
sustainable management of the Kura-Aras river basin. The idea is to incorporate 
the EU Water Framework Directives into ENP National Action Plans, as well as to 
establish a regional coordination body which would meet regularly to track 
progress on the road maps.92 This approach has several benefits: it uses the 

                                                 
81Anja Wittich and Achim Maas, “Regional Cooperation in the South Caucasus: Lessons for Peacebuilding, 
from Economy and Environment”, Adelphi Research, April 2009, p. 19.  
92Regional Environmental Centre for the Caucasus, “Creation of Enabling Environment for Integrated 
Management of the Kura-Aras Transboundary Rivers Basin”, http://www.rec-
caucasus.org/profile.php?id=1315224097&lang=en 
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existing best practices as formulated in the EU WFD and introduces them in the 
already existing institutional framework, such as the European Neighbourhood 
Policy; it builds on the generally positive attitudes towards the EU which exist 
within the region – and which may help bring senior officials on board; it 
envisions the creation of road maps and setting up a body entrusted with 
monitoring and follow-up, which could help engender a healthy spirit of 
competition among the participating states. As part of the ENP National Action 
Plans, the Water Directive road maps would be periodically discussed with EU 
representatives and thus gain greater importance visibility. Finally, the REC 
Caucasus, the institution entrusted with helping develop the national road maps, 
is a recognized independent organization with an established reputation and 
accumulated expertise on environmental issues (REC Caucasus was established in 
1995 and brings together representatives of all South Caucasus countries).  
 
Conclusion  
 
The transboundary Kura-Aras river basin covers most of the territory of the South 
Caucasus and plays a vital role in providing the region with water resources for 
agricultural, industrial, and power generation use. At the same time, the basin’s 
water resources suffer from high pollution levels, which endanger communities 
across the region. The ongoing process of climate change is expected to further 
exacerbate the problem. The best way to address the water quality problem would 
be to create an agreement on water use, set up a regular monitoring body, and to 
use the best practice in river basin management as developed in the EU Water 
Framework Directive. While many international organizations have implemented 
projects on river monitoring in the South Caucasus, they have mostly been short-
term, ad hoc, and lacked the involvement of the highest levels of political 
leadership. The current project implemented by the REC Caucasus has a potential 
to avoid these shortcoming, introducing the principles of the EU Water 
Framework Directives into an existing institutional infrastructure of the European 
Neighborhood Policy.  
 
 
wylis resursebis marTva mtkvrisa da araqsis auzSi —  
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geografiuli mdebareobidan gamomdinare, TanamSromlobisTvis yvelaze 

Sesaferisi obieqti mtkvrisa da araqsis auzia, romelic samxreT kavkasi-

is teritoriis umetes nawils moicavs da sasicocxlo rols asrulebs 

sasoflo-sameurneo savargulebis, industriuli obieqtebisa da eleq-

troenergiis warmoebisTvis saWiro wylis resursebis miwodebaSi, aseve 

sasmeli wyliT momaragebaSi.  amavdroulad aRsaniSnavia, rom mtkvrisa 

da araqsis auzi  ganicdis maRali xarisxis dabinZurebas, rac safrTxes 

uqmnis regionis mosaxleobas. klimatis cvlileba ki savaraudod ufro 

gaamwvavebs arsebul problemas.  

 

mtkvrisa da araqsis auzSi dabinZurebis xarisxisa da wylis resursebis 

gamoyenebis samarTavad yvelaze optimaluri gza mTavrobaTaSorisi 

xelSekrulebis gaformebaa, aseve aucilebelia regularuli monito-

ringis ganmaxrocielebli organos Seqmna da evrokavSiris  gamocdile-

bis gamoyeneba. Tumca bevrma saerTaSoriso organizaciam ukve ganaxor-

ciela proeqtebi samxreT kavkasiaSi mdinaris wylis monitoringze, miu-

xedavad zogierTi pozitiuri Sedegisa es proeqtebi ZiriTadad uper-

speqtivo da mokle-vadiani aRmoCnda. erT-erTi damabrkolebeli faqto-

ri iyo politikuri nebis nakleboba. mtkvrisa da araqsis auzSi wylis xa-

risxis problemis gadasaWrelad aucilebelia ara mokle-vadiani ganye-

nebuli proeqtebi, aramed  ufro mdgradi da grZelvadiani formati, ro-

melsac regionaluri sakoordinatori organo uxelmZRvanelebs. sasur-

velia TanamSromlobis garmavebis survili regionis qveynebidan modio-

des, Tumca samxreT kavkasiis realobis gaTvaliswinebiT naTelia, rom 

amJamad es pasuxismgebloba Tavis Tavze iseTma saerTaSoriso aqtorma 

unda aiRos, romelic misaRebi iqneba yvela mxarisaTvis, swored aq SeuZ-

lia evrokavSirs mniSvnelovani rolis Sesruleba.  

 

wylis marTvis sferoSi miRweuli warmatebebi sazRvrispira TanamSrom-

lobas Cauyris safuZvels da mniSvnelovani iqneba regionis samomavlo 

ganviTarebisTvis. 
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doqtori iakub fors-batalia-avstria 

iakub fors-batalia- aris avstrieli diplomati da amJamad muSaobs 

avstriis kulturuli forumis direqtorad kievSi, ukraina sadac war-

moadgens avstriis sagareo saqmeTa saministros. 

 

 

anastasia stelmaxi, ukraina 

 

anastasia stelmaxma daamTavra lvovis, ivan frankos saxelobis erovnu-

li universiteti, sadac moipova bakalavrisa da magistris xarisxebi sa-

erTaSoriso urTierTobebSi. amJamad is CarTulia TurqeTis axlo aRmo-

savleTis teqnikuri universitetis sadoqtoro programaSi. aqtiurad 

monawileobs Savi zRvis regionTan dakavSirebiT mowyobil sxvadasxva aq-

tiobebSi, maT Soris harvardis Savi zRvis usafrTxoebis programaSi. in-

teresis sferoebi: Savi zRvis TanamSromloba, usafrTxoeba, dsT da 

energo-usafrTxoeba. sadoqtoro naSromis sakiTxi: ,,ukrainis energo 

politika da evrokavSirTan energo-TanamSromloba viqtor ianukoviCis 

mmarTvelobis periodSi”. 

 

 

lia futkaraZe, saqarTvelo 

 

lia futkaraZem bakalavris xarisxi moipova amerikis humanitaruli uni-

versitetis Tbilisis filialSi. is aris aSS-s saxelmwifo departamentis 

saganmanaTleblo da kulturis biuros mier gamocxadebuli bakalavre-

bis msoflio gacvliTi programis gamarjvebuli da erTi weli swavlob-

da utikas kolejSi saerTaSoriso urTierTobebis specialobiT. amJamad 

muSaobs aliansis jgufSi, korporatiuli komunikaciebis asistentis po-

ziciaze. Aamavdroulad, axdens proeqtis koordinirebas kompaniis daar-

sebul filantropul fondSi.  

 

 

hovanes stepaniani, somxeTi 

hovanes stepaniani muSaobs somxeTSi arsebul aSS-s mSvidobis korpusSi 

regionalur menejerad. mas warsulSi sajaro seqtorSi, transportis, 

komunikaciebisa da sainformacio teqnologiebis kuTxiT muSaobis didi 

gamocdileba aqvs. Hovanesi sainformacio teqnologiebis bakalavria. Omas 

aqvs ori magistris xarisxi. erTi - sajaro administrirebaSi, xolo meo-

re — saerTaSoriso transportis sferoSi. Hovanesi dainteresebulia mo-

xaliseobiT, regionaluri integraciis TemiT, axalgazrduli saqmeebiT, 

amasTan misi hobia mogzauroba da axali adamianebis gacnoba. 
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marina vorotniuki, ukraina 

marina vorotniuki odesaSi arsebuli meCnikovis erovnuli universite-

tis saerTaSoriso mecnierebaTa mkvlevaria. aseve, ufros mkvlevarad 

muSaobs ukrainis prezidentis kancelariasTan arsebul strategiul 

mecnierebaTa erovnuli institutis odesis filialSi, misi kvlevis Zi-

riTadi mimarTulebebia konfliqtebi da mSvidoba, saerTaSoriso urTi-

erTobaTa Teoria, Savi zRvis regionis usafrTxoeba da TurqeTis saga-

reo politika. mieniWa saerTaSoriso urTierTobaTa magistris xarisxi 

meCnikovis erovnul universitetSi. Mmisi sadoqtoro naSromi Seexeba 

kritikuli usafrTxoebis Teoriebis gamoyenebas TurqeTis sagareo po-

litikasTan mimarTebaSi. 

 

aifer erdogani — TurqeTi 

 

aifer erdoganma 2007 wels moipova ucxo enebis bakalavris xarisxi axlo 

aRmosavleTis teqnikur universitetSi (ankara). bakalavriatis damTav-

rebis Semdeg erTi weliwadi muSaobda germaniaSi Turquli enis maswav-

leblad. magisratura daamTavra SvedeTSi, kerZod upsalas universi-

tetSi, evraziuli swavlebis specialobiT. samagistro programis far-

glebSi staJior-Jurnalistad muSaobda evroparlamentis EU-Turkey News-

Si. amJamad instruqtorad muSaobs Tanamderove enebis departamentSi da 

amavdroulad amzadebs sadoqtoro naSroms saerTaSoriso urTierTo-

bebsa da politikaze ildizis teqnikur universitetSi.  

 

 

akfer sarievi, ukraina 

 

akfer sarievi venis universitetis evropuli da saerTaSoriso biznesis 

samarTlis fakultetis magistrantia. 2005-10 wlebSi swavlobda iaros-

lav mudris saxelobis ukrainis erovnul akademiaSi. 2003-2005 wlebSi da-

amTavra doneckis teqnikuri gimnazia. 

 

 

mehmeT zeki gunai, TurqeTi 

 

mehmeT zeki gunai ankaris axlo aRmosavleTis teqnikuri universitetSi 

mkvlevar-asistentia. bakalavriati ankaris linkentis universitetSi 

daamTavra, magistris xarisxi ki axlo aRmosavleTis teqnikuri universi-

tetSi moipova. amJamad, amave universitetSi swavlobs sadoqtoro prog-

ramaze. Misi kvlevis interesebia: ruseTis sagareo politika, rusuli po-

litika da saerTaSoriso organizaciebi. 

 

maqsim stepanovi, ruseTis federacia 

 

maqsim stepanovi, daibada ekaterinburgSi, uraliSi. Aaq man gaatara cxov-

rebis pirveli 20 weli, Seiswavla inglisuri da germanuli enebi. mogvia-
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nebiT sacxovreblad gadavida berlinSi da daiwyo swavla politikuri 

mecnierebisa da sociologiis samagistro programaze. mis akademiur in-

teress warmoadgens post-sabWoTa sivrce, kiTxulobs treining-kursebs 

aRmosavleT evropaSi samoqalaqo cnobierebis amaRlebis Taobaze. 

 

 

Tamar gziriSvili, saqarTvelo 

 

Tamari daibada da gaizarda TbilisSi. oTxi wlis win gaemgzavra aSS-Si 

umaRlesi ganaTlebis misaRebad. maisSi amTavrebs masaCusetsis klarkis 

universitetis politikuri mecnierebisa da filosofiis fakultets. 

Ggasul wels erTi semestri gaatara vaSingtonSi sadac swavlobda mSvi-

dobisa da konfliqtebis mogvarebis sakiTxs da gaakeTa kvleva rogorc 

kviprosze, ise saqarTveloSi arsebul konfliqtebze. is mxolod axla 

iwyebs karierul ganviTarebas da survili aqvs imuSaos kavkasiis sakiT-

xebze.   

 

 

gokCe ferCinoRlu,  TurqeTi 

 

gokCe ferCinoRlum bakalavris xarisxi boRazijis universitetSi moi-

pova (stambuli, 2007 w.). swavla londonis universitetis aRmosavleTisa 

da afrikis skolaSi (SOAS) ganagrZo, da miiRo saerTaSoriso samarTlis ma-

gistris xarisxi (2008 w). 2009 wlis maisSi SeuerTda TESEV sagareo politi-

kis programas. Interesis sferoebi: TurqeTis sagareo politika, Turqe-

Tis samxreT kavkasiuri da axlo aRmosavleTis politika, TurqeTisa da 

somxeTis urTierTobebi.    

 

 

orxan ali,A azerbaijani 

 

orxan alis iaraRis gauvrceleblobisa da saerTaSoriso usafrTxoebis 

magistris xarisxi mieniWa londonis samefo kolejis (King’s College 
London) omis Seswavlis departmentSi. aseve, flobs bruselis mSvidobis 

universitetis (Université Libre de Bruxelles (ULB) diploms. 2003 wli-

dan CarTulia mSvidobis damyarebasTan dakavSirebul proeqtebSi. mniS-

vnelovani gamocdileba SeiZina 2008 wels azerbaijanSi NATO —s saerTa-

Soriso skolis (NISA) aRmasrulebel direqtorad muSaobiT. amJamad 

aris Oxfam International Azerbaijan-is koordinatori. amavdroulad 

CarTulia ,,axalgazrduli aRmosavluri partniorobis” saerTaSoriso 

proeqtSi, rogorc redaqtori da erTerTi avtori usafrTxoebis sakiT-

xebSi. misi akademiur interesebis sferos ganekuTvneba: samxreT kavkasi-

is konfliqtebi, sajaro mmarTveloba da decentralizacia, Zlieri sa-

xelmwifos mSenebloba da sajaro administracia.  
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arfi aTabeqiani, somxeTi 

arfi aTabegians damTavrebuli aqvs erevnis saxelmwifo universiteti, 

sadac muSaobda Turqologiis problemebze. amJamad is magistrantia so-

cialur mecnierebaTa germanul-Turqul samagistro programaSi, Aarfi 

dainteresebulia evropaSi da kerZod germaniaSi Turqebis migraciis sa-

kiTxiT. amJamad muSaobs statiaze, sadac saubaria ganviTarebadi qveyne-

bidan saganmanaTleblo migraciis Temaze. dainteresebulia TurqeTisa 

da somxeTis urTierTobaTa kvleviT, monawileoba miiRo proeqtSi, ro-

melic muSaobda or qveyanas Soris molaparakebaTa procesze. arfis 

erT-erTi bolo statia swored somxeTisa da TurqeTis morigebis sa-

kiTxs Seexeboda. 

 

aidan muradova,Aazerbaijani 

aidan muradovam gacvliTi programis farglebSi 1 weli gaatara aSS-Si, 

sadac dainteresda saerTaSoriso urTierTobebiT, diplomatiiTa da 

msoflio politikiT. mogvianebiT man Caabara baqos saxelmwifo univer-

sitetis saerTaSoriso urTierTobaTa fakultetze. monawileoba miiRo 

mraval konferenciaSi, forumsa da samuSao SexvedraSi rogorc qveynis 

SigniT, ise mis gareT, maT Soris: ,,islamuri TanamSroblobis saerTaSo-

riso organizaciuli modeli” (stambuli), kulturaTaSorisi dialogis 

saerTaSoriso forumi (baqo), samoqalaqo cnobierebis amaRlebis samu-

Sao Sexvedra  (vaSingtoni), urTierTgageba ukeTesi msofliosaTvis (or-

lando, florida), saerTaSoriso humanitaruli forumi: imedebi da ga-

mowvevebi (baqo) da mravalis sxva. 

 

axmed gumbaTovi,Aazerbaijani 

axmed gumbaTovi Aazerbaijanis diplomatiur akademiaSi (ADA) axlad da-

arsebuli proeqtis — energiisa da garemos dacvis kaspiuri centris 

(CCEE) koordinatori. Aaxmedma daamTavra sankt-peterburgis saxelmwifo 

universitetis saerTaSoriso urTierTobaTa skola da muSaobda saerTa-

Soriso diplomatiis axalgazrdul ligaSi. gaiara staJireba gaeros 

asociaciaSi, vaSingtonSi da atlantikur sabWoSi sadac muSaobda evro-

atlantikur struqturebSi samxreT kavkasiis qveynebis integraciis sa-

kiTxze, aseve garkveulwilad hqonda Sexeba post-sabWoTa sivrceSi arse-

bul  usafrTxoebis sakiTxebTan. CCEE-Si gadasvlamde axmedi azerbaija-

nis strategiuli mecnierebis centrSi muSaobda mkvlevar-asistentad. 

Mmas aqvs Azerbaijanis diplomatiuri akademiis magistris xarisxi saerTa-

Soriso urTierTobebSi saerTaSoriso usafrTxoebisa da kaspiis auzis 

regionis ganxriT. 
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iana zabanova, ruseTis federacia 

 

iana zabanova berlinSi arsebuli kvleviTi centris — evropuli 

stabilurobis iniciativa- mkvlevar-analitikosia, misi specializaciaa 

samxreT kavkasia da moldova. iana warmoSobiT uralidan, kerZod- 

udedan aris. man magistris xarisxi miiRo budapeStSi arsebul 

centraluri evropis universitetSi, aseve miRebuli aqvs sajaro 

politikis magistris xarisxi berlinis sajaro mmarTvelobis hertis 

skolaSi. Sxvadasxva dros swavloba ruseTsa da aSS-Si. amJamad iana 

amzadebs angariSs azerbaijanisa da evrosabWos urTierTobebis 

Taobaze, am zafxuls apirebs moldovaze dokumenturi filmis 

gadaRebas. 

 

doqtori oskar vavra, avstria 

doqtori oskar vavra daibada 1950 wlis 10 oqtombers qalaq venaSi. venis 

universitetidan man moipova diplomi samarTalmcodneobaSi, mogviane-

biT ki daamTavra aspirantura jons hopkinsis universitetSi, boloniaSi 

saerTaSoriso urTierTobebis ganxriT. is muSaobda avstriis sakonsti-

tucio sasamarTloSi da venis savaWro da samrewvelo palataSi samar-

Tlebriv sakiTxTa oficrad. 1983 wlidan venis sakrebuloSi is iyo sa-

xalxo partiis jgufis mdivani da mogvianebiT misi direqtori. 1991-dan 

1997 wlamde iyo venis provinciuli sakanonmdeblo asambleis da sakre-

bulos wevri. 1997 wlidan doqtori varva aris avstriis ucxoelTa sazo-

gadoebis federaciis vice prezidenti, sapatio funqcia, romelic moi-

cavs 112 ormxrivi Tanamegobrobis sazogadoebas. 1998 wlidan doqtori 

varva aris evropul da saerTaSoriso sakiTxTa mTavari aRmasrulebeli 

organos ufrosi da qalaq venis saerTaSoriso urTierTobebis aRmasru-

lebeli direqtori. 
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